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Regulatory RNA research has marked a new paradigm
of RNA-directed gene expression regulation and the most
promising voice of the post-genomic era in developing new
drugs and therapeutics for various diseases. It helps to
determine what genes are accessible to each type of cell,
a crucial choice for multicellular animals that require, for
example, a liver cell to read oﬀ one set of genes and a brain
cell to be governed by a diﬀerent set. And it coordinates
suites of genes that may be under diﬀerent control systems
but need to act together in response to sudden stresses.
The generation of a huge amount of sequences from a
number of key organisms and complementary development
of computational bio-tools for regulatory RNA annotation
and analysis, have accelerated this field of research. The small
RNAs have been a boon to scientists bringing reverse genetics
to assess the function of a gene. The new regulatory role
of RNA began to emerge in the last 10 years as researchers
discovered a class of short RNA molecules known as silencing
RNAs and a second class called micro-RNAs. And these
probably constitute the tip of the iceberg. The opportunity
to harness the tantalizing field of regulatory RNA mediated
RNA interference (RNAi) pathway in silencing diseasecausing genes hold great promise for the development of
therapeutics directed against targets that are not addressable
with current medicines. Bioinformatics as well plays a major
role and aids in analyzing, interpreting and screening of such
RNA sequences and their targets.
MicroRNAs are only the best studied members of the
expanding family of regulatory non-coding RNAs that

populates all domains of life. MicroRNAs tell us many
stories like stories of evolution, with their quickly evolving
and adaptable structures that exploded in animal and plant
genomes through duplication of existing microRNAs and
exaptation of elements that served other functions such as
snoRNAs. They tell us stories of development, with their
intricate role in the diﬀerentiation of so many tissues,
including animal brain, immune cells and muscle, as well as
plant organs. They are also closely involved in human disease.
An astounding 1700 papers have been published about RNA
and cancer since the first report of downregulated miRNAs
in cancer cells in 2002.
With the revelation that most intergenic and junk DNA
in eukaryotic genomes was actually transcribed, a whole
new understanding of the non-messenger transcriptome is
emerging, where transcripts produced during RNA polymerase initiation or as the result of cleavage by a variety of
Dicer-like enzyme are acting in regulating gene expression
at many diﬀerent levels. Regulatory RNAs are also gaining
importance in the prokaryotic world in the form of transacting small RNAs and cis-acting riboswitches which, just
as their eukaryotic counterparts, are able to switch genes
on and oﬀ with exquisite accuracy in response to various
environmental challenges, triggering deep changes in cellular
functions that are reminiscent of the developmental events
triggered by miRNAs in multi-cellular organisms. There is
a long way ahead in introducing this huge diversity of RNA
molecules into our global picture of cell regulatory networks.
As our understanding of the functions of small RNAs and
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their mode of regulation continues to increase, we will be
able to translate these regulatory RNAs from lab-to-clinic for
therapeutic applications.
This area of research has attracted some of the most
innovative research groups in the molecular biology and
bioinformatics field and as Editors, we are truly privileged
that many of these investigators have contributed to this
issue. We express our sincere gratitude to the contributing
authors as well as to the vision of the Founder Editor,
Dr Abdelali Haoudi, for this opportunity provided by the
Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology.
Zhumur Ghosh
Bibekanand Mallick
Daniel Gautheret
Pawan Malhotra
Ravi Sachidanandam
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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are often hosted in introns of protein-coding genes. Given that the same transcriptional unit can potentially
give rise to both miRNA and mRNA transcripts raises the intriguing question of the level of interaction between these processes.
Recent studies from transcription, pre-mRNA splicing, and miRNA-processing perspectives have investigated these relationships
and yielded interesting, yet somewhat controversial findings. Here we discuss major studies in the field.
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1. Transcription, Pre-mRNA Splicing, and
miRNA Biogenesis
The gene expression pathway initiates at nuclear transcription generating a pre-mRNA, which very often undergoes
splicing, post-transcriptional regulation, and then translation into a protein. During the pre-mRNA splicing process,
introns are removed and exons are joined in order to generate
the mature mRNA [1–3]. The highly coordinated splicing
event takes place in a large complex called the Spliceosome.
The formation of this functional megacomplex is an orchestrated assembly of proteins and RNA that requires identification of exon-intron boundaries [4]. Exons are regularly
alternatively spliced, meaning that they are either included
or excluded from the final mature mRNA transcript. A
recent comprehensive sequencing study observed that more
than 90% of the genes undergo alternative splicing [5]. This
vastly increases the transcriptome repertoire, and emphasizes
both the significance of splicing and the requirement for its
accurate execution.
In addition to protein coding genes, noncoding genes are
transcribed. microRNAs (miRNA), the most comprehensive
noncoding group, are a class of ∼22 nt noncoding RNAs
that inhibit gene expression through binding to the 3
UnTranslated Region (UTR) of target mRNA transcripts
[6, 7]. There are hundreds of unique miRNAs in a given
species [8], each predicted to regulate a plethora of target
genes [9–13]. In fact, computational predictions indicate that

miRNAs may regulate 60% of all human protein coding
genes [14]. Therefore, it came as no surprise that miRNAs
were linked to many cellular processes such as diﬀerentiation,
growth, and apoptosis [15], while miRNA perturbations
were associated with numerous diseases, including cancer
[16, 17]. In the past few years, the pivotal role played
by miRNAs in gene regulation has been recognized [18–
20].
miRNAs are processed through a series of posttranscriptional biogenesis steps. The canonical maturation
pathway, similar to protein-coding genes, initiates at transcription (mostly by RNA polymerase II) generating a
primary (pri-) miRNA. The pri-miRNA is characterized by
a hairpin RNA structure recognized by the nuclear RNAseIII enzyme Drosha, and its cofactor DGCR8 [21]. These
proteins work in a complex of several proteins, known as
the Microprocessor. The Microprocessor cleaves the primiRNA to generate a shorter hairpin of about 70 nt length—
the pre-miRNA. This intermediate miRNA is exported from
the nucleus to the cytoplasm via Exportin-5 where the
RNase III endonuclease Dicer generates the final mature
miRNA. This short RNA loses one of its strands (the complementary miRNA∗ strand) while the other is loaded onto
an Argonaute-containing RNA-induced silencing complex
(RISC) which mediates gene silencing. Once the miRNA
binds to its target gene, regulation takes place mainly through
mRNA degradation or translation inhibition [22, 23] (see
Figure 1). For simplicity, the widely used term “miRNA
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biogenesis” hereafter refers to the initial step of miRNA
excision from its RNA transcript.
miRNAs can be located inter- or intragenically. When
intergenic, their expression is coordinated with other miRNAs as a cluster [25, 26]. When intragenic, namely, positioned within a protein-coding gene (almost exclusively in
introns), they are often expressed from the same strand as
their host-gene [27–30] and at correlated levels [31]. Given
that both coding mRNAs and miRNAs are generated from
the same transcriptional unit, and that they cooccur in
close cellular proximity, it would be puzzling if these events
exhibited total independence. Recent studies, from transcription, miRNA-processing, and splicing oriented perspectives,
have investigated these fascinating interactions and yielded
interesting, yet somewhat controversial findings.

2. Intronic miRNA Biogenesis in Light of
Pre-mRNA Splicing
Relationships between intronic miRNAs and the processing
events of their host mRNA, namely, transcription and
splicing have been addressed. Here we outline the major
studies in the field.
Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) libraries of expressed
mRNAs are derived from various cells and tissues. The ESTs
represent a snapshot of cellular transcripts at a particular
time point and thus display the given mRNA plethora and
its variety at a particular cellular state. Analysis of this data
revealed several chimeric transcripts containing miRNA and
part of the adjacent mRNA sequences [32]. At an early
stage of miRNA research this indicated the existence of a
shared RNA transcript. Notably, at a later stage, some of
these EST fragments were shown to be partially spliced, with
either 5 or 3 ends matching putative Drosha cleavage sites
[30]. These results strengthened the possibility that miRNAs
and mRNAs are processed from the same RNA substrate.
In addition, the correlated expression pattern of host-gene
transcripts and their miRNAs [31] suggested that miRNAs
have coevolved to use the same promoter for transcription
[26]. Along with this work, by comparing miRNA processing
in a construct containing only the intronic sequence versus
one that also includes the flanking exons, Pawlicki and Steitz
[33] found that the levels of pri-miRNA transcribed from
introns are increased in the presence of flanking exons, due
to prolonged retention at the site of transcription. This
supported the notion that flanking exons may facilitate
miRNA processing by increasing the time pri-miRNAs spend
tethered to the DNA template [33, 34]. Altogether, the data
indicates that intronic miRNA processing is enhanced by
physical proximity to the site of transcription, and possibly
also by splicing of the host gene. Several groups have isolated
and identified various proteins associated with the human
Microprocessor complex [35–37]. In these studies, numerous
Microprocessor-associated proteins were identified as splicing factors (e.g., hnRNPH1; [37]) or involved in pre-mRNA
processing (e.g., DHX15; [38]).
Taken together, based on miRNA-mRNA transcriptional
(EST) evidence; shared promoters; facilitated biogenesis
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when flanked by exons; and overlapping proteins between
the functional complexes, the data suggests that the Microprocessor is potentially enhanced and present during transcription and most likely also during splicing. If the same
RNA substrate is subjected to both host-gene and intronic
miRNA maturation, the intriguing question raised is how do
all these processes—transcription, pre-mRNA splicing, and
miRNA processing—crosstalk?
The complexity of the miRNA-host-gene interaction
model has increased recently when studies from the Proudfoot Laboratory demonstrated that pre-miRNAs are generated through cotranscriptional cleavage by Drosha. Morlando et al. [39] suggested that eﬃcient clearance of intronic
sequences following Microprocessor (Drosha) cleavage may
act to enhance the splicing eﬃciency. This occurs both in
intergenic miRNAs and intronic miRNA genes [39]. These
researchers showed that the Microprocessor complex, as
well as 5 -3 and 3 -5 RNA exonucleases, are recruited
to chromatin associated with intronic miRNAs during
transcription of the host primary transcript, and that Drosha
cleavage occurs before host intron splicing. They found that
miRNA-harboring transcripts preferentially associated with
chromatin fractions, from which they concluded that both
pre-miRNA cleavage and intronic splicing must occur on the
same nascent transcripts. The rapid exonucleolytic removal
of intronic sequences may clear the proximal vicinity of RNA
processing for the purpose of eﬃciently completing the premRNA splicing task. The enhancement of splicing by the
Microprocessor does not agree with other studies [30, 40]
(discussed below) and does not concur with experiments in
yeast that showed enhanced processing for siRNA flanked
exons in splicing mutants [41].
A crosstalk between two physically overlapping RNA
transcripts is not unheard of. Dependencies are seen, for
example, during the biogenesis process of small nucleolar
RNA (snoRNA) [42–44]. In the process of snoRNA maturation, functional links between intronic snoRNP assembly,
pre-mRNA synthesis and processing have been described
[45–47]. An antithesis to this dependency is the alternative
miRNA biogenesis pathway that bypasses the Microprocessor
via generation of “Mirtrons” [48, 49]. This mechanistically
distinct class of intronic miRNAs stem from very short
introns where splicing substitutes the first step of miRNA
biogenesis. In this case, splicing activities replace the requirements for a Microprocessor.
However, not all roads lead to the observed dependency
between microprocessing and splicing. Ying and Lin [50]
have designed an artificial intron containing a pre-miRNA
secondary structure. They used this construct to show that
the mature miRNA was released only from the spliced intron.
This suggested that spliced introns are subsequently used
by Drosha and argued against any physical link between
the Microprocessor and the transcriptional unit or between
the Microprocessor and the Spliceosome [50]. Dye et al.
[40] showed that exons of pre-mRNA are tethered to the
elongating RNA polymerase II either directly or indirectly
without aﬀecting processing, indicating that cotranscriptional cleavage of nascent intronic miRNA transcripts does
not aﬀect splicing eﬃciency [40, 51]. Supporting the same
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Figure 1: The canonical miRNA biogenesis pathway and its aﬀect on gene expression. Elaborated mechanisms and exceptions to this pathway
are reviewed in [24].
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Figure 2: Possible models for intronic miRNA biogenesis. Either both miRNA and mRNA are generated from one RNA transcript (left
scheme), or each is generated from an individual transcript (right scheme).

view, Kim and Kim [30] addressed miRNA biogenesis in
light of the splicing mechanism. They demonstrated that
cleavage of an intronic miRNA did not significantly aﬀect the
production of mature mRNA and, conversely, the production
of mature miRNA was not significantly aﬀected by splicing.
In their experiments, knockdown of Drosha, or mutations in
the miRNA hairpin, eliminated miRNA generation without
dramatically aﬀecting mRNA splicing. This suggested that
miRNA biogenesis and splicing are coordinated but not
functionally linked or interdependent. Taking a closer look,

however, they also mention that Drosha knockdown led
to a modest increase in spliced mRNA production and so
did mutations in the miRNA hairpin. Their work showed
that the adjacent introns were spliced more rapidly than
miRNA-encoding introns, suggesting that binding of the
Microprocessor may eventually interfere with the splicing
to some extent. Taken together, Kim and Kim’s data [30]
imply mostly independent activities but cannot exclude the
possibility that the Microprocessor interferes, to some level,
with splicing.
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Figure 3: Possible crosstalk models between the miRNA biogenesis
process, carried out by the Microprocessor, and the pre-mRNA
splicing reaction, carried out by the Spliceosome.

Attempting to explain how both miRNA and mRNA
are generated from the same DNA locus, reconciling with
the studies described here, we come up with two distinct
models. The first envisions a single miRNA and mRNA
arising from the same RNA precursor. The second predicts
generation of an miRNA and mRNA products arising from
two independent RNA transcripts (see Figure 2). If the latter
scenario was true, microprocessing and splicing would be
independent of each other. The outcome would be either
no functional hindrance between the Microprocessor and
Spliceosome activities or a competition for available premRNA substrates. In the event that both RNA products
originate from the same precursor, it is conceivable that the
two processes happen consecutively. This would imply that
execution of one process would be a prerequisite for the
other to occur. Alternatively, miRNA processing and mRNA
splicing may be coordinated so that the Microprocessor
and Spliceosome interact with each other. This interaction
may be minimal, without aﬀecting the amounts of miRNA
and mRNA produced—as was suggested recently [30], or
it may constitute a level of regulation. We note that these
events should always be looked at in the spatial-temporal
context meaning that the Microprocessor might act at an
independent rate prior to the Spliceosome assembly, and thus
their direct interaction would be prevented. Due to accumulating evidence, both in favor and against dependencies
between splicing and microprocessing, further investigation
is necessary in order to uncover the full complexity of these
processes.

dinated activity between the Microprocessor and the
Spliceosome can be stratified into four possible relationships. The Microprocessor can inhibit or activate the
Spliceosome, and the Spliceosome can inhibit or activate the Microprocessor (Figure 3). These relationships are
not mutually exclusive. For example, the Microprocessor
could activate the Spliceosome by recruiting splicing factors to intronic miRNAs, while at the same time the
Spliceosome could inhibit microprocessing. We cannot
rule out, however, that these relationships occur in one
large complex depending on the presence of particular
RNA processing proteins within the Microprocessor [37].
Many complex regulatory loops, both positive and negative, were seen in other cellular systems (e.g., see [52,
53]).
The Spliceosome is a mega complex of hundreds of proteins and snRNPs [54]. Its assembly and dynamic structure
have been extensively studied [55, 56]. The Microprocessor,
on the other hand, is composed of a handful of proteins
[21, 36], minimally described as a two-protein complex
[24, 35] (alternatively, see [37]). It is hard to visualize these
two very diﬀerently-sized complexes aligned at the same
position, competing for the same substrate. Thus, a coordinated processing and crosstalk seems necessary for these
complexes—the Microprocessor and the Spliceosome—to
be able to process the same transcript with intricate accuracy.
During the mRNA splicing process, the rate at which
transcription takes place may aﬀect the transcripts’ pattern
of splicing [57]. Thus, kinetics of intron removal and exon
ligation may play a role in selecting particular spliced
isoforms. Given that some introns undergo miRNA excision,
unless the removal is extremely rapid, one can imagine
a possible eﬀect on splicing outcome. Thus, from an
evolutionary perspective, an intronic miRNA might evolve
to participate in determining splicing kinetics. Consequently,
an evolutionary driving force may direct miRNA positioning
within the intron to prevent disruption of relevant splice
signals (also see [39]).
In summary, growing evidence indicates a complex
crosstalk between transcription and splicing. It is not
surprising then that microprocessing is also linked to these
events. Many questions still remained unanswered. Are these
processes coordinated by cis regulatory sequences or trans
acting factors? Does one process dominate over the other?
How widespread is the mechanism and does it govern
all intronic miRNAs? To date, not all Microprocessor and
Spliceosome crosstalk scenarios (as described in Figure 3)
have been identified. Yet, given the complexity of cellular
pathways, it is probably only a matter of time before their
elucidation.
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1. Introduction
The microRNA- (miRNA-) guided “RNA” silencing pathway
is a recently discovered process that is able to regulate
gene expression by acting on messenger RNA (mRNA) at
posttranscriptional level. miRNA biogenesis is mediated by
Dicer which catalyzes the processing of double-stranded
RNAs (dsRNAs) into ≈22 nt-long small miRNAs. The
initial transcript, or “primary miRNA” (pri-miRNA), can be
hundreds to thousands nucleotides long and, like any other
Pol II transcript, undergoes capping and polyadenylation.
The mature miRNA is part of a 60 to 80-nucleotide stemloop structure contained within the pri-miRNA. The first
step in miRNA biogenesis occurs in the nucleus and requires
the excision of this hairpin structure. The excised hairpin,
called pre-miRNA, is exported to the cytoplasm, and the
pre-miRNA is then processed by another RNase III enzyme
called Dicer. This endonuclease removes the loop region of

the hairpin, releasing the mature miRNA:miRNA∗ duplex.
During the assembly of the RNA-induced silencing complex
(RISC) with the miRNA, only one strand of the duplex
is loaded, whereas the complementary miRNA∗ strand is
removed and degraded. The mature miRNA is now ready
to direct its activity on a target mRNA by binding miRNA
responsive elements usually located in the 3’untranslated
region (3’UTR) of the transcript. This association may result
in either cleavage or translational repression of the target
mRNA, depending on the degree of base-pairing between
the miRNA and the responsive element. Perfect complementarity generally results in cleavage, whereas imperfect basepairing leads to translational repression. These alternative
eﬀects might also reflect diﬀerences in the biochemical
composition of the RISC complex associated to each specific
miRNA:mRNA duplex. The proteins in the Argonaute
(AGO) family are very tightly bound to small single-stranded
RNAs within RISC, as the RNA-protein interaction persists
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even under high-salt conditions. The PAZ domain of Ago
has been implicated in RNA binding, and the PIWI domain
seems to furnish RISC with eﬀector-nuclease function [1].
The wide range of molecular weights reported for RISC
complex (between 140 and 500 kDa) represents several
diﬀerent versions of the complex that contain other factors
in addition to AGO. Because the other components of RISC
are not required for slicing, they may have a role in other
aspects of RISC activity, for example, substrate turnover
and/or RISC subcellular localization. This variation may also
represent species diﬀerences or may reflect developmentalor tissue-specific variations in RISC composition. The exact
composition of the RISC complex is currently unknown
[2].
miRNA genes represent about 1%-2% of the known
eukaryotic genomes and constitute an important class
of fine-tuning regulators that are involved in several
physiological or disease-associated cellular processes. miRNAs are conserved throughout the evolution, and their
expression may be constitutive or spatially and temporally regulated. Even in viral infections these small noncoding RNAs can contribute to the repertoire of hostpathogen interactions. The resources needed to study in
details such interactions or to investigate their therapeutic
implications have been recently reviewed [3]. Increasing
eﬀorts have been made to identify the specific targets
of miRNAs, leading to speculation that miRNAs may
regulate at least 30% of human genes. Computational
predictions suggest that each miRNA can target more
than 200 transcripts and that a single mRNA may be
regulated by multiple miRNAs [4]. This entails that miRNAs
and their targets are part of complex regulatory network and outline the widespread impact of miRNAs on
both the expression and evolution of protein-coding genes
[5].
The mechanism of miRNA-mediated gene regulation
remains controversial. However, artificial tethering of AGO
proteins to the 3’UTR of a reporter mRNA is suﬃcient to
induce its translational repression. This evidence suggests
that miRNAs may act to guide the deposition of the RISC
complex onto a specific site of the target mRNA [6].
To date, the computational identification of miRNA
targets and the validation of miRNA-target interactions
represent fundamental steps in disclosing the contribution of miRNAs toward cell functions. The prediction
of miRNA targets by computational approaches is based
mainly on miRNAs complementarity to their target mRNAs,
and several web-based or stand-alone computer softwares are used to predict miRNA targets [4]. Among
them, TargetScanS, PicTar, and miRanda are the most
common target prediction programs while miRBase, Argonaute, miRNAMap, and miRGen are databases combining
the compilation of miRNAs with target prediction modules.
Here, we summarize and discuss the most recent in
silico and biological approaches aimed to unravelling the
functional interactions between miRNAs and their targets
with a special emphasis to combined methods for more
accurate miRNA target gene prediction.
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2. Combining mRNA and miRNA Expression
Profiles for an Accurate Target Prediction
It is now well established that the formation of a doublestranded RNA duplex through the binding of miRNA
to mRNA in the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)
triggers either the degradation of the mRNA transcript or
the inhibition of protein translation. However, experimental
identification of miRNA targets is not straightforward,
and in the last few years, many computational methods
and algorithms have been developed to predict miRNA
targets [7]. Even though target prediction criteria may vary
widely, most often they include: (1) strong Watson-Crick
basepairing of the 5 seed (i.e., positions 2–8) of the miRNA
to a complementary site in the 3’UTR of the mRNA,
(2) conservation of the miRNA binding site, and (3) a
local miRNA-mRNA interaction with a positive balance of
minimum free energy (MFE). These requirements should
be accompanied by a good structural accessibility of the
surrounding mRNA sequence. However, it is likely that
other important parameters for functional miRNA-target
interactions remain to be identified.
The first step in the prediction procedure requires
the identification of potential miRNA binding sites in the
mRNA 3’UTR according to specific base-pairing rules. The
second step involves the implementation of cross-species
conservation requirements [8]. Among the most popular
prediction algorithms, we recall PicTar [9], TargetScan [10],
and miRanda [11]. Each algorithm has a definite rate of
both false positive and false negative predictions [7]. In
common practice, more than one algorithm is used to make
reliable predictions about a particular gene or a specific
miRNA.
Surprisingly, diﬀerent algorithms provide diﬀerent predictions, and the degree of overlap between diﬀerent lists of
predicted targets is sometimes poor or null [8].
It has been predicted that up to 30% of mammalian
genes are regulated by miRNAs [11–13], and many regulatory patterns are likely to be regulated by them [14].
However, when the number of genes under study is on the
order of several hundreds or thousands (like in microarray
experiments), a gene-by-gene search of miRNA targets of
interest becomes impractical. Furthermore, when dealing
with such a number of genes that may be coregulated,
the evaluation of groups of genes with common binding
sites for one or specific miRNAs or families of miRNAs is
surely more informative. This goal may be reached using
classical enrichment statistics, testing over-representation of
the miRNA target predictions within the selected set of
genes (see also next paragraph): the statistical methods are
similar to those used for the Gene Ontology annotation
(http://www.geneontology.org/GO.tools.html).
However, few prediction algorithms able to clarify
miRNA function or integrate data coming from diﬀerent experimental high-throughput techniques are currently
available. Therefore, there is the need to develop accurate
computational methods for the identification of functional
miRNA-target interactions. Undoubtedly, a computational
method able to eﬃciently combine gene expression studies
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Table 1: Common softwares for “–omics” data analysis allowing in-depth analysis of high-throughput data.
Method name Reference Brief description

Computer
platform

Web
Availability
interface

AlWeb-based tools for genomic
Shahrour
Any platform,
Babelomics
data analysis. Gene annotations
et al.
web browser
include predicted microRNA
2006
Linux, MacOs,
Le
Windows. PHP
Modular tools for genomic data
Bechec
language, Apache
M@ia
analysis. Gene annotations
et al.
web server and
include predicted microRNA
2008
MySQL database
required
Integrated environment for
TIGR MultiexWindows,
-omics data analysis. Gene
periment
MacOs; Java
annotations include predicted
Viewer (MeV)
required.
microRNA
Tools for -omics data analysis.
The working environment is
Windows. Java,
Microsoft Excel, an R engine is
BRBExcel and R
providing to Excel through and
ArrayTools
language
add-in module. Gene
required
annotations include predicted
microRNA
Integrated environment for
GeneSpring
-omics data analysis. Gene
Windows, Java
GX
annotations include predicted
required
microRNA
Integrated environment for
-omics data analysis. Gene
Ingenuity
annotations include predicted
Windows, Java
Pathway
microRNA. Functional
required
Analysis
annotation and analysis of
biological networks.
A common open source
environment for -omics data
R
Linux, MacOs,
analysis and statistics. It
Bionconductor
Windows.
includes tools for microRNA
analysis and annotation.

(mRNA profiles) with miRNAs expression profiles for a
reliable prediction of miRNA target is essential. In fact, using
the results of both miRNA and gene expression profiling,
the prediction of miRNA-mRNA associations through the
identification of anticorrelated pairs should be refined; based
on the well-established knowledge of miRNA function,
an upregulation of a specific miRNA will lead to lower
expression of its mRNA targets, and a downregulation of a
specific miRNA will lead to higher levels of its target genes.
This eﬀect is more clearly visible from in vitro studies where
the system is perturbed either by the over-expression or
by the silencing of a specific miRNA [15, 16]. Therefore, a
ranking of downregulated (or upregulated) genes coupled
to several mRNA predictions should allow the researcher to
obtain a more reliable estimate of the “real” miRNA targets
and finally their function [12, 13].
Unfortunately, so far this approach led to few examples,
and the available software and algorithms will be briefly
commented here. In contrast, a biological approach has led

URL

yes

Free access

http://www.babelomics.org/

no

Open-source http://maia.genouest.org/

no

Free
executable

http://www.tm4.org/mev.html

no

Free
executable

http://linus.nci.nih.gov/∼brb/
download.html

no

Commercial
from Agilent
http://www.silicongenetics.com/
Technologies,
free trial

no

Commercial
from
http://www.ingenuity.com/
Ingenuity
index.html
Systems Inc.,
free trial

no

Open Source http://www.bioconductor.org/

to the development of several techniques that appear to
be eﬃcient alternatives to computational methods. These
applications, briefly reviewed in this paper, are able to solve,
at least in part, the problem of high-throughput validation of
miRNA targets in vivo.
2.1. Gene Expression Analysis. Several software for the analysis of “-omics” data are commercially available or free for
nonprofit organizations (Table 1). These systems are usually
general purpose environments in which small databases
of experimental samples can be built; the data can be
filtered and normalized and also analyzed in depth using a
number of statistical techniques such as analysis of variance
(ANOVA), hierarchical clustering, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), among others. The same systems also oﬀer
annotation instruments such as enrichment statistics for a set
of reference databases, including lists of miRNAs targeting
all the known genes. The predictions come usually from
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Table 2: Algorithms and software tools specifically developed for functional interpretation of miRNA expression data, inference of miRNA
gene regulation from mRNA trascriptomic profiles, combination of parallel mRNA and miRNA expression data.
Method
name

Reference

Brief description

Computer
platform

miRGator

Nam
et al. [17]

A web-based system to analyze
microRNA expression data and to
integrate parallel microRNA, mRNA,
and protein profiles

Any platform,
web browser

yes

Free access

http://genome.ewha.ac.kr/
miRGator/

SigTerms

Series of Microsoft Excel macros that
compute an enrichment statistic for
over-representation of predicted
Creighton
microRNA targets within the analyzed
et al. [18]
gene set. The software supports PicTar,
TargetScan, and miRanda prediction
algorithms.

Windows,
Excel
required

no

free source
code

http://sigterms.sourceforge
.net/

Integration of diﬀerent analysis results
of the same data, each represented by a
ranked list of entities. The algorithm
finds the optimal list combining all the
input ones. This system can be applied
to the output lists of diﬀerent
microRNA target predictors as well as to
diﬀerent diﬀerentially expressed gene
lists.

Linux,
MacOs,
Windows. R
language

no

Open
Source

∼statgen/SOFTWARE/

Huang
et al. [20]

Using a Bayesian learning network, the
algorithm accounts for patterns of
mRNA gene expression using miRNA
expression data and a set of predicted
miRNA targets. A smaller set of
high-confidence functional miRNA
targets then obtained from the data
using the algorithm.

Any platform,
Matlab
language

no

Free
source
code

http://www.psi.toronto
.edu/genmir/

Cheng
and Li
[21]

This method infers the level of
microRNA expression starting from the
gene expression profile and a gene target
prediction. It is similar to GSEA for the
analysis of gene expression. Every
microRNA has an enrichment score
based on the diﬀerential expression of
its targets, weighted by a binding energy
matrix.

Windows,
Linux

no

Free
executable

http://leili-lab.cmb.usc
.edu/yeastaging/
projects/microrna

Lin and
TopKCEMC
Ding [19]

GenMIR++

MIR

the most popular computational predictors (TargetScan,
PicTar, Miranda) and are not validated by databases of
experimental miRNA-mRNA interactions. Given any mRNA
expression profile and a selected gene list, this approach
allows a first investigation of the miRNAs likely to directly
modulate, at least partially, the mRNA degradation rate or
indirectly modulate the mRNA transcription and translation
rates. These techniques are not specifically tailored to
the problem of integrating parallel miRNA and mRNA
gene profiles obtained within the same experiment but
are useful in combining data within the same analytical
environment.
Of these tools, only Babelomics is available via web.
Algorithms for functional annotation, such as FatiGO, have
been integrated into a single and user friendly interface.
The software GeneSpring is a commercial package that
oﬀers, together with a wide range of standard and advanced

Web
Availability URL
interface

http://www.stat.osu.edu/
TopKCEMC/

statistical analysis methods, other enrichment statistics for
functional annotations. This last feature is further developed in the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis system, specifically
designed for functional and pathway analysis. Other analysis
software such as the popular Bioconductor package and the
MeV from the TIGR institute, are open source projects that
undergo constant updates. Bionconductor works within the
R language environment, which enables it to be directly integrated with several other R libraries such as the TopKCEMC
reported in Table 2.
2.2. Integration and Analysis of mRNA and miRNA Data.
The usefulness of bioinformatic integration of mRNA and
miRNA expression data into an interaction database (Transcriptome Interaction Database) [22] was emphasized by
Chen et al. [23]. However, the functional significance of
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many miRNAs is still largely unknown due to the diﬃculty
in identifying target genes and the lack of genome wide
expression data combining miRNA results.
In Table 2 there is a list of some recent algorithms or
tools developed to investigate the eﬀect of miRNAs on mRNA
expression profiles, to better predict miRNA targets and to
integrate diﬀerent data sources.
SigTerms is a novel software package (a set of Microsoft
Excel macros) that has been recently developed: for a given
target prediction database, it retrieves all miRNA-mRNA
functional pairs represented by an input set of genes [18]. For
each miRNA, the software computes an enrichment statistic
for over-representation of predicted targets within the gene
set. This could help to define roles of specific miRNAs
and miRNA-regulated genes in the system under study. In
the hands of researchers, SigTerms is a powerful tool that
allows rates of false positive and false negative responses
to be minimized. One method to decrease the incidence of
false positive predictions and to narrow down the list of
putative miRNA targets is to compare the in silico target
predictions to the genes that are diﬀerentially expressed in
the biological system of interest. SigTerms can support this
type of analytical approach allowing the user to manipulate,
filter, and extract diﬀerent output from miRNA-mRNA sets.
Another recently reported application is miRGator [17]
that integrates target predictions, functional analyses, gene
expression data and genome annotations. Since the function
of miRNA is mostly unknown, diverse experimental and
computational approaches have been applied to elucidate
their role [24, 25]. In this context, miRGator provides a utility for statistical enrichment tests of target genes, performed
for gene ontology (GO) function, GenMAPP and KEGG
pathways, and for various diseases. Expression correlation
between miRNA and target mRNA/proteins is evaluated, and
their expression patterns can be readily compared with a
user friendly interface. At present, miRGator supports only
human and mouse genomes.
Another major task facing researchers studying complex biological systems is the integration of data from
high-throughput “-omics” platforms such as DNA variations, transcriptome profiles, and RNAomics. Recently,
some miRNA-bioinformatic aspects like the biological and
therapeutic repertoire of miRNAs, the in silico prediction
of miRNA genes and their targets, and the bioinformatic
challenges lying ahead have been reviewed [26]. Combined
modeling of multiple raw datasets can be extremely challenging due to their enormous diﬀerences, while rankings from
each dataset might provide a common base for integration.
Aggregation of miRNA targets, predicted from diﬀerent
computational algorithms is one of these problems. Another
challenging issue is the integration of results from multiple
mRNA studies based on diﬀerent platforms. However, one
of the methods recently proposed in the literature makes
use of a global optimization technique, the so-called Cross
Entropy Monte Carlo (CEMC) [19]. This algorithm, called
TopKCEMC, searches iteratively for the optimal list that
minimizes the sum of weighted distances between the
candidate (aggregate) list and each of the input-ranked
lists. The distance between two ranked lists is measured
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using both the modified Kendall’s tau measure and the
Spearman’s footrule [27]. The application of this technique
in the field of miRNA seems appropriate when the diverse
predicted targets from diﬀerent computational algorithms
are combined together to give an aggregate list that is
more informative for downstream experiments [12, 13]. This
algorithm is a clear example of what we think may be well
suited for combining mRNA and miRNA data to furnish a
list of more reliable miRNA targets. In fact, the comparison
should be made combining the “classical” list of miRNA
targets (obtained from diﬀerent prediction softwares) and a
list of ranked downregulated (or upregulated) mRNAs.
Another proposed method of inferring the eﬀective
regulatory activities of miRNAs requires integrating microarray expression data with miRNA target predictions. As
previously mentioned, the method is based on the idea that
regulatory activity changes of miRNAs could be reflected by
the expression changes of their target transcripts (measured
by microarray techniques) [21]. To verify the hypothesis,
this method has been applied to selected microarray data
sets measuring gene expression changes in cell lines after
transfection or inhibition of specific miRNAs. Results indicate that this method can detect activity enhancement of
the transfected miRNAs as well as activity reduction of
the inhibited miRNAs with high sensitivity and specificity.
Furthermore, this inference is robust with respect to false
positive predictions (i.e., nonspecific interactions when
silencing a miRNA or when the gene downregulation is
erroneously associated to a direct miRNA targeting) [15].
This method is a generalization of the gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA), which was proposed to identify gene sets
associated with expression change profiles [28].
The first example of a direct correlation between mRNA
expression levels and the 3’UTR motif composition has been
recently reported [29]. This algorithm, a novel application
of REDUCE [30], has also led to the hypothesis that
the number of vertebrate miRNA could be larger than
previously estimated. The algorithm’s rationale is based on
the assumption that motifs within 3’UTRs make a linear
contribution to enhancing or inhibiting mRNA levels. The
significant motifs are chosen by iteratively looking at the
individual contribution that brings the greatest reduction in
the diﬀerence between the model and the expression data.
Motifs with a P-value lower than a defined threshold are
retained and listed. This method was ultimately demonstrated to be more sensitive than the current target prediction
algorithms not relying on cross-species comparisons.
The same approach has been followed in another recent
paper [31]. Here, the authors demonstrated that the eﬀect of
a miRNA on its target mRNA levels can be measured within
a single gene expression profile. This method, however, used
a known public dataset of expression both for miRNA and
mRNA, limiting the usefulness of the conclusions. However,
the success of this approach has revealed the vast potential for
extracting information about miRNA function from other
gene expression profiles.
A novel Bayesian model and learning algorithm, GenMiR++ (Generative model for miRNA regulation), has
also been proposed. GenMiR++ accounts for patterns of
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Table 3: Other computational and experimental approaches capable of performing more reliable analysis by combining miRNA and mRNA
expression data.
Reference
Kort et al. [32]

Lanza et al. [33]

Salter et al. [34]
Nicolas et al. [15]
Sood et al. [29]

Brief description
Two signatures of diﬀerentially expressed mRNAs and microRNAs
are used to cluster the data. Qualitative combination of mRNA and
microRNA expression data.
One signature of diﬀerentially expressed mRNAs and microRNAs in
combination is used to correctly cluster the data. Qualitative
combination of mRNA and microRNA expression data.
Qualitative combining of mRNA profiling and microRNA expression,
by clustering separately the data and analyzing diﬀerentially
modulated pathways.
Experimental identification of real microRNA targets by
overexpression or silencing of miR-140.
A computational tool to directly correlate 3’UTR motifs with changes
in mRNA levels upon miRNA overexpression or knockdown.

gene expression using miRNA expression data and a set
of candidate miRNA targets [20]. A set of high-confidence
functional miRNA targets is obtained from the data using a
Bayesian learning algorithm. With this model, the expression
of a targeted mRNA transcript can be explained through the
regulatory action of multiple miRNAs. GenMiR++ allows
accurate identification of miRNA targets from both sequence
and expression data and allows the recovery of a significant
number of experimentally verified targets, many of which
provide insight into miRNA regulation.
In Table 3 we summarize some research articles where
the authors have combined expression data for miRNA and
mRNA, using standard analytical techniques but without the
use of specifically designed algorithms.
In a recent approach aimed at identifying miRNA targets,
an experimental and analysis workflow was used to find
a set of genes whose expression is modulated by miR140 [15]. This method is based on the manipulation of
a miRNA activity in mouse cell lines, where miR-140
is expressed at a moderate level, thus making it easier
both to repress or enhance its activity. Expression of
mRNAs repressed or enhanced upon miRNA overexpression
and silencing, respectively, was profiled. Within the set
obtained by the intersection of the up- and down regulated
mRNAs measured by microarrays, the authors searched
for complementary seed sequences in the 3’UTR section
of transcripts: 21 out of 49 mRNAs were identified as
candidate direct targets, while the others as potential indirect
ones. Interestingly, none of the 21 identified candidates
were computed by popular predictors such as TargetScan,
MiRBase, and PiCTar, though one of these targets, Cxcl12,
was validated by Northern Blot and Luciferase assay. This
method suggests that the use of more cell lines would
certainly increase the set of experimentally identified targets.
In fact, since some of them were already found to have
escaped the analysis, they were unaﬀected by the type of
cell manipulation chosen in this approach. This method
appears to be conservative and tends to find false negative

Computer platform
Any platform, web browser, R
language
Any platform, GeneSpring software
Any platform, GeneSpring software, R
Language, GenePattern software
Any platform, web browser
Linux, Cygwin (Windows), Mac OS X,
SunOS platform. A web version is also
available

targets especially if they are not aﬀected at the mRNA
level.
A diﬀerent type of combined analysis of mRNA and
miRNA profiles is often used in the field of tumors:
cancers may be classified into various subclasses or may
respond diﬀerently to various chemotherapeutic procedures.
To correctly distinguish two subtypes of carcinomas (i.e., the
colorectal cancer that can be characterized by microsatellite
pathway either stability or instability), the authors have
identified two diﬀerent gene signatures from the mRNA and
miRNA expression profiles [33]. The two signatures were
extracted by standard statistical techniques such as correct
T-test, PAM (Prediction Analysis of Microarray) and SVM
(support vector machine, provided by Gene Spring software,
see Table 1). Then, their ability to classify the samples was
tested through a hierarchical clustering, both separately and
together. Results showed that the better performance was
obtained when the two signatures were combined together
in a single clustering tree, proving once more the wellassessed crucial role played by miRNAs in the genesis of
cancers. Both mRNA and miRNA gene profiles coupled
to hierarchical clustering techniques were recently used in
obtaining a deeper understanding of the cancer biology of
the Wilm’s tumor [32].
A serious problem that aﬀects the results of antineoplastic treatments is, together with a correct diagnosis and
classification, the choice of the right chemotherapeutic agent
[34]. Again, both mRNA and miRNA expression signatures
of sensitive and resistant cell lines were used to predict
patient response to a panel of commonly used chemotherapy
agents. The signatures were first used to cluster analyze
samples from real breast cancer patients, then also as predictors to separate patients into nonresponders/responders
to each treatment. The miRNA profiles were also finally
analyzed to investigate the biological mechanisms underlying
the resistance/response to the agents used in the study,
making use of the prior knowledge about the experimentally
validated targets of the selected miRNAs.
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3. Novel Biochemical Approaches for
miRNA Target Characterization.
Finally, we would like to report a few examples that show
how a biochemical approach may overcome all the diﬃculties
encountered with the computational approach.
So far, the small number of available validated miRNA
targets has hindered the evaluation of the accuracy of
miRNA-target prediction software. Recently, the “mirWIP”
method has been proposed for the capture of all known
conserved miRNA-mRNA target relationships in Caenorhabditis elegans, with a lower false positive rate than other
standard methods [35]. This quantitative miRNA target
prediction method allows an accurate weighting of some
immunoprecipitation-enriched parameters, finally optimizing sensitivity to verified miRNA-target interactions and
specificity.
As indicative examples, two recent studies on C. elegans
used immunoprecipitation of miRNA-containing ribonucleoprotein complexes and evaluated that only 30%–45% of
miRNAs associated with these complexes contain perfectly
matched, conserved seed elements in their 3’UTRs [36, 37].
Although these datasets have provided important insights
into parameters associated with functional interactions,
this approach is limited to the detection of miRNA-target
interactions that result in transcript destabilization and
does not identify stable, translationally repressed target
mRNAs. Recently, immunoprecipitation of the RISC has
been used to identify mRNAs that stably associate with the
endogenous RISC [38]. This study recovered 3404 mRNA
transcripts that specifically coprecipitate with the miRNAinduced silencing complex (miRISC) proteins AIN-1 and
AIN-2. This “AIN-IP” set of mRNA transcripts provided
a biologically derived estimate of how many genes are
targeted by miRNAs: in this case, at least one-sixth of C.
elegans genes. The authors used these features to develop
the prediction algorithm mirWIP, which scores miRNA
target sites by weighting site characteristics in proportion to
their enrichment in the experimental AIN-IP set. MirWIP
has improved overall performance compared to previous
algorithms, in both recovery of the AIN-IP transcripts and
correct identification of genetically verified miRNA-target
relationships without a requirement for alignment of target
sequences. MirWIP in its current form is supported by
immunoprecipitation experiments that identify transcripts
by their probable association with miRNAs, even if these
experiments do not directly provide information about what
particular miRNA (or set of miRNAs) is responsible for
miRISC association.
Finally, because the miRISC immunoprecipitation approach may be biased toward the identification of stable
miRNA-target complexes, miRNA-induced target destabilization can be screened using complementary datasets, such
as microarray assays to identify mRNA transcripts that
change in response to miRNA activity.
To overcome the above mentioned diﬃculties and since
the identification of the downstream targets of miRNAs is
essential to understand cellular regulatory networks, a direct
biochemical method for miRNA target discovery has been
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proposed that combines RISC purification with microarray
analysis of bound mRNAs [39]. A biochemical method of
identifying miRNA targets holds the promise of deepening
the understanding of the determinants of miRNA-mediated
regulation, particularly by revealing targets that are repressed
without changes in mRNA levels. Identification of this class
of targets will provide an opportunity to study sequences
or structural features determining miRNAs regulatory fate.
As a model, miR-124a has been used because its targets
are well known and studied. This method consisted in the
Ago2 co-immunoprecipitation of mRNA targets followed
by microarray profiling of mRNAs. As a result, it has
been proven that not only most of the immunoprecipitated
mRNAs analyzed were direct miR-124a targets but also a
significant subset was downregulated.

4. Conclusions
A novel sequencing era is going to dramatically change
our view of studying gene expression, posttranscriptional
modifications, DNA copy number variations, and SNPs.
Novel high-throughput sequencing techniques are emerging
at an impressive speed on the market and on the scientific
community. In the near future, these novel approaches will
surely help to elucidate the function of miRNAs and their
role as fine regulators. One of the most important recently
reported work is based on this approach [40]. Whereas
conventional methods rely on computational prediction
and subsequent experimental validation of target RNAs,
the proposed method consists in the direct sequencing
of more than 28 000 000 signatures from the 5 ends of
polyadenylated products of miRNA-mediated mRNA decay.
Briefly, by matching millions of 5 end sequences of RNA
cleavage products back to their corresponding sequences
in the genome, additional sequences flanking the potential
cleavage sites were identified. These were used to identify
matches to known or new potential miRNAs that could direct
their cleavage. Even though this study was conducted on
Arabidopsis thaliana, we expect that the proposed method
will also be rapidly applied to other genomes for the
understanding of the role and functions of miRNAs.
In summary, we have addressed the issue of combining
mRNA and miRNA expression data from diﬀerent points
of view. While biological validation of a predicted target
is critical, failure to biologically validate the expression
of a certain miRNA does not necessarily imply that the
bioinformatic approach is incorrect. It is possible that
the miRNA is not expressed in the examined tissues, the
miRNA is expressed only in specific phase of cell cycle,
or that the miRNA is expressed in low abundance, which
escapes detection by the technique used. This latter cause is
especially problematic for miRNA that shares a high degree
of sequence homology with another miRNA. Expression of
an abundant miRNA may therefore mask the expression of
a rare one that is very similar in sequence, especially when
using polymerase chain reaction amplification. While several
methods already exist to predict miRNA targets, albeit with
a heterogeneous and wide range of results, there are few
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tools and algorithms or even only analysis workflow capable
of elucidating the functional role of miRNAs. The wider
availability of experimentally validated miRNA targets and
their action mechanisms will certainly permit in the near
future more reliable computational predictions.
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TAS loci in plant genomes encode transacting small interfering RNAs (ta-siRNAs) that regulate expression of a number of genes.
The function of TAS3 precursor in Arabidopsis thaliana is controlled by two miR390 target sites flanking two ta-siARF sequences
targeting mRNAs of ARF transcription factors. Cleavage of the 3 -miR390-site initiates ta-siRNAs biogenesis. Here we describe
the new method for identification of plant ta-siRNA precursors based on PCR with oligodeoxyribonucleotide primers mimicking
miR390. The method was found to be eﬃcient for dicotiledonous plants, cycads, and mosses. Based on sequences of amplified loci
and a database analysis, a novel type of miR390-dependent TAS sequences was identified in dicots. These TAS loci are characterized
by a smaller distance between miR390 sites compared to TAS3, a single copy of ta-siARF, and a sequence conservation pattern
pointing to the possibility that processing of novel TAS-like locus is initiated by cleavage of the 5 -terminal miR390 target site.
Copyright © 2009 M. S. Krasnikova et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1. Introduction
Small RNA-mediated gene silencing plays important roles
in many cellular processes, including development, genome
maintenance and integrity, and adaptive responses to biotic
and abiotic stress in most eukaryotes. Small RNAs, usually
20–25 nucleotides (nt) in length, guide heterochromatin
formation, mRNA degradation, translational inhibition, and
DNA elimination. In plants, small RNAs are highly diverse
and significant progress has been achieved in unraveling the
components and mechanisms involved in their biogenesis
and function [1–8]. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of
small noncoding RNAs (21-22-nt long) transcribed from the
genomes of all multicellular organisms and some viruses
[5, 9–13]. Plant miRNA biogenesis starts with the transcription of miRNA precursors by RNA polymerase II. These
precursors contain the mature miRNA sequence within the
stem of a long imperfect RNA hairpin which is processed

in the nucleus by RNaseIII-like protein DCL1 to give an
imperfect RNA duplex with 2 nt 3 overhangs on each strand
[5, 14, 15]. In total, several dozens of plant miRNA families (hundreds of individual miRNA species) are currently
identified and found to target mainly protein-coding mRNAs
[7, 12, 13, 15, 16]. However, some microRNAs guide the
cleavage of the non-protein-coding primary transcripts of
TAS genes directing the formation of trans-acting siRNAs
(ta-siRNAs). In this case, miRNAs represent a cleavage guider
for ARGONAUTE (AGO) proteins with RNaseH-like activity
that cleaves TAS single-stranded RNA transcript in the region
complementary to small RNA [4]. TAS cleavage product(s)
is converted by cooperative action of RNA-binding protein
SGS3 and RNA-polymerase RDR6 to double-stranded form
and subsequently processed by DCL4 to produce a cluster
of ta-siRNAs that are phased in 21 nt increment relative to
the original cleavage site on both strands [4, 5, 13, 17, 18].
The generated 21 nt ta-siRNAs further work as components
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of RISC complex to guide AGO-dependent cleavage of their
target mRNAs. Recent studies have reported that some tasiRNAs also work as cleavage guiders to cut other TAS
RNA precursors similarly to microRNA and thus generate
secondary ta-siRNAs with new specificity [19]. Most TAS
RNA precursors have only single miRNA target motif (e.g.,
miR173) positioned 5 to ta-siRNA-producing site, and the
target motif is cleaved by AGO1 guided by the respective
miRNA. However, two miR390 target sites (5 and 3 to tasiRNA site) were shown to be necessary for TAS3 precursor
RNA cleavage that appeared to be dependent on specific
interaction between AGO7 and miR390 [4, 18, 20].
In this study, we analyzed TAS3-related sequences
encoded by genomes of diﬀerent land plants. Using multiple
alignments of TAS3-like RNAs in dicotyledonous plants [17,
18], we synthesized oligonucleotide primers complementary
to miR390 target sites positioned 5 and 3 to ta-siRNA
site. In a control PCR reaction with Arabidopsis thaliana
chromosomal DNA, we obtained a PCR product of expected
size. However, in Nicotiana benthamiana and tobacco, in
addition to the PCR products corresponding to TAS3-like
RNAs, we found smaller PCR fragments. Sequencing of these
fragments and further database analysis revealed that they
represent a new, previously undescribed, type of miR390mediated TAS genes producing potential precursors of tasiARF RNA in diﬀerent dicotyledonous plants.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material. Plants were taken from collections of
Main Botanic Garden of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and Department of Virology, Moscow State University.
Solanaceous plants were germinated in standard growth
chamber conditions for several weeks until stage of 6–8
leaves.
2.2. Analysis of Nucleic Acids. Genomic plant DNA was
isolated from 200 mg of plant material by DNA extraction
kit (Macherey-Nagel) according to the protocol of the
manufacturer. Total RNA was isolated from young tobacco
leaves with the Trizol reagent according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Invitrogen). Digestion of any contaminating
DNA was achieved by treatment of samples with RQI
RNase-free DNase (Promega). Reverse transcription was
performed with 1 µg of total RNA and oligo (dT)-primer
using the RT system (Invitrogen) according to the protocol
of the manufacturer. Primers for dicotiledonous plants
and Cycas revoluta were: forward primer: TAS-P 5 -GGTGCTATCCTATCTGAGCTT-3 and reverse primers TASMcaa 5 -AGCTCAGGAGGGATAGCAA-3 and TAS-Maca
5 -AGCTCAGGAGGGATAGACA-3 .
The primers for mosses (Physcomitrella-specific) were:
forward primers: Bryo TAS-P1 5 -GGCGCTATCCCTCCTGAGCT-3 and Bryo TAS-P3 5 -GACGCTACCCTTCCTGAGCT-3 , reverse primer: Bryo TAS-M 5 -TAGCTCAGGAGTGATA(G/T)A(C/A)AA-3 . For PCR, 25–35 cycles were
used for amplification with a melting temperature of 95◦ C,
an annealing temperature of 58◦ C (for seed plants) or 60◦ C
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(for mosses), and an extending temperature of 72◦ C, each
for 30 seconds, followed by a final extension at 72◦ C for 3
minutes. PCR products were visualized by electrophoresis of
samples in 1% agarose gel. For cloning, the PCR-amplified
DNA bands were isolated from gel and ligated into pGEMT (Promega). In each case, 7–18 independent clones were
sequenced. Sequences of 20–50% of clones depending on
particular plant species showed no presence of tasi-ARF RNA
sequences and these clones were regarded as false ones. In
some cases (less than 10% of clones), nucleotide sequences
of tasi-ARF precursor genes have the ends (primer sites)
which are diﬀerent by single nucleotide substitutions or
deletions from the primer sequences. We propose that this
discrepancy may result from rare mutations after cloning of
PCR products in Escherichia coli.
2.3. GeneBank Accession Numbers. DNA sequences were
deposited at NCBI databank under the following accession numbers: Nicotiana benthamiana—FJ804742; Nicotiana
tabacum—FJ804743 (“short” TAS) and FJ804751 (classical
TAS); Datura stramonium—FJ804744; Solanum demissum—
FJ804745; Physalis longifolia—FJ804746; Brachythecium latifolium (clone 50 Br)—FJ804747; Brachythecium latifolium
(clone 47 Br)—FJ804748; Hookeria lucens—FJ804749; Cycas
revolute—FJ804750.

3. Results
To design primers for PCR and cloning of TAS3-like genes
from Nicotiana benthamiana and Nicotiana tabacum, we
used a multiple alignment of TAS3-like RNA precursors
from flowering plants published by Axtell and others [18].
PCR analysis was performed with two pairs of primers: PTas3 corresponded to the 5 miR390 target site and either
M-Tas3/caa or M-Tas3/aca, both complementary to the 3
miR390 target/cleavage site [18, 20]. Control PCR reaction
using chromosomal Arabidopsis thaliana DNA as template
and both paires of primers resulted in eﬃcient synthesis
of a single PCR-fragments with expected size of 260 bp
(Figure 1(a)) that was in agreement with calculated distance
between 5 and 3 miR390 target sites in Arabidopsis ta-siARF
precursor RNAs [17, 18]. Sequencing of these PCR-amplified
and cloned DNA fragments confirmed specific amplification
of at least two of three known A. thaliana TAS3 chromosomal
loci (data not shown) [17, 21].
PCR amplification of chromosomal DNA from Nicotiana
benthamiana and Nicotiana tabacum (cv. Samsun) also
resulted in synthesis of one major band of 250 bp and 280 bp,
respectively (Figure 1(a) and data not shown). Cloning and
sequencing of the obtained DNA bands revealed that the
amplified sequences contained putative ta-siARF site composed of two tandem copies of ARF-specific ta-siRNAs and
located between miR390 target sites corresponding to PCR
primers. Moreover, amplified sequences showed obvious
similarity to TAS3-like genes from other dicotyledonous
plants (Figure 2) [17, 18]. Bioinformatic analysis of the
putative TAS3-like sequences from Nicotiana benthamiana
and Nicotiana tabacum using NCBI Blast revealed closely
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Figure 1: Agarose gel analysis of PCR products. (a) Amplification of genomic DNA sequences flanked by miR390 sites. PCR products were
obtained on Nicotiana tabacum genomic DNA with primers P-Tas3 and M-Tas3/caa (Lane 1), on N. tabacum genomic DNA with primers
P-Tas3 and M-Tas3/aca (Lane 2), on Arabidopsis thaliana genomic DNA with primers P-Tas3 and M-Tas3/caa (Lane 3), and on A. thaliana
genomic DNA with primers P-Tas3 and M-Tas3/aca (Lane 4). Arrow points to the 170-nt PCR product. M is DNA size markers. Marker
fragment sizes in base pairs are indicated on the left. (b) Amplification of N. tabacum genomic DNA and cDNA preparation. PCR products
were obtained on N. tabacum genomic DNA with primers P-Tas3 and M-Tas3/caa (Lane 1), on N. tabacum cDNA with primers P-Tas3 and
M-Tas3/caa (Lane 2), and on N. tabacum cDNA with primers P-Tas3 and M-Tas3/aca (Lane 3). M is DNA size markers. Marker fragment
sizes in base pairs are indicated on the left.

Nicotiana tabacum
Nicotiana benthamiana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Glycine max
Manihot esculenta
Malus domestica
Vitis vinifera
Populus trichocarpa
Lycopersicon esculentum

miR390
GGTGC T A TCC T A T C TGAGC T T T C .
GGTGC T A TCC T A T C TGAGC T T T A .
GGTGT T A TCC T A TC TGAGC T T T T .
GGTGC T A T CC T A TC TGAGC T T T T .
GGTGC T A TCC T ACC TGAGC T T T T .
GGTGC T A TCC T AGC TGAGC T T T T .
GGTGC T A TCC T ACC TGAGC T T T T .
GGTGC T A TCC T ACC TGAGC T T TT .
GGTGC T A TCC T ACC TGAGC T T T T .

Nicotiana tabacum
Nicotiana benthamiana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Glycine max
Manihot esculenta
Malus domestica
Vitis vinifera
Populus trichocarpa
Lycopersicon esculentum

miR390
G G TAGAT CT T AAAT CAT GAT T T T T CGAT GT AAGAT T TGCT TAGT GT CCAT T T T AGT T CT CGT ACAACT CACGT T CT CCT T CCT T GT CT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT
C A TGGACAT CGT AACAAGGAGT GT AGGGT CAT GT T C T AT A TAT T CT CCTT T CT T GT GT CT GCCCAACT CAT CT T CT CCT T CCT T GT CT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT
T A CAGAT T CT AT T CT AT CT CT T CT CAAT AT AGAATAGAT A T CT AT CTCT ACCT CT AAT T CGT T CGAGT CAT T T T CT CCT ACCT T GT CT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT A
G G AAGACCCT GT AT CACT AT CCACT GAT A T AGAGT T TGA T CT CC TT C T TT CCCCGT T ACCACCCAACT CAT ACT T T CCT T CCT T GT CT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT G
C A TAAAT T CT AT AT CAAAAT T T T T T GAT AT AGAAT T T CA TGT T T A T T T T T T T CT GT T T T T GCCCAACT CAT AT T CT CCT T CCT T GT CT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT A
C C CAAGT T T T GCAT CGGAAT T AACT GAT AT ACAGCT TGGCC T T TG T TCC T CAT CGT T ACCGCCCAAT T CAT CT T CT CCT T CCT T GT CT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT G
C ATGAAC T C T A T ACCAGCACCGAC TGACA TAGAGC TCGGCCA T CGTGT - T CCCCGT T T CCGCCCAAC T CA TGT T C T CC T T CC T TGT C T A T CCC T CC TGAGC T A
C ATCAAC T T T ACA T CAAAA TGT C T TGA TG TAGAGT T T TGACT AA T T T T T T CCCCGT T T CCGT CCAAC T CA T C T T C T CC T T CC T TGT C T A T CCC T CC TGAGC T A
T GCAAA T C T T ACGT CA TGAC T T C T T CA TG TAAGC T T TGT T TGGT C T CC T T C T T C T T T CC T AC T CAAC T C T CGT CC T CC T T CC T TGT C T A T CCC T CC TGAGC TG

88 nts
45 nts
60 nts
75 nts
45 nts
70 nts
56 nts
33 nts
75 nts

ta-siARF
ta-siARF
. T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACCCCGTGT TC TGTGT T A T A T T T T TGTGT T T TGT A T TC T
. GT TC T TGACC T TGT AAGGCC T T T T A T TGGCC T TGT AAGACC TGA T A TGT T TCC T AACC T T C TCGT T A T AAGTCCAAC
. T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGGCC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACCCCA TC T C T T T C T AAACGT T T T A T T A T T T TC TCGT T T
. C T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T CACACCC T A TC T C T TC T C T T TGT T T T TGC T T T TGT
. C T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACCCC T T T T T A TGT T T A T T T A T C T T AA T T T T TGT A T TGT
. T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGA TGTCA TGCCAGGT C TGT TGTC T T TGT T T TGCA T T TCGC
. C T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T T C T TGACC T TGT AAGACCC TGT TGTGCGCA T T TC T T C T T CGT T T T CCA TC T TGT
. T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACCCCA T T T T T TGT T C T T TGT T T C T A T T T T T TGT A T T A T
. C T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACC T T T TC T TGACC T TGT AAGACCCCGTGT T A TC TC T T ACGTC T T T A TGT T TCGT T T TT T

Figure 2: Nucleotide sequence alignment of “280-nt-long” ta-siARF loci of dicot plants. Sequences of Nicotiana tabacum and Nicotiana
benthamiana (undelined) were determined in this study, the others were from GeneBank. Boxes indicate miR390 complementary sites
and ta-siARF-encoding sequence regions. The length of nonconserved sequence between the 5 -miR390 complementary site and ta-siARF
sequence not included in the alignment is indicated. Shading shows residues identical for the given position in most sequences. Sequences of
N. tabacum and N. benthamiana miR390 complementary sites originate from primers used for the amplification of ta-siARF loci. GeneBank
accession numbers of the sequences included in the alignment are as follows: Nicotiana tabacum, FJ804751; Nicotiana benthamiana,
FJ804742; Arabidopsis thaliana, BX838290; Glycine max, BE330988; Manihot esculenta, CK652751; Malus domestica, CN490861; Vitis vinifera,
DT025007; Populus trichocarpa, DT498974; Lycopersicon esculentum, DV105041.

related sequences in representatives of the family Solanaceae.
For example, Nicotiana tabacum (cv. Samsun) TAS3-like
sequence showed almost 100% identity to the Nicotiana
tabacum (cv. Hicks Broadleaf) genomic sequence obtained
in the frame of Tobacco Genome Initiative (GenBank
accession no. FH434354) and 78% identity to the Solanum
lycopersicum (cv. Heinz 1706) chromosome 11 BAC clone
(GenBank accession no. DU917444) (Figure 2).
Unlike Arabidopsis thaliana DNA showing only one visible DNA band after PCR amplification, Nicotiana tabacum
DNA consistently produced a second minor PCR product of
about 170 bp in length (Figure 1(a)). Since no indications
on existence of miR390-dependent TAS3-like genes with
so closely arranged miRNA target sites were found in the
literature and sequence databases, cloning and sequencing of

the minor PCR fragment was carried out. The 170 bp DNA
sequence was found to contain the putative ta-siARF site
composed of one copy of ARF-specific ta-siRNAs (Figure 3).
To rule out the possibility of PCR/cloning artifact we
compared this sequence to the available nucleotide sequence
databases. As it was found for the 280-nucleotide-long Nicotiana tabacum (cv. Samsun) PCR product, 170 bp fragment
contained sequence closely related to some yet uncharacterized database entries (Figure 3). Particularly, it showed 96%
identity to Nicotiana tabacum (cv. Hicks Broadleaf) genomic
survey sequences (GSS) obtained in the frame of Tobacco
Genome Initiative (GenBank accessions nos. FH734100,
FH203124 and FH011695), 91% identity to EST sequence
of Nicotiana tabacum (cv. SNN) (GenBank accession nos.
AM791738), 79% identity to the Solanum tuberosum EST
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Nicotiana tabacum
Datura stramonium
Solanum demissum
Physalis longifolia
Nicotiana tabacum
Solanum lycopersicum
Vitis vinifera
Beta vulgaris
Manihot esculenta
Gossypium hirsutum
Helianthus exilis 1
Helianthus exilis 2
Cynara scolymus
Cyamopsis tetragonoloba
Vigna unguiculata
Cichorium endivia
Citrus aurantium
Citrus sinensis
Populus tremula

miR390
ta-siARF
GGTGCTATCCTATCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACATTT GTTTCTCATCTCTTAGAAAACTGGAGAAATGGCT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGAAAC . 46 nts .
GGTGCTATCCTATCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACATCCTCTCCTCGTCTTTTCTAACT TTAGAGGGACGGTT CGAGCTTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGAGGT . 46 nts .
GGTGCTATCCTATCTGAGCTT GTTCT TCTTACATTATTTTCTCATCTTTTAAAACT CTTGAACGATTGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGTAAC . 47 nts .
ATAGCTATCCTATCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACATCT TCTTCTCTTCTTTTCTAACT TTAGAGGGACGATT TGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGAGGT . 45 nts .
GGTGTTATCCTT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACATTT GTTTCTCGTCTCTTAGAAAACTGGAGAAATGGCT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGAGAC . 46 nts .
GACGTTATCCTT TCTGAGCTT GTTCT TCTTACGTTATTTTCTCATCTTTTAGAATT CTTGAACTATTGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGTAAC . 47 nts .
GGCGATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT AGTCT TCTTACATTCGTTTT TTCTT TCTTT GAACT CCACGAAGGCCGTT CAAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGAGGA . 74 nts .
GGCGATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT GTTCT TCTTACATCATATCT TTTCCGTTTCTAACT CCACGAACATCACT TGACT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCATGGA . 88 nts .
GGCGATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATCCT TCTTATATCT CCTTT CTTCT TCTTCGAACT CCACAAAGGCAGCT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGAGGA 88 nts .
GGCAATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTATATCT TTTCT TCTAT TCTCGAAATT CTTTGATGATTATT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCGTAAG 88 nts .
GGCGGTACCCCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACATTT TCTAT TTATATTTCCTAACT TCATAAAGGTTGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGCCCGTGAT . 70 nts .
GGCGCTATCCCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTATGCTGTTTAT TCCTAGTGTCCAACT TCATAAAGGTTGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGCCCGTTGA . 67 nts .
GGCGGTACCCCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACGTTT CTTTT TTCTATTTTCTAACT TCATAAAGGTTGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCCTGCAAGCCCGTCCA . 67 nts .
GGCGATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTATATTT TTATT TTATT TTTGAAAACT TTATGAATAATGTT CAAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCAAAAA . 92 nts .
GGCGGTATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTACGTTT TTCAT TTCGT TTCTCTATCT TTATGAATAATGTCCAAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCAAAAA . 88 nts .
GGCCCTACCCCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTATGTTT CTTTAATCTGTTCTCTAACT TCATAAAGGTTGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGCCCGTCTA- - - - - - GGCGATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTGCGTCT CCTCCCTTCT TCTTT GAACCTTACGAAGGTCGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGAACTTGCGAGTCCAAAGA- - - - - - GGCGATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATTCT TCTTGCGTCT CCTCCCTTCT TCTTT GAACCTTACGAAGGTCGTT CGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCAAAGA- - - - - - GGCTATATCTCT CCTGAGCTT ATCCT TCTTATATAT CCTTT CTTCT TTTTT CAAGCCTGTAAAGATGGCT TGAGT TTTCT TGACCTTGCAAGTCCAAGAA- - - - - - -

Nicotiana tabacum
Datura stramonium
Solanum demissum
Physalis longifolia
Nicotiana tabacum
Solanum lycopersicum
Vitis vinifera
Beta vulgaris
Manihot esculenta
Gossypium hirsutum
Helianthus exilis 1
Helianthus exilis 2
Cynara scolymus
Cyamopsis tetragonoloba
Vigna unguiculata
Cichorium endivia
Citrus aurantium
Citrus sinensis
Populus tremula

miR390
TCGTTGCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCT
TCTTGTCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCT
TCTTGTCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCT
TCTTGTCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCT
TCTTTTCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCTT
TCTTTCCTATCCCTTCT - GAGCTT
TCTTTCT CATCCCTCCT - GAGCTG
CCGTGTCTATCCCTCTT - GAGCTT
CCCTCTCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCTT
TATCTTCTATCCCTCCT - GAGCTG
TAACAGCTATCCCTCCC- GAGCTA
ATATTTCTATCCCTCTT - GAGCTA
GTTTTTCTATCCCTCAT - GAGCTA
ATGCTAT CCCTCCTTCT TGAGCTT
TTGACGCTATCCCTCCT TGAGCTT
------- ----- ----- ---- --------- ----- ----- ---- --------- ----- ----- ---- --------- ----- ----- ---- ---

Figure 3: Nucleotide sequence alignment of “170-nt-long” ta-siARF loci of dicot plants. Sequences of Nicotiana tabacum, Datura
stramonium, Solanum demissum, and Physalis longifolia (undelined) were determined in this study the others were from GeneBank. Boxes
indicate miR390 complementary sites and ta-siARF-encoding sequence regions. The length of nonconserved sequence between the ta-siARF
sequence and 3 -miR390 complementary site not included in the alignment is indicated. Dashes in the sequences of Cichorium endivia,
Citrus aurantium, Citrus sinensis, and Populus tremula indicate the sequence region lacking the 3 -miR390 complementary site that could
not be aligned with other sequences. Shading shows residues identical for the given position in most sequences. Sequences of N. tabacum, D.
stramonium, S. demissum, and P. longifolia miR390 complementary sites originate from primers used for the amplification of ta-siARF loci.
GeneBank accession numbers of the sequences included in the alignment are as follows: Nicotiana tabacum, FJ804743; Datura stramonium,
FJ804744; Solanum demissum, FJ804745; Physalis longifolia, FJ804746; Nicotiana tabacum, AM791738; Solanum lycopersicum, BE459870;
Vitis vinifera, CU775162; Beta vulgaris, CV301446; Manihot esculenta, DV447689; Gossypium hirsutum, DW502659; Helianthus exilis 1,
EE630512; Helianthus exilis 2, EE657417; Cyamopsis tetragonoloba, EG977206; Vigna unguiculata, FG922881; Cynara scolymus, GE588140;
Cichorium endivia, EL348656; Citrus aurantium, EY848024; Citrus sinensis, CK935773; Populus tremula, DN500355.

sequence (GenBank accession no. FG548921), 78% identity to the Solanum lycopersicum chromosome 12 clone
LE HBa-26C13 (GenBank accession nos. AC209585) and
the Solanum lycopersicum EST sequence (GenBank accession
nos. BE459870). Somewhat lesser identity (73-74%) was also
revealed for EST sequences from Solanum phureja (GenBank
accession nos. FG647537) and Solanum tuberosum (GenBank
accessions nos. BQ514736 and BI431636) (Figure 3 and data
not shown). These data indicated that 170 bp-long PCRamplified fragments corresponded to the genuine Nicotiana tabacum (cv. Samsun) genome fragment potentially
encoding a new type of ta-siARF RNA precursors. Sequence
analysis revealed that, except their length, the 170-nt-long
ta-siARF RNA diﬀer from well-characterized 280-nt-long
precursors in the structure of ta-siARF-encoding region:
while the longer precursors contain two tandem copies of tasiARF arranged as the conserved 42-nt region, the smaller

precursors described in this paper have only one monomeric
21-nt ta-siARF copy (Figures 2 and 3).
We further experimentally analyzed the occurrence of
such putative TAS precursor RNAs in other Solanaceae representatives. Genomic DNAs of Datura stramonium, Solanum
demissum and Physalis longifolia were taken as templates
for PCR with primers P-Tas3 and either M-Tas3/caa or MTas3/aca. In all cases, major 280-nucleotide-long and minor
170 bp amplified fragments were easily detected similarly
to Nicotiana tabacum (data not shown). Sequencing of the
smaller DNA band confirmed the occurrence of novel putative monomeric ta-siARF precursor sequences in diﬀerent
Solanaceae representatives (order Solanales) (Figure 3).
The TAS3 loci and miR390 are known to be well
conserved among diverse flowering plants [18, 21, 22]. To
explore the possibility that the novel monomeric ta-siARF
precursor sequences might have emerged in plant evolution
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Cycas revoluta
Zamia fischeri
Cryptomeria japonica
Pinus pinaster
Picea sitchensis
Pinus taeda
Picea sitchensis

miR390
GGT GCT A T CCT A T CT GA GCT T T AT CT - - - - - T AGT T GGCG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CCCC CAGGG ACGGA G- - - - - - - - - - - - T AA T T T
GGCGT T A T CCT G CCT GA GCT T T GAAT ACAA- GGACT GCCAT GAGCT GAT GA T T AT C CT GC- - - AG CT T T C T CAGC T AT CT GAGGA GAGAT AT GA AT GCT GA T T T
GGT GCT A T CCT G CCT GA GCT T GT GGA AAAAT GAAG- GCCAC CAAT C T GGGC AT AT C AT CT C CCAT GCCT G T GAT G T AACA GGGAT GT - - - - - - - - GGGAT G ACA
GGCGCT A T CCT G ACT GA GCT T AAT CC - - AT T GAGAT GT CA- - - - - - AGT GA GT GAT G- - - - - - - - - - - - - CCGAG CAACT T GCT T G- - - - - - - - - GCT T CG T CT
GACGCT A T CCT A CCT GA GCT T AAT AC T T GT T GAAAT GGAAT T - - - - AGT GA GT AAA GT GT G T - GT AT AT T CGAAG AAAT T T CCAT G- - - - - - - - - GCCGCC T CGGCGCT A T CCT G ACT GA GCT T AAT CC - - AT T GAGAT GT CA- - - - - - AGT AA GT GT T G- - - - - - - - - - - - - CCAAG CAACT T ACT T G- - - - - - - - - GCT T CG T AG
GGCGCT A T CCT G ACT GA GCT T AT T CT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AGGGA GT GAT G- - - - - - - - - - - - - CCAAG CAAGT T GCT T G- - - - - - - - - GCT GCC T T T

Cycas revoluta
Zamia fischeri
Cryptomeria japonica
Pinus pinaster
Picea sitchensis
Pinus taeda
Picea sitchensis

ta-siARF
T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGT C CA- G GGT GC GAGGG CT T AT T CAT G T GGCC GCT CT CT AT A - - - - - - - CC GT T GG T CT GC T GCT T CCT CA AGAAC AGCG CT T GCGT CCT
T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGT C CT CG GAGGT GGGGT T T T CC T CACA T GGCC GT CCT CT ACA - - - - - - - CC GT CGA T T GAA T T CT C T GAGA ACAAA AAT A CCAACGT GCT
T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGAC CCAG AGGGT GGT GC GGCT A AT CT G CG- - - - - - - A T T CGT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GC GAT AT CT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGAC CCAG AGGGT GCT GC CGCT A AT CT G CGT GG GGG- A CT CCA T T GGC T T CA CAAGG AT CGC ACT AT CCT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGAC CAAA AGGGT GCT AC T GCCA AT CT G CAGGG GAG- A GT GT A T T GGC CT CA CAAGG AT GGC AGT AT CCT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGAC CCAG AGGGT GCT GC T GCT A AT CT G CGT GG GGG- A CT CCA T T GGC T T CA CAAGG AT CGC ACT AT CCT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T CT T GAC CT T GC AAGAC CCAG AGGGT GCT GC CGCT A AT CT G CGT GG GAG- A CT CCA T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AT CCT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cycas revoluta
Zamia fischeri
Cryptomeria japonica
Pinus pinaster
Picea sitchensis
Pinus taeda
Picea sitchensis

miR390
GT T GAGG CT GCT CGT AT T T GT CT AT C CCT CC T GAGC T
GT GGAT G GT GT T CC- - T CT GT CT AT C CCT C- T GAGC T C
- - - - - GT CT CT T AACT A T CGC CGT T T CCT CC - - - GC T G
- - - - - T G GT CT C AGT T A T AGT CT AT C CCT CC T GAGC T T
- - - - - T G AT CT G ACAAA T AGT T T AT C CCT CC T GAGC T T
- - - - - T G GT CT C AGT T A T AGT CT AT C CCT CC T GAGC T T
- - - - - T G GT CT C AT AT A T AGT CT AT C CCT CC T GAGC T T

Figure 4: Nucleotide sequence alignment of “short” ta-siARF loci of cycad and conifer plants. The sequence of Cycas revoluta (undelined) was
determined in this study, the others were taken from GeneBank. Boxes indicate miR390 complementary sites and ta-siARF sequence regions.
Shading shows residues identical for the given position in most sequences. Sequences of C. revoluta miR390 complementary sites originate
from primers used for the amplification of ta-siARF loci. GeneBank accession numbers of the sequences included in the alignment are as
follows: Cycas revoluta, FJ804750; Picea sitchensis, EF086492; Pinus pinaster, BX682439; Pinus taeda, CV034496; Picea sitchensis, CO220369;
Zamia fischeri, DY034932; Cryptomeria japonica, DC432705.

earlier than the appearance of family Solanaceae, we searched
EST database at NCBI. We found that many dicot plants
code for putative monomeric ta-siARF loci surrounded in
most cases by complementary sites for miR390 positioned
160–190 bp from each other, thus confirming that targeting of ta-siRNA precursors is an evolutionarily conserved
function of miR390. These plants include representatives
of eurosids—orders Malpighiales, Fabales, Malvales, and
Sapindales, asterids—orders Asterales and Solanales, as well
as orders Caryophyllales and Vitales (Figure 3). Analysis
of all identified monomeric ta-siARF precursor sequences
revealed, in addition to the only copy of ta-siARF sequence,
one more characteristic feature. The region between the
5 -miR390 target site and the ta-siARF sequence appeared
to be well conserved in length and, to some extent, in
sequence, whereas the region between the ta-siARF sequence
and the 3 -miR390 target site was found to be variable
both in length and sequence (Figure 3). This arrangement
of the novel 170 bp-TAS loci diﬀered considerably from
that of the well characterized 280 bp-TAS loci, where the
sequence and distance conservation was observed for the
region between the tandem ta-siARF sequence and the
3 -miR390 target site and not for the sequence between
the 5 -miR390 target site and the ta-siARF sequence
(Figure 2).
To verify expression of novel putative monomeric tasiARF precursor RNAs in plant leaves, total RNA was isolated
from tobacco plants at 6-8-leaf stage and used as a template
for cDNA synthesis with oligo(dT)-primer. It was found
that PCR with primers P-Tas3, and either M-Tas3/caa or MTas3/aca carried out on this cDNA preparation gave rise only

to 280-nucleotide-long DNA fragment but not detectable
170 bp-fragment (Figure 1(b)).
Conifers (Pinus taeda) TAS-like locus, like that of higher
plants, was shown to contain the 42-nt ta-siARF region
flanked by two miR390 complementary sites. However,
unlike TAS3 of flowering plants, only the 5 miR390-target
site is cleaved in conifer TAS3-like RNA precursor [18]. To
reveal the possible conservation of TAS3-like loci in lower
seed plants, we performed PCR amplification of total DNA
from Cycads (Cycas revoluta) using dicot-specific primers
P-Tas3, M-Tas3/caa and M-Tas3/aca. As it was found for
tobacco, PCR on Cycas revoluta DNA gave rise to one major
DNA fragment of 250 bp and, in addition, several larger
and smaller minor bands including those of 170–190 bp in
length (data not shown). Sequencing and BLAST analysis
of the latter sort of bands revealed that they corresponded
to the monomeric ta-siARF precursors of flowering plants
(Figure 4). Analysis of databases revealed conifers-encoded
sequences showing similarity to the sequenced Cycas revoluta
putative ta-siARF precursor (Figure 4), showing therefore
that this type of regulatory element might have emerged early
in seed plant evolution.
Previously, four ta-siRNA loci targeted by miR390
were found in moss Physcomitrella patens and referred to
as PpTAS3a-d. All four loci contain 5 and 3 miR390target sites, and ta-siRNAs derived from these moss loci
regulate, similarly to those encoded by the angiosperm
TAS3 loci, ARF genes and, additionally, AP2 transcription
factor genes [18, 23, 24]. To confirm applicability of the
approach based on PCR amplification of TAS3-like loci
to lower plants, we designed new primers BryoTAS-P1,
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Brachythecium latifolium 50Br
Physcomitrella patens TAS3d

miR390
GACGCT ACCCT T CCT GAGCT GAGAAT GAAGGCAAGGG- - T GGAGGGAGGGCGT GCGGGCT GT GCCGGGCGGCGCCT T GT T AACGGGGT GT T AAGCACCAACGGGC
GGCGCT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT T AGAAAGAAGT CAAGGGCCT CCT T GGGAGCAAAGCCAGGT GGGTC- GACGT CGCCT T GT AAGCGGGGT GT T AT GCACT T GCGCT T

Brachythecium latifolium 50Br
Physcomitrella patens TAS3d

ta-siAP2
ta-siARF
GCCCCGGT GGCCT CAGAT GT CTGT T AT GGCT CCGT AGGGT GT GAT GAGT GCT T T ACCCAACACT CAT CCT CT ACGCAGCCCACCT ACCCT T GT GACAT GGGC GCA
GACGCT CCGAT CT AAGACGT CAGCT GT AGCT CCAT GGGGT GT GAT GACT GCT T AGCCCGGCACACACT CT CT GCCCGGCCCACCT ACCCT T GT GA GAT GGGTAGC

Brachythecium latifolium 50Br
Physcomitrella patens TAS3d

miR390
GT GCT T AT CGGCGCAGCCCAT GT CAAT T GT AT AT CACT CCT GAGCT A
GCT GAT TTGCGCGACT T CCAT GT CGGT T T T AT AT CACT CCT GAGCT A

Brachythecium latifolium 47Br
Hookeria lucens
Physcomitrella patens TAS3b
Physcomitrella patens TAS3c

miR390
GACGCT ACCCT T CCT GAGCT AAACA- - - - - - - - - - GAT AGAGAAAGGCGT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GT CGA
GGCGCT AT CCCT CCT GAGCT AAAT - - - - - - - - - - - CACAGACAGAGT CGT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GGCGGT AACCCTT
CCCT CT GAGCT AAAGA- - - - - - - - - - AAGA T GCAGAGGT CT AG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GACGCT ACCCT T CCT GAGCT AAGT AGGCACGT GGCCCGAGGCAGAGCT GCAGT GCAAT CACT CT GAAAAT GAGAGT GCAT T GAAACT CGT CCCT GCCT T AAGT CT

Brachythecium latifolium 47Br
Hookeria lucens
Physcomitrella patens TAS3b
Physcomitrella patens TAS3c

ta-siAP2
ta-siARF
T GT GGGCGT GAGAGCT AAGGT GT GAT GAGT GCT T T AGCA TGACAT CT CTCT- T AT GCT CAACCACGT ACTCCAGAGACAAGACCCGT CT GT CAT GACACCAGGGC
- - - - GGCGT GTGGGCT AAGGT GT GAT GAGT GCT T T AGCA GAT CAT CT CCCCGCGAGCCCGACCACAGACT GT AGT CACACGGCCCGT CT GT TAT GACACAAGGGC
- - - GGGAGAACT GGCT AGGGT GT GAT GAGT GCT T CCGT
CC AAG- CAACT CAT G- CGAGCT CAACCACGT ACCCT T GAGACAAGACCCGT CT GCCAT CGCACAAGGGC
AAGGAAT AGAT T AGGT AGGGT GGAACGAT T GCT T AAGCAAGCAA GT T CAT A- T T T GCCCAACCA GCT ACCCT T GAGACAAGGCT T GT T T GCCTT T GGGCAAGGGC

Brachythecium latifolium 47Br
Hookeria lucens
Physcomitrella patens TAS3b
Physcomitrella patens TAS3c

miR390
T T T GCACCT T CGT GT AAGCCCT T GT T GT T T T GT CT AT CACT CCT GAGCT A
T T CGCAGCT T CGT GT AAGCCCT T GT T GT T T T GT CT AT CACT CCT GAGCT A
AA CGCACCATT GCGT GAGCCCT T GT T GT T T T GT CT AT CACT CT T GAGCT A
T T T AGAGAT AT T CCT AAGCCCT T GT T GT T T T GT CT AT CACT CT T GAGCT A

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Nucleotide sequence alignment of ta-siARF loci of mosses. (a) Alignment of Brachythecium latifolium clone 50 Br sequence and
Physcomitrella patens TAS3d. (b) Alignment of B. latifolium clone 47 Br sequence and Hookeria lucens with P. patens TAS3b and TAS3c.
Sequences of B. latifolium and H. lucens (undelined) were determined in this study, the others were from GeneBank. Boxes indicate miR390
complementary sites, ta-siARF sequence regions and ta-siAP2 regions. Shading shows residues identical for the given position in most
sequences. Sequences of B. latifolium and H. lucens miR390 complementary sites originate from primers used for the amplification of tasiARF loci. GeneBank accession numbers of the sequences included in the alignment are as follows: Brachythecium latifolium clone 50 Br,
FJ804747; Brachythecium latifolium clone 47 Br, FJ804748; Hookeria lucens, FJ804749; Physcomitrella patens TAS3d, BK005828; P. patens
TAS3b, BK005826; P. patens TAS3c, BK005827.

Bryo TAS-P3, and Bryo TAS-M complementary to miR390target sites of PpTAS3a-d. These primers were used for
PCR on total DNA isolated from Brachythecium latifolium
and Hookeria lucens. Sequencing of major amplified DNA
bands showed that Brachythecium latifolium encodes at
least two types of miR390-dependent AP2/ARF-targeting
TAS loci demonstrating sequence similarity to diﬀerent
elements of this kind characterized for Physcomitrella
patens, namely, PpTAS3d (Figure 5(a)) and PpTAS3b/3c
(Figure 5(b)), whereas Hookeria lucens, despite its distant
taxonomic relation to Physcomitrella patens, code for a rather
close homolog of PpTAS3b/3c (Figure 5(b)).

4. Discussion
MicroRNAs and ta-siRNAs are small RNAs around 21 nt
in length and have widespread roles as posttranscriptional
regulators of plant physiology and development [25]. They
can aﬀect target genes through a variety of mechanisms,
including transcript cleavage and translational repression.
The mature miRNAs and ta-siRNAs are derived from larger
precursor transcripts that are a few hundred base pairs in
size. These precursor RNAs are capped and polyadenylated
and can be spliced, in agreement with them being transcribed

by RNA polymerase II [12, 26, 27]. Many plant miRNAs and
ta-siRNAs are encoded by gene families. For example, four
ta-siRNA loci targeted by miR390 were found in P. patens
and three miR390-dependent TAS loci were identified in A.
thaliana [17, 18, 21, 23]. Given their similar complementarity
to miR390, it was reasoned that multiple TAS3-like loci
might be paralogs derived from duplication and divergence
of an ancestral locus, and perhaps the areas producing
biologically relevant ta-siRNAs may have been preferentially
conserved [18, 23]. However, despite obvious progress in
studies of miRNA precursor evolution in plants [12, 28, 29],
little is known about TAS gene molecular evolution.
Comparing sequences of ta-siRNA precursors within
plant genera and between distantly related species should
help to determine patterns of molecular evolution that is
subject to diﬀerent evolutionary constraints in comparison
with patterns of protein-coding gene evolution. However,
the discovery of ta-siRNA genes in plants is still an ongoing
process. Although much eﬀort has been directed toward
ta-siRNA identification in Arabidopsis, poplar and moss
Physcomitrella patens, many economically or evolutionarily
important species have yet to be examined, and more tasiRNAs likely remain to be discovered even in the species
that have been extensively studied. One limiting factor in the
ta-siRNA discovery process is the availability of a sequenced
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genome, without which a comprehensive analysis of the
potential precursor structures of cloned small RNAs is not
possible. In Arabidopsis, three major methods have been used
for ta-siRNA discovery: forward genetics, direct cloning and
sequencing, and bioinformatic prediction. Although forward
genetic studies have only resulted in the identification of a
few ta-siRNAs, this method provides hints to the functions
of these miRNAs in addition to their isolation [3]. A second
approach to miRNA discovery was bioinformatic prediction.
While a number of published studies employed several
diﬀerent algorithms to predict ta-siRNAs, the features that
the algorithms search for in the genomic sequences are based
on our current knowledge of plant miRNAs and are largely
similar among the studies [19]. A third, and perhaps the
most eﬀective, method for ta-siRNA discovery was direct
cloning and sequencing. In particular, deep sequencing
of cloned small RNA libraries using massively parallel
signature sequencing (MPSS) or pyrosequencing allowed the
identification of numerous small RNAs from Arabidopsis
and provided a picture of the genomic landscape of small
RNAs [18, 23]. One added advantage of this approach is that
most small RNA species from a particular genomic loci are
exhibited, which helps discern whether the locus gives rise to
a single or multiple siRNAs. If multiple small RNAs mapping
to both strands of a locus are present, these small RNAs are
most likely siRNAs.
Here, we describe a new method for identification
of plant miR390-flanked ta-siRNAs precursors based on
PCR on the template of genomic DNA or cDNA using
oligodeoxyribonucleotide primers mimicking in their specificity miR390. General idea of this experimental approach
was suggested by the recently published paper on cloning of
animal miRNA-regulated target genes by reverse transcription with direct use of miRNA as a primer [30]. Importantly,
the recognition of ta-siRNA precursor by miR390 occurs
in most cases by forming imperfect base pairs with 5
and 3 target sites [18, 23]. Assuming that imperfect basepairing is tolerated by Taq polymerase, there is a high
chance that designed miR390-related oligodeoxyribonucleotides will recognize both target sites in phylogenetically distant species. To investigate functional constraints
on sequence evolution of ta-siARF precursor genes, we
have studied sequence variation in the putative precursors
of miR390-dependent TAS-like genetic elements between
species from the Solanaceae. The application of the novel
PCR-based method to Nicotiana tabacum showed obvious
diﬀerence from A. thaliana: N. tabacum DNA directed a
major 280-nucleotide-long PCR product and the second
minor PCR product of about 170 bp in length (Figure 1).
When the method was also applied to Datura stramonium,
Solanum demissum, and Physalis longifolia, the minor PCR
short product was again identified. Sequencing of 280nucleotide-long PCR product in the Solanaceae and Arabidopsis as a control showed that we amplified and cloned
the chromosomal region closely related to typical TAS3related precursor sequences found in diverse dicot plants
[17, 18]. This region included 42-nt region from AtTAS3
tasiRNAs that target ARF3 and ARF4 (tasiARFs) and 5 and 3 - terminal 21-nt regions corresponding to the miR390
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complementary sites (PCR primer sites) (Figure 2). These
results demonstrate that the PCR-based method is a useful
way to clone and identify targets on the basis of base
pairing with individual miRNAs. Nucleotide sequence of
the minor 170-nucleotide-long product of four selected
solanaceous plants revealed the putative 21-nt ta-siARF
site composed of one copy of ARF-specific ta-siRNAs and
positioned between the miR390 complementary sites (PCR
primer sites) (Figure 3). We searched publicly available
nucleotide databases of genome survey sequences (GSSs),
high-throughput genomics sequences (HTGSs), expressed
sequenced tags (ESTs), and nonredundant (NR) nucleotides
and identified 16 putative “short” miR390-dependent TAS
sequences in 15 diverse plant species (Figure 3 and data not
shown).
Using this PCR approach, ta-siARF precursors characterized by the monomeric ta-siARF were found in the
cycad Cycas revolute. Database search confirmed this experimental finding and revealed novel miR390-dependent TAS
sequences in one more cycad (Zamia fischeri) and four
conifer species (Figure 4). The experimental approach used
in this paper was further verified by the analysis of mosses
with primers based on Physcomitrella patens miR390 complementary; the PCR products obtained on Brachythecium
latifolium and Hookeria lucens DNA represented ta-siRNA
precursor sequences that were not known before for these
species and related to the previously characterized P. patens
ta-siRNA loci (Figures 5(a) and 5(b)).
To analyze expression of the novel putative ta-siARF
precursor RNAs in plants, total RNA was isolated from
tobacco plants at 6-8-leaf stage and used as template for
cDNA synthesis with oligo(dT)-primer. PCR analysis of leaf
cDNA revealed only 280-nucleotide-long DNA fragment
which sequence corresponded to classical tobacco TAS3-like
element (Figure 1(b)). On the other hand, RNA template
for the EST sequence of Nicotiana tabacum (cv. SNN)
(GenBank accession no. AM791738) with 91% identity to
our “short” TAS sequence from Nicotiana tabacum (cv.
Samsun) (Figure 3) was isolated from 5-day seedlings. These
data suggest that the novel type of miR390-dependent TAS
elements might be expressed in tobacco only at early stages
of ontogenesis.
Importantly, alignment of the putative novel TAS elements revealed that the length of a region between ta-siARF
site and 5 miR390-target site is highly preserved in contrast
to classical TAS3-like genes in which perfect size conservation
was revealed between ta-siARF site and 3 miR390-target site
(Figures 2 and 3). In addition, “core consensus” in classical
ta-siARF site was found to represent sequence: TCTTGACCTTGTAAGACCPy, whereas consensus in “short” TAS is
diﬀerent: TCTTGACCTTGCAAGPyCCPu. Significance of
this variation remains obscure.
Strikingly, in four cases we failed to reveal the 3 miR390target site in “short” miR390-dependent TAS sequences
(Figure 3). This type of organization of ta-siRNA precursors
is common for the other, except TAS3, TAS genes in
Arabidopsis, and other plants [4, 12] in which miRNAdependent cleavage occurs 5 to ta-siRNA sites. Therefore, we speculate that in “short” miR390-dependent TAS
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sequences miRNA-dependent cleavage also can occur 5
to ta-siRNA sites. This hypothesis requires experimental
verification. In addition to identification of the precursor
cleavage site, the role of AGO1 and AGO7 in the “short”
miR390-dependent ta-siARF precursor processing should be
investigated in comparison to classical TAS3-like precursors
[4, 20].
Recently a novel silencing method utilizing artificial tasiRNAs was proved to be eﬃcient for the chimeric Arabidopsis thaliana TAS1 and TAS3 genes [31, 32]. This method
provides an excellent tool not only for silencing of genes-ofinterest but also for investigating functionality of TAS genes
and their specific sequence modifications. Application of this
method to “short” TAS3-like genes identified in this paper
may result in a identification of their possible functions and
mapping of cleavage sites in RNA precursors.
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RNA interference technology is an ideal strategy to elucidate the mechanisms associated with human CD34+ hematopoietic
stem cell diﬀerentiation into dendritic cells. Simple manipulations in vitro can unequivocally yield alloreactive or tolerogenic
populations, suggesting key implications of biochemical players that might emerge as therapeutic targets for cancer or graft-versushost disease. To knockdown proteins typically involved in the biology of dendritic cells, we employed an siRNA delivery system
based on the cationic liposome DOTAP as the carrier. Freshly-isolated CD34+ cells were transfected with siRNA for cathepsin
S with negligible cytotoxicity and transfection rates (>60%) comparable to the eﬃciency shown by lentiviral vectors. Further,
cathepsin S knockdown was performed during both cell commitment and through the entire 14-day diﬀerentiation process
with repeated transfection rounds that had no eﬀect per se on cell development. Tested in parallel, other commercially-available
chemical reagents failed to meet acceptable standards. In addition to safe and practical handling, a direct advantage of DOTAP
over viral-mediated techniques is that transient silencing eﬀects can be dynamically appraised through the recovery of targeted
proteins. Thus, our findings identify DOTAP as an excellent reagent for gene silencing in resting and diﬀerentiating CD34+ cells,
suggesting a potential for applications in related preclinical models.
Copyright © 2009 Sabata Martino et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1. Introduction
The discovery of siRNAs and subsequent advances in
RNA interference (RNAi) technology has contributed to
a major methodological shift in functional genomics [1].
Gene silencing, that can be successfully extended to highthroughput screening formats [2, 3], is a procedure that
directly accelerates biological and biomedical research
through the identification of molecular players involved
in development, homeostasis, and disease. In the new
millennium, the explosive growth of this field has also raised
the prospect of RNAi as a therapeutic to treat a wide range
of pathologies, in particular viral infections, cancer, and
neurodegenerative disorders [4–7].
Synthetic siRNAs have emerged as a widespread means
for gene silencing in mammalian cells [8], notwithstand-

ing limitations associated with a nonrenewable supply,
temporary silencing eﬀect, and occurrence of oﬀ-target
activity [9, 10]. Next-generation synthetic products were
recently introduced to ensure the highest silencing power
under a minimal occurrence of false positives (e.g., ONTARGETplus [Dharmacon] and Silencer Select validated
siRNAs [Ambion]), and provide the opportunity to transfect
virtually any cell type in the absence of a carrier (Accell
siRNAs [Dharmacon]). Further, shRNA expression vectors
coupled to lentiviral transduction systems were developed
to obtain unlimited resources, achieve stable integration
into the genome in a widest variety of both dividing and
nondividing cells, produce sustained transgene expression,
and comply with in vivo applications (e.g., MISSION
[Sigma-Aldrich], BLOCK-iT [Invitrogen], SMARTvector
[Dharmacon], GeneNet [System Biosciences], and Lenti-X

2
[Clontech]) [11–13]. Finally, access to mimic and inhibitor
miRNA libraries for use in either gain- or loss-of-function
analyses, respectively, have enhanced scope and flexibility of
studies intended to unravel the involvement of miRNAs (e.g.,
PremiR [Ambion], miRIDIAN [Dharmacon], and miScript
[Qiagen]) in cytoplasmic posttranscriptional gene silencing
[14], translational activation [15] and transcriptional control
of gene expression in the nucleus [16].
However, the extraordinary benefits of these breakthroughs in RNAi technology may imply significant research
investments and special requirements, such as biocontainment facilities dedicated to viral work. Chemical agents,
instead, are relatively inexpensive, easy to handle and
generally already optimized by the vendor for use with specific cell lines. Nonetheless, chemical transfections in finite
cultures or freshly-isolated primary cells usually raise major
challenges due to a combination of cytotoxic eﬀects and
poor transfection eﬃciencies. These problems become more
obvious in dynamic systems such as stem cells subjected to
diﬀerentiation.
Lentiviral vectors can successfully transduce hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) [12, 17], but integrate stably in
the genome and preclude the recovery of knocked-down
proteins. Within nonviral transfection methods for HSCs,
electroporation raises major survival issues due to apoptotic
cell death [18], while nucleofactor technology was shown
to deliver mRNA and plasmid DNA with inconsistent
transfection and cell survival rates [19].
Lipofection has typically been considered ineﬃcient
for use with HSCs [20]. Nonetheless, based on the large
number of products currently available from vendors and
the advantages oﬀered by a transient gene knockdown,
we screened a variety of agents with diﬀerent chemical
formulations and found that the liposomal version of the
monocationic lipid DOTAP is an excellent vector for the
treatment of freshly isolated HSCs. Further, we observed that
DOTAP is an eﬃcient vehicle for gene knockdown in HSCs
induced to diﬀerentiate into immunogenic dendritic cells in
vitro through a conventional treatment based on Flt3L, GMCSF, IL-4 and TNF-α [21–23].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Isolation of Human HSCs. Blood samples were collected
from healthy volunteers who provided informed consent.
Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated
by density gradient centrifugation over Ficoll-Paque PLUS
(GE Healthcare), after which CD34+ cells were purified
by immunomagnetic selection using the minimagneticactivated cell sorter (MACS) system (Miltenyi Biotec). Mean
purity of CD34-enriched cells, determined by flow cytometry
using a FACScan (BD Biosciences), was 94.8%, with a
median value of 92 throughout an 86–98.5 range.
2.2. Diﬀerentiation of HSCs into Dendritic Cells. To generate
immunogenic dendritic cells, CD34-enriched cells were
transferred to 25 cm2 flasks at a density of 105 cells/mL and
cultured for 14 days in RPMI-1640 medium (Euroclone)
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containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Euroclone) and a
cytokine cocktail composed of human recombinant, Flt3L
(50 ng/mL), GM-CSF (50 ng/mL), IL-4 (10 ng/mL), and
TNF-α (2.5 ng/mL) (PeproTech EC). Every third day, half
of the culture medium was replaced by fresh medium
supplemented with the same cocktail. Cells were analyzed at
day 3, 7, and 14 to evaluate the expression of specific markers
of diﬀerentiation [23].
2.3. Evaluation of Diﬀerent Reagents for siRNA Transfection
of Untreated CD34+ Stem Cells. The following, commercially
available reagents were tested to determine transfection rates
and cytotoxicity eﬀects: TransPass R1 and TransPass R2 (New
England Biolabs), Lipofectamine 2000 and Lipofectamine
LTX (Invitrogen), siPORT NeoFX and siPORT Amine
(Ambion), and DOTAP (Roche). Tests were performed using
a 96-well plate format. Freshly prepared CD34+ cells were
seeded at a density of 2 × 104 /well. Fluorescein-labeled siRNA
control (New England Biolabs), in a final concentration of
15 nM, was used to monitor the transfection procedures.
Fluorescein-labeled siRNA was regularly diluted with RPMI1640 without serum, except for the experiment performed
with DOTAP, in which the diluent was HBS (Hepes-buﬀered
saline: 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, containing 150 mM NaCl).
The transfection reagents were essentially employed as
per each vendor’s recommendations. TransPass R1 and
TransPass R2 (0.2 μL) were diluted directly in the fluoresceinlabeled siRNA solution (10 μL), incubated 30 minutes at
room temperature and then added to the cultures (90 μL).
Lipofectamine 2000 and Lipofectamine LTX (0.25 μL) were
first diluted in 12.5 μL RPMI-1640 without serum and, after
5 minutes incubation, mixed with 12.5 μL of fluoresceinlabeled siRNA. After 30 minutes incubation, the transfection
complexes were added to the cells (75 μL).
siPORT NeoFX and siPORT Amine were first diluted
(0.5 and 0.3 μL, resp.) in 10 μL RPMI-1640 without serum.
After 10 minutes at room temperature, each carrier was
mixed with 10 μL of fluorescein-labeled siRNA. The mixtures
(20 μL) were incubated 10 minutes, then spotted in the assay
wells. Within 5 minutes, cells were dispensed in a volume of
80 μL.
DOTAP (1.4 μL) was diluted in 7 μL HBS and then
mixed, very slowly, with the same volume of fluoresceinlabeled siRNA. After 30 minutes at room temperature, the
mixture was added to cells (186 μL) resuspended in RPMI1640 containing 20% FCS.
Except for the experiment performed with DOTAP, fresh
medium was added to the assay wells 4 hours after each
transfection process in order to achieve a final volume and
a concentration of FCS of 200 μL and 10%, respectively.
In all instances, transfection and cell survival were
evaluated 24 hours after the transfection method.
Transfection rates were expressed as the ratio between
transfected (fluorescein-labeled) and total number of viable
cells measured via DAPI nuclear staining and trypan blue
exclusion test. Signals were captured by a Nikon Eclipse
TE2000-S fluorescence microscope equipped with a CellF video camera (Olympus) and processed via the Cell-F
software.
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Figure 1: Eﬀects of siRNA delivery agents on cytotoxicity and transfection rates. Freshly isolated HSCs were subjected to agent-specific
transfection protocols using a fluorescein-labeled, nontargeting siRNA control as described in the Materials and Methods. After 24 hours
incubation, cytotoxicity was assessed through the trypan blue dye exclusion test (a), while transfection rates were calculated from the ratio
between fluorescein-labeled and total number of DAPI-stained cells (b). Data shown are representative of triplicate determinations.

2.4. Silencing of Cathepsin S Gene via the DOTAP Reagent
in HSCs Subjected to Diﬀerentiation. Freshly isolated CD34+
cells were resuspended in RPMI-1640 supplemented with the
agents used to generate immunogenic dendritic cells. Immediately after treatment, cells were subjected to transfection
using a predesigned siRNA targeting the CatS gene (CTSS:
ID-113084-113085, Ambion).
Cells subjected to mock- and scrambled-siRNA transfection (ID-46183G, Ambion) under the same experimental
conditions were employed for control purposes. The procedure, run in a 24-well plate format via triplicate tests,
was implemented using a 25 nM final siRNA concentration.
Each well-contained 2 × 105 cells in a volume of 500 μL.
The siRNAs were combined with DOTAP and maintained
for 30 minutes at room temperature to form complexes.
The mixture (50 μL) was then overlaid dropwise on the cell
cultures. Following 4-hour incubation, 1.2 mL of RPMI-1640
containing 10% FCS and diﬀerentiating agents was added to
each well. To ensure silencing of genes for the entire 14-day
diﬀerentiation process, cells were centrifuged, resuspended
in 500 μL of cytokine-enriched culture medium and exposed
to a second (day 3) and third (day 9) transfection round
under the same experimental conditions.
2.5. Western Blotting. Preparation of cell extracts, electrophoresis (12% gel) under reducing conditions and
Western blotting procedures were performed as previously
described [24].
Precursors and mature forms of cathepsin S were analyzed using polyclonal antibodies from Santa Cruz Biotech-

nology as the primary antibodies. Immunodetection was
carried out by employing the enhanced, chemiluminescent
Amersham ECL Plus kit. For each blot, several time exposures were performed to confirm that the results were within
the linear response range of the film. Densitometric scans
via an MCID system (InterFocus Imaging) were used to
demonstrate that the intensity of the bands was proportional
to protein content.

3. Results and Discussion
Several transfection reagents were employed to evaluate
cytotoxic eﬀects and the capacity to deliver a fluoresceinlabeled siRNA control in freshly isolated, untreated HSCs.
Commercially-available agents were chosen to explore a
variety of structural diversities and chemical formulations
as per each vendor’s product description. The screen
included a cationic lipid (TransPass R1), a nonlipid
cationic polymer (TransPass R2), a lipid-based formulation designed for reverse transfection protocols (siPORT
NeoFX), a polyamine mixture (siPORT Amine), and
diﬀerent versions of cationic liposomes (Lipofectamine
2000, Lipofectamine LTX), an animal origin-free product,
and DOTAP, obtained from N-[1-(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)propyl]N,N,N-trimethylammonium methylsulfate.
Four chemicals (i.e., Lipofectamine LTX, siPORT NeoFX,
siPORT Amine, and DOTAP) were relatively well tolerated by
HSCs (≥85% viability) (Figure 1(a)), however only DOTAP
was found to combine a lack of cell cytotoxicity with eﬃcient
(60%) siRNA transfer (Figure 1(b)). TransPass R2 showed
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Figure 2: Cell viability during repeated, DOTAP-mediated transfection rounds in diﬀerentiating HSCs. Freshly isolated HSCs
were induced to diﬀerentiate into immunogenic dendritic cells
as described in the Materials and Methods. Immediately after
treatment, cultures were split into two cell populations, of which
one, used as the control, was grown in absence of manipulations
(white bars), while the other was subjected to two and three
DOTAP-based, scrambled siRNA transfection rounds performed at
day 0 and day 3 (black bars), and day 0, day 3 and day 9 (grey bars).
Cell viability was monitored by trypan blue staining at diﬀerent
time points as indicated.

a transfection capacity similar to DOTAP, but significant
cytotoxicity. Thus, DOTAP emerged as the chemical with
suitable attributes for use in gene knockdown studies of
diﬀerentiating HSCs.
We have previously shown that changes in cathepsin
S expression correlate with the diﬀerentiation of HSCs
into immunogenic dendritic cells in vitro. In this regard,
cathepsin S shows a precursor form of 66 KDa in freshly
isolated HSCs, while the conventional, mature protein of
26 KDa appears following a 7-day treatment with a cytokine
cocktail [22]. Based on the physiological role of cathepsin
S in the biology of dendritic cells [25, 26], we employed a
gene knockdown strategy to investigate the involvement of
the enzyme during the entire 14-day diﬀerentiation process.
In light of the transient nature of siRNA-mediated
silencing, we implemented the DOTAP protocol for three
rounds of transfection performed in untreated HSCs (day
0) and, following cocktail treatment, in cells subjected to
diﬀerentiation for 3 and 9 days. Trypan blue exclusion tests
performed at diﬀerent time points showed that multiple
knockdowns did not aﬀect cell viability (Figure 2). Furthermore, overall metabolic activity and cell proliferation were
also unchanged, measured through reduction rates of the
tetrazolium salt XTT (not shown) [27]. We also observed that
repeated transfections of a scrambled siRNA had no impact
on the temporal expression of antigens typically modulated
during the diﬀerentiation of HSCs into phenotypically and

functionally mature dendritic cells, namely CD34, CD1a,
CD80, CD86, CD83, and CD11c (Figure 3). Similarly, the
expression of additional immunophenotypic markers such as
CD40 (10.04% ± 0.5), CD4 (59.02% ± 0.3), CD123 (46.08% ±
0.6) HLA-ABC (94.10% ± 0.7) in fully diﬀerentiated dendritic cells was found to compare well with previous data
[23], suggesting that the diﬀerentiation process advanced
normally within expected temporal timeframes. Further,
mixed lymphocyte reaction tests (not shown) did not reveal
any discrepancy in the functional properties of alloreactive
dendritic cells [23]. On day 14, the reduction of cathepsin
S expression exceeded 95% in the diﬀerentiation model, as
indicated by Western blotting analysis (Figure 4(a)). Instead,
gene silencing performed only twice at day 0 and, again,
at day 3 caused more than 80% enzyme reduction during
the cell commitment stage (day 7), followed by increasing
cathepsin levels that resulted in a fully restored expression
after two weeks (Figure 4(b)). Interestingly, no diﬀerences on
the CD34, CD1a, CD80, CD86, CD83, and CD11c markers
were measured during HSCs diﬀerentiation subjected to two
and three transfection rounds compared to untrasfected cells
(Figure 3).
These results were found to be consistent throughout
the screen of >20 diﬀerent populations of freshly isolated
HSCs and therefore demonstrate a reliable and flexible
experimental approach. This system was therefore explored
to study the biochemical implication of cathepsin S in the
molecular mechanisms associated with HSC diﬀerentiation
into dendritic cells along the immunogenic or immunosuppressive pathway (Martino et al., submitted manuscript).
Together, our findings point to DOTAP as a chemical
suitable for siRNA delivery into HSCs, in light of a transfection eﬃciency (∼60%) comparable to the transduction
rate recently achieved in the same human cells through
lentiviral vectors [17], and the excellent tolerance to repeated
exposures. The ability to dramatically enhance antisense
oligodeoxyribonucleotide uptake had, in previous studies,
been taken as evidence for DOTAP’s biocompatibility with
HSCs [28]. However, absence of any disruption during HSC
diﬀerentiation further suggests that the DOTAP protocol
herein described may be successfully extended to other HSCrelated systems, including models aimed at addressing existing controversial perspectives on HSC transdiﬀerentiation
and overall plasticity [29, 30].
It is possible that other chemical agents, not included
in our screen, may exhibit a performance comparable, if
not better, to that produced by DOTAP. In this regard,
the cationic lipophosphoramide KLN-5 was shown to be
a nontoxic, highly eﬃcient vehicle for transgene delivery
into HSCs [31]; however, this chemical has not yet been
tested in repeated siRNA transfection procedures and, to
our knowledge, is not widely available through vendors.
It must be noted that while a large number of lipid
formulations could be designed to introduce nucleic acids
in cells, a complex combination of chemical-physical and
biological factors may severely limit the selection of chemicals capable of transfecting synthetic siRNAs with high
transfection scores in HSCs. Indeed, cationic liposomes such
as DOTAP, Lipofectamine 2000 and Lipofectamine LTX
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Figure 3: Expression of phenotypic markers throughout HSC diﬀerentiation into immunogenic dendritic cells in presence of multiple, DOTAPmediated transfection rounds. HSCs were subjected to diﬀerentiation agents, and then immediately split into two parallel cultures, one of
which was maintained in the absence of manipulations, while the other was subjected to DOTAP-based, scrambled siRNA transfection
rounds. Phenotypic antigens typically modulated during HSC diﬀerentiation into immunogenic dendritic cells were analyzed in HSCs at day
0 (white bars), day 3 (grey bars), and day 14 (black bars). In all instances, analyses were performed through a FACScan flow cytometer using
monoclonal antibodies labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate or phycoerythrin. Data shown are representative of triplicate determinations.
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Figure 4: Silencing of cathepsin S during HSC diﬀerentiation. (a) Levels of cathepsin S were assessed by Western blotting in dendritic
cells generated from the diﬀerentiation in vitroof HSCs. During the 14-day diﬀerentiation process, cells were subjected to DOTAP-based
transfection rounds on day 0, 3, and 9 using a CTSS-targeting siRNA as described in the Materials and Methods. Untreated and scrambled
siRNA-transfected cells were employed for control purposes. Levels of precursor (66 KDa) and mature (26 KDa) forms of cathepsin S at
diﬀerent time points (i.e., days 7 and 14) are indicated. β-actin was used to normalize the signals. (b) Shown is the same analysis as in panel
A, except for the number of transfections, that were performed on day 0 and 3 only. Graphs are representative of experiments consistently
reproduced using at least 20 diﬀerent populations of HSCs.
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display a positively-charged headgroup that engages electrostatic interactions with the sugar-phosphate backbone, a
spacer that may or may not be designed to facilitate such
interactions, and 1–3 hydrocarbon chains that may vary in
length, extent of saturation and distribution of cis and trans
configurations [32]. Thus, cationic liposomes can be subject
to a high degree of structural permutations, likely correlated
with a capacity to transfer nucleic acids in specific cell
types. Despite structural similarities and a shared clathrinmediated endocytosis process for DNA delivery [33, 34],
these reagents exhibited a very wide performance range
when tested in the HSC system. Marked diﬀerences in vector
eﬃciencies may also arise from diﬀerent mechanisms of
internalization linked to subsequent, intracellular traﬃcking
routes associated with macromolecular fates [33].

4. Conclusions
Our findings clearly point to DOTAP as an ideal vehicle for
in vitro studies that require gene expression modulation in
HSCs. It will, therefore, be intriguing to investigate whether
this reagent can also be adapted to in vivo applications,
for example, through combination with low-molecularweight polyethylenimines. These may indeed synergize with
liposomes for DNA uptake [35] and have already been
proven to be eﬀective in preclinical models [36, 37]. This
approach, if successful, would obviate the safety concerns
associated with viral-mediated insertional mutagenesis.
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1. Introduction
Neurodegenerative diseases represent a large group of neurological disorders with heterogeneous clinical and pathological expressions, aﬀecting specific groups of neurons,
in specialized functional anatomic systems. A mixture
of environmental and genetic factors seems to engender
neurodegenerative diseases, and aging has been found a
common risk factor. Neurodegenerative diseases result from
the gradual and progressive loss of neuronal cells, leading
to nervous system dysfunction. They are characterized by
the formation of distinct pathological changes in the brain,
including extracellular protein deposits, cellular inclusions,
and remodelling of cell morphology. However, while many
diﬀerent forms of neurodegenerative disease are recognized,
the lines that separate one from another are often unclear.
For instance, symptoms such as motor impairment and
memory loss may occur in many diﬀerent types of neurodegenerative disease. Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, prion diseases, and polyglutamine disorders, including
Huntington’s disease and various spinocerebellar ataxias, are

well-known neurodegenerative disorders [1]. To date, with
few exceptions, no diagnostic laboratory tools exist that
can clearly indicate the presence, absence, or category of a
neurodegenerative disease. Diagnoses are usually based on
clinical evaluation of the symptoms.
The microRNA-(miRNA-) guided RNA silencing pathway is a recently discovered process found to regulate gene
expression acting on messenger RNA (mRNA). MiRNA biogenesis is mediated by Dicer which catalyzes the processing
of double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) into ≈22 nt-long small
miRNAs. These small noncoding RNA molecules operate
as guides for RISC (RNA Induced Silencing Complex) to
cleave a target mRNA in case of a perfect complementarity
(siRNA) or to block the target mRNA translation (miRNA)
when there is an imperfect pairing between miRNAs and the
targets. In mammalian cells the repression of translation by
miRNA is mediated by an imperfect pairing with 3 UTR of
the mRNA target [2]. MiRNAs are conserved throughout
the evolution, and their expression may be constitutive
or spatially and temporally regulated. Increasing eﬀorts to
identify the specific targets of miRNAs lead to speculate
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that miRNAs can regulate more than 90% of human genes.
Specific miRNA subsets were expressed in specific brain area
and in neuronal and glial cell subtypes [3]. The studies of
microRNAs expression profiles in nervous system represent
the first step in understanding how, where, and when
miRNAs are involved in the regulation of neurodevelopment,
diﬀerentiation, dendritic spine development, local protein
synthesis, and synaptic plasticity [4]. Several works have
shown spatially and/or temporally restricted distribution of
miRNAs, suggesting that they might regulate neuronal gene
expression. By comparative analysis of miRNA expression in
the normal and pathologic brain, the microRNA signatures
in several neurodegenerative diseases, including polyglutamine expansions, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases are
coming up. To date we have few pieces of information about
the expression profiles, and the complex composition of
the brain, containing several neuronal and glial istotypes,
while representing its main biological characteristic, is also
the principal obstacle for an accurate analysis. Furthermore
in order to interpretate miRNA expression data from postmortem human brains aﬀected by neurodegenerative diseases, the source of neural tissues, together with the RNA
isolation techniques used, need to be carefully considered.
Overall, the identification of miRNA’s physiological target
genes should be a primary approach to reveal the specific
contribution of microRNAs to neural function. Recent
studies of microRNA in nonneuronal cellular systems could
drive future research in primary neuronal cells. In fact,
prediction of microRNA targets utilizing diﬀerent algorithms
based on the general rule of the seed region has been
complemented by an elegant proteomic approach which
uses a mass spectrometric method called stable-isotope
labelling with aminoacid in cell culture (SILAC) to measure
changes in protein levels in response to miRNA induction
or knockdown. SILAC approach showed that individual
microRNA can reduce the production of hundred proteins
[5, 6]. Many targets are repressed at both mRNA and protein
level and others are predominantly regulated at protein level.
Although several miRNA-induced changes in the proteome
correlate with the presence of seeds in the mRNA of the
aﬀected proteins, some changes remain to be explained. They
might be due both to indirect eﬀects and/or to miRNA
direct targeting mediated by still unknown rules. Remarkably
an increasing level of complexity of species-specific miRNA
expression during evolution emerged. However, 447 new
miRNA genes expressed in human fetal and chimpanzee
adult brains were identified. Many of them are not conserved
beyond primates, indicating a recent evolutionary origin.
Since 8% of miRNA were found to be human-specific,
they might play a role in the human brain evolution.
However, expression levels of miRNAs common to human
and chimpanzee were not determined, because diﬀerent
regions were analyzed at various ages. Several features in
cognitive functions of humans and chimpanzees are probably
elucidated by variations in cortical structures. Therefore, the
diversity of miRNA repertoire in the brain likely contributes
to the dissimilarities between human and chimpanzee,
arguing for a role of miRNA in brain evolution and function
[7].
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In this review we discuss the recent studies on the
involvement of miRNA-mediated gene silencing in neurodegenerative diseases.

2. MicroRNAs in Neurodegenerative Diseases
2.1. MicroRNAs in Alzheimer’s Disease. Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD) is the best known degenerative disease aﬀecting the
central nervous system [8]. AD is a chronic progressive
disease characterized by early memory impairments followed
by these cognitive deficits: aphasia (language disturbances),
agnosia (failure to recognize people or objects in presence of
intact sensory function), apraxia (inability to perform motor
acts in presence of intact motor system). Neuropathologically
the areas of brain most aﬀected are the hippocampus
followed by association cortices and subcortical structures.
The neurodegeneration is characterised by synapse and
cellular loss, β-amyloid plaques, and neurofibrillary lesions.
The major component of plaques is the Aβ peptide which
derives from the proteolytic processing of its precursor
protein (APP). The neurofibrillary lesions contain aggregates of hyperphosphorylated microtubule-associated protein tau. This histopathological hallmark is used in Braak’s
Alzheimer’s system [9] to describe postmortem AD brain
samples in six stages: in the transentorhinal stage (Stages I
and II), the neurofibrillary pathology is essentially confined
to the transentorhinal and entorhinal cortex and slightly
to the CA1/CA2 sections of the hippocampus; the limbic
stage (Stages III and IV) frames a severe involvement of
the entorhinal areas and a moderate engagement of the
hippocampus; the hallmark of the neocortical stage (Stages
V and VI) was the dismantlement of the neocortex. AD is the
most common cause of dementia in aged populations. About
1% early onset familial form of the disease (onset before 60
to 65 years of age) is due to mutations in three genes, APP,
presenilin 1 (PSEN1), and presenilin 2 (PSEN2) all of
which cause Aβ overproduction. Aβ production is initiated
by the processing of APP by the β-amyloid cleavage enzyme
1 (BACE1) which generated a C-terminal fragment of
APP, labelled as C99. This fragment is further cleaved by
γ-secretase complex, which includes the presenilins, and
generates the more abundant Aβ40 and the less abundant,
but more pathogenic, Aβ42 [8]. Aβ load in AD brain was
suggested to trigger neuronal dysfunctions. For the majority
of AD cases, which shows less obvious familial aggregation
(hence they are also called sporadic AD), the molecular bases
of the disease are matter of intensive research.
A discrete number of studies has suggested that a dysregulated microRNA expression could be aging-associated
and could contribute to AD. miRNA expression profiles are
changed in pathological conditions in all studies published
until now. Lukiw’s laboratory evaluated the expression of
12 miRNAs in hippocampal region of fetal, adult, and
AD brain [10]. They found that miR-9 was upregulated
in both fetal and AD hippocampus, and miR-128 was
increased specifically in AD hippocampus. However, the
translational changes induced by these specific miRNAs in
AD hippocampus remain to be investigated. More recently
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espression profiles of 328 microRNAs in anterior temporal
cortex from five sporadic AD patients and five age-mathced
controls showed 13 microRNAs significantly downregulated
in cortex of sporadic AD [11]. Using various prediction
algorithms to identify AD-related potential target genes, 7 of
the 13 microRNAs had candidate binding sites in the 3 UTR
of BACE (miR-15a, -29b-1, -9, and -19b) or APP (let-7, miR101, miR-15a, and miR-106b,) or in the 3 UTR of PSEN1
(miR-9). On the other hand, 6 microRNAs do not seem to
be related to obvious targets (miR-210, -181c, -22, -26b, -363,
-93). In particular the relationship between BACE1 and miR29 was deeply investigated (mentioned in what follows). The
changes of miRNA profiles might be specific for sporadic
AD and might cause or exacerbate the neuropathology.
Furthermore, linking microRNA expression to their specific
targets could suggest novel pathways of the disease.
A recent study evaluated the importance of deregulation
of miRNA expression in brains and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) of Alzheimer’s patients [12]. Over 300 microRNAs
were determined in the hippocampus, medial frontal gyrus,
and cerebellum from early and late stage AD compared
to age-matched control. Deregulated microRNAs have been
associated to known and novel molecular pathways in
AD pathogenesis such as neurogenesis, oxidative stress,
insulin resistance, and innate immunity. For example, miR9 and miR-132 downregulation was correlated to impaired
neurogenesis and neuronal diﬀerentiation. The finding that
miR-423 was upregulated in hippocampus while miR-98 was
decreased in cerebellum was appealing. In fact both miRNAs
modulate IDH2 (isocitrate dehydrogenase 2) expression and
IDH2 reduction was described to be involved in oxidative
stress in AD prefrontal cortex. These observations suggest
a mechanism for the specific susceptibility of particular AD
brain areas such as the hippocampus and the relative sparing
of others such as the cerebellum.
Sixty miRNAs were diﬀerentially expressed in the CSF
of patients between Braak stage 5 and stage 1. Among
these miRNAs few were brain enriched while several were
not correlated to the miRNAs changes observed in AD
brain regions. Therefore, CSF microRNAs were suggested to
derive from T lymphocytes present in the CSF. The altered
expression of miRNA in the CSF of patients aﬀected by
Alzheimer’s disease, opens a new scenario on the use of
these expression profiles as putative AD biomarkers. To date,
CSF analysis from AD patients produced some of the most
reproducible biomarkers, such as decreased Aβ42, increased
total tau (ttau), and increased phosphorylated tau (p-tau)
[13]. Combinations of these CSF markers have been also
proposed to diagnosticate AD. Future work might be to
evaluate if the CSF miRNAs profile correlates with Aβ, total
and phosphorylated tau protein presently carried out in the
CSF of AD patients.
Specific molecular mechanisms involving microRNAs
and expression of BACE1 and APP are emerging in the AD
field. By microarray and in situ hybridization of superiormedial frontal cortex of AD, Nelson’s laboratory showed
that the expression of miR-107 decreased during progression
of the disease in parallel to BACE1 mRNA increase. In
addition cell culture experiments showed that the expression
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of a luciferase reporter gene fused to a 3 UTR containing
BACE1 microRNA 107 binding site is modulated by miR107 [14]. Another study, investigating changes in microRNA
expression profiles of anterior temporal cortex from sporadic
AD patients found that the expression of the cluster miR29a/b-1 was significantly decreased in a subgroup of AD
patients in which BACE 1 protein was abnormally upregulated while BACE 1 mRNA levels were unchanged [11].
Consistently, during mouse brain development from E17
to 1 year, BACE1 protein level decrease was correlated to
miR-29a/b-1 upregulation while BACE1 mRNA level was
stable. In cell culture experiments, BACE1 target validation
was demonstrated by monitoring the eﬀects of miR-29a/b1 on the translation of a BACE1 3 UTR luciferase reporter
carrying wilde-type or mutated miR29a/b-1 responsive site.
Finally, upon either overexpression or downregulation of
miR-29a/b-1 in human cell culture both BACE1 protein
levels and APP cleavage product Aβ were, respectively,
reduced and increased.
In both previous studies [11–14], the loss of microRNA
in AD is not specific for a certain brain area more susceptible
to the disease, that is, miR-107 is also downregulated in
motor cortex of AD patients and miR-29a/b-1 expression
also decreases in AD cerebellum. Therefore, altered BACE
expression due to microRNA deregulation is not responsible
for increased sensitivity of particular brain regions. However
also in the AD familial cases, mutations of APP and PSEN
are present in all cells of the brain and only specific regions
are aﬀected from AD.
Interestingly other two microRNAs, miR-298 and miR328, regulate BACE 1 protein expression in cultured neuronal
cells [15]. It is relevant that in APPswe/Psen1 transgenic
mice, an AD mouse model which recapitulates some features
of the disease, it was observed that BACE1 mRNA decreased
and protein levels increased in the hippocampus at 19
months of age. In transgenic mice, the expression of miR298 and miR-328 decreased in the granular neurons of the
hippocampus during aging. However, while the miR-328
sequence is perfectly conserved between mouse and human,
that of miR-298 is only 72% identical. Clearly, additional
work will be needed to determine whether all of these
microRNAs are really active in human brain and their relative
contribution to BACE expression in physiological and pathological conditions and in diﬀerent neuronal populations.
It has been shown that AD can be caused by increased
expression of the APP gene due to either genomic duplication or regulatory sequence alterations. In C. elegans, APP
orthologue APL-1 is regulated by developmentally timed
microRNA [16]. In particular, apl-1 expression in seam
cells is indirectly repressed by let-7 family microRNA, and
apl-1 transcription is regulated by downstream targets of
let-7 microRNA. This study opens new insights into the
time-dependent progression of AD. The 3 UTR of APP
mRNA is a potential target for several microRNAs. Recently,
utilizing human HEK-293 cells, it has been demonstrated
that miR106a and miR-520c negatively regulate expression
of reporter genes containing their predicted target sequences
present in the APP 3 UTR [17]. In addition, overexpression
of miR-106a or miR-520c (which is not expressed in brain)
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Figure 1: APP or BACE1 upregulation might lead to Aβ overproduction in Alzheimer’s Disease. The picture shows molecular pathways
modulating APP and BACE1 expression and amyloidogenic processing of APP by BACE1 and the γ-secretase complex leading to Aβ
production. Reduction of miRNA/RISC posttranscriptional regulation of APP and/or BACE1 mRNA induces the increase of the relative
proteins, which drive to Aβ accumulation. Changes of miRNA expression might trigger molecular events inducing AD pathology or generate
a feed-forward mechanism during AD progression (as suggested for miR-298 and miR-328).

reduces APP levels by 50%. It will be important to translate
these results in a cellular context relevant for AD pathology.
Interestingly, miR-106b is one of the four microRNA that
have been predicted to target the 3 UTR of APP (let-7,
miR-101, miR-15a, and miR-106b) and that were found
to be downregulated in anterior temporal cortex from five
sporadic AD patients [11]. All these investigations suggest
that dysregulation of miRNAs, by modulation of APP and
BACE1 expression, might be a cause or a consequence of AD
(Figure 1).
2.2. MicroRNAs in Parkinson’s Disease. Parkinson’s disease
(PD) is associated with progressive neurodegeneration
of dopaminergic neurons (DNs) in the substantia nigra
and leads to tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia. Futrhermore, widespread neuronal modifications lead to complex
and variable non-motor symptoms. Lewy bodies are a
neropathological feature of PD and are cellular inclusions
comprising a dense core of filamentous material surrounded
by a halo of fibrils, which mainly consists of a-synuclein.
Mutations in genes coding for synuclein (SNCA), parkin,
pink1, DJ-I, Lrrk2, can explain only a limited number of
familial PD cases, while the molecular bases of vast numbers
of non familial cases are not yet understood [18]. A recent
study shed some light on the role of microRNA in DNs
diﬀerentiation and raises the question whether microRNA

are involved in etiology of PD. Deletion of Dicer impairs
the ability of ES cells to diﬀerentiate into DNs. Since
Dicer deletion was partially rescued by transfection of small
RNA derived from embryonic mouse midbrain, it is likely
that microRNAs are involved in DNs diﬀerentiation and
survival [19]. In addition, specific deletion of Dicer in
vivo, in mouse midbrain dopaminergic neurons, leads to
cell death in the substantia nigra. Behavioural studies of
the animals revealed reduced locomotion in an-open-field
assay, reminiscent of the phenotype of human patients with
PD. MiRNA expression profiles of normal adult midbrain
compared with the profiles of midbrain depleted of DNs
from PD patients revealed alterations of certain midbrainenriched miRNA, in PD brain [19]. The role of miR-133b,
enriched in midbrain and absent in the brains of PD patients,
was further investigated. It was demonstrated that miR-133b
constitutes a negative feedback loop with the transcription
factor Ptx-3: Ptx-3 transcribes miR-133b which in turn
represses Ptx-3 translation. In vitro experiments showed
that depletion of miR-133b increases the expression of DN
markers and depolarization-induced dopamine release while
miR-133b overexpression suppresses the full diﬀerentiation
of DN neurons and produces a significant decrease in
dopamine release [19]. Thus, although miR-133b is involved
in diﬀerentiation and function of DN neurons, additional
microRNAs should be responsible for Dicer deletion phenotype in DN.
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Polymorphisms aﬀecting the interactions between
microRNAs and their targets are emerging in various studies
on neurodegenerative disease. Genetic analyses showed that
relevant polymorphic variations in the fibroblast growth
factor 20 gene (FGF20) are associated with the risk of
developing PD. FGF20 is preferentially expressed in the
substantia nigra and promotes survival of dopaminergic
neurons. More recently, one SNP (rs 127202208), located
within the FGF20 3 UTR, was strongly associated with
PD. SNP rs 127202208 lies within a predicted binding
site for microRNA 433 which is highly expressed in the
brain [20]. Through several functional assays, it was
demonstrated that the risk allele rs 127202208 damped a
binding site for microRNA 433 and increased translation
of FGF20. In cell culture experiments and in PD brains, the
increased FGF20 translation was correlated with increased
synuclein expression. Synuclein is included into the genes
responsible for familial cases of PD and althought the
function of this protein is not yet defined, it has been
demonstrated that overexpression and point mutations can
cause PD.
2.3. MicroRNAs in Polyglutamine Diseases. Polyglutamine
(polyQ) disorders constitute a family of dominantly inherited neurodegenerative diseases caused by the expansion
of CAG triplet repeats in a specific gene. A common
signature is the accumulation of the mutant protein in
large intranuclear inclusions. The clinical features include
spasticity and cognitive impairments. To date, ten such neurodegenerative disorders known to be caused by expansion
of the CAG repeat in the coding region of the respective
genes have been identified [21]. These prototypical protein
misfolding disorders include Huntington disease (HD), six
distinct forms of spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA-1, 2, 3, 6, 7
and 17), dentatorubropallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA), and
spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA).
2.3.1. Huntington Disease. Huntington’s disease (HD) is the
most common and well-studied polyglutamine neurodegenerative disorder [22]. It is an hereditary autosomal dominant
disease characterized by motor, cognitive, and psychiatric
symptoms. It aﬀects about 3 in 100 000 individuals. The
onset of symptoms typically occurs between the ages 35 and
50 years, though it may appear at any age. The molecular
basis of the disease is the expansion of the trinucleotide
CAG in the first exon of a gene on chromosome four (4p
16.3). This gene encodes the protein huntingtin (Htt) of
3136 amino acids. The mutation of huntingtin produces
an expanded stretch of glutamine (Gln) residues. This
CAG/polyGln expansion has 6–39 units in normal individuals and 36 to 180 units in HD patients. Huntingtin appears
to be associated to protein traﬃcking, transcriptional regulation, synaptic signalling, vesicle transport, and apoptosis.
HD patients show progressive loss of cortical and striatal
neurons associated with choreic movement and dementia.
The neuropathological hallmark is the gradual atrophy of the
striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen), observed in 95%
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of the HD brains. Mechanisms of neurodegeneration implicated in HD pathology are excitotoxicity, dopamine toxicity,
mithocondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, apoptosis, and
autophagy.
Several observations suggested microRNAs dysregulation
in HD. Interaction between wild type Htt and Repressor Element1 Silencing Transcription (REST) factor was
described. In pathological conditions Htt mutation inhibits
its interaction with REST and provokes REST build-up
in the nucleus of HD neurons, decreasing neuronal gene
expression. REST is a transcriptional repressor of neural
genes, including several microRNAs [23].
Recently, Johnson et al. [24] identified miRNA regulated
by REST in neurons, and measured the expression of
these miRNAs in the brains of HD mouse models and
in postmortem tissue of HD patients. Several changes in
microRNAs expression profile were allocated to speciesspecific diﬀerences, and others to the comparative analysis
of a specific human cortex, area versus whole mouse cortex.
Both in HD mouse model and in human HD cortex, miR-132
was downregulated, and its mRNA target p250 GAP, which
modulates dendritic plasticity, was increased. Since REST
is highly involved in HD, microRNAs are likely expected
to play an important role in the disease pathogenesis. In
addition, it was demonstrated that huntingtin protein copurified with Argonaute proteins, fundamental components
of RISC complex. Argonaute proteins have been shown to
localize to cytoplasmic foci, named P bodies. Htt, colocalized
with Argonaute2 in P bodies, and depletion of Htt showed
compromised RNA-mediated gene silencing. Thereafter, in
mouse striatal neurons expressing Htt mutation, P bodies
formation and translation miRNA-mediated repression were
impaired. These data suggest that Htt play a role in miRNA
processes [25].
2.3.2. Spinocerebellar Ataxia Type 3. The polyglutamine
(polyQ) protein Ataxin-3 is mutated in the human polyglutamine disease spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 (SCA3),
resulting in a progressive dysfunction of the cerebellum.
SCA3 is typically a late-onset fatal autsosomal dominant
neurodegenerative disease that, like all ataxias, is characterized by loss of motor coordination and balance. In SCA3 Drosophila model, the suppression of miRNA processing
by dicer mutation increases ataxin-3 toxicity, inducing a
neurodegenerative phenotype. Moreover, depletion of R3D1,
a dsRNA-binding protein, that forms a stable complex
with Dicer-1, causes accumulation of precursor miRNA,
increasing ataxin-3-induced toxicity [26, 27]. In HeLa cell
line, dicer reduction by RNAi enhances polyQ protein
toxicity only in cells expressing pathogenic Ataxin-3, causing
loss of 70% of the cultured cells. These findings suggest a
neuroprotective role of miRNAs in these neurodegenerative
diseases [27].
2.3.3. Spinocerebellar Ataxia Type 1. Spinocerebellar ataxia
type 1 (SCA1) is a dominant inherited disease caused by
expanded trinucleotide repeats resulting in an increased
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polyglutamine tract in the gene product ataxin-1 (ATXN-1).
SCA1 patients loose motor coordination and develop slurred
speech, spasticity, and cognitive impairments. A typical
feature of SCA1 pathology is the atrophy and loss of Purkinje
cells from the cerebellar cortex. Purkinje cells are the major
integrative neurons of the cerebellar cortex, projecting their
axons onto the deep cerebellar nuclei. A recent study showed
that a conditional Purkinje (PK) cell-specific ablation of
Dicer leads to PK cell death, cerebellar dysfunction, and
ataxia indicating an involvement of miRNAs in cerebellar
neurodegeneration [28].
Another line of evidence suggesting a role of miRNAs in
SCA1 pathogenesis comes from the observation that miR-19,
miR-101, and miR-130 cooperatively regulate ATXN1 levels
[29]. When miR-19, miR-101 and miR-130 were inhibited by
2 -O-methyl oligonucleotides, an increase of ATXN1 protein
level was observed. Moreover, it was demonstrated that
miR-19, miR-101, and miR-130 were expressed in mouse
cerebellum and Purkinje cells by Northern blot analysis and
in situ hybridization. These miRNAs regulate the cell toxicity
of the polyQ-expanded ATXN1, suggesting to investigate
miRNAs-mediated regulation in SCA1 neurodegenerative
disorder.
2.4. MicroRNAs in Frontotemporal Dementia. Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a neurodegenerative disease representing ∼5% of all dementia patients, characterized by the
progressive degeneration of the frontal and anterior temporal
cortex. Considering the involvement of the frontal lobe,
the clinical picture is cognitive and memory impairment,
language dysfunction, and/or changes in personality or
behavioural disorders. FTD can be divided into two main
neuropathological subtypes: frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) with neuronal and glial tau inclusions
(FTLD-tau), and FTLD with neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions (NCIs) that are positive for ubiquitin and TAR DNAbinding protein (TDP-43) (FTLD-U). However, 20%–30%
of cases of FTD follow an autosomal dominant pattern
of inheritance, and half of them are caused by defects in
microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT), multi-vesicular
body protein 2B (CHMP2B), and valosin-containing protein
(VCP) [30].
Mutations in the progranulin gene (GRN), encoding a
secreted growth factor, on chromosome 17q21, have recently
been identified as a major cause of familial FTLD-U. These
cases have a characteristic pattern of neuropathology that
is a distinct subtype of frontotemporal lobar degeneration
with ubiquitinated inclusions (FTLD-U), with NCIs in
layer II of the cortex and lentiform neuronal intranuclear
inclusions (NIIs). To date, more than 60 diﬀerent mutations
in GRN were mapped, and a recent breakthrough was
the identification of a genetic variant (rs5848), located in
the 3 UTR of GRN mRNA, in a binding site for miR659 [32]. This research showed that miR-659 targets GRN
suppressing its translation, and demonstrated a decrease of
GRN protein levels of ∼30% in FTLD-U rs5848 homozygous
TT carriers compared to CC carriers. Consistently, in FTLDU patients heterozygous for rs5848, an intermediate dosage
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of GRN protein was determined. miR-659 seems to be
a specie-specific human microRNA, which expressed in
brain, including frontal and temporal neocortex. In addition
“seed” sequence for miR-659 in the GRN 3 UTR is only
present in humans, and is not found in other mammals.
Although a small number of FTLD-U patients were examined, the enhanced binding of miR-659 to the 3 UTR of
the GRN gene is an important risk for TDP-43-positive
FTLD-U. Future studies on specific human cortical miRNAs
might be relevant to decrypt human neurodegenerative
disease.
2.5. MicroRNAs in Prion Disease. Prion diseases or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs) are a family
of rare progressive neurodegenerative disorders that aﬀect
both humans and animals. They are distinguished by
long incubation periods, characteristic spongiform changes
associated with neuronal loss, and a failure to induce
inflammatory response. The causative agent of TSEs is
believed to be a prion, a transmissible agent, which is
able to induce abnormal folding of normal cellular prion
proteins in the brain [33]. According to the protein-only
hypothesis, the central event in the pathogenesis of prion
diseases is the conversion of a normal cellular protein termed
PrP(C) to PrP(Sc), a conformational isoform. Prion diseases impair brain function, causing memory impairment,
personality changes, dementia, and movement disorders
and the characteristic signs and symptoms of the disease.
TSEs begin in adulthood are rapidly progressive and lead
to death within a few months to several years. Familial
prion diseases of humans include classic Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease (CJD), Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome
(GSS), and fatal insomnia (FI). To explain TSE pathogenesis,
it is important to identify disease-associated alterations in
gene expression. Recently, by microarrays and RT-PCR, the
analysis of miRNA expression was made [31]. Brain miRNAs
expression of mice infected with mouse-adapted scrapie
showed changes of 15 miRNAs. Among these, only two,
miR-338-3p and miR337-3p, were downregulated, whereas
the others were up-regulated. Several predictions of the
theoretical mRNA targets of changed miRNAs during prion
disease were performed, using web-based computational
algorithms. From this in silico analysis, genes involved both
in transcription, cell cycle, ubiquitin-proteasome pathway,
and in normal functioning of synapses, neuronal activity,
neurogenesis, and neurites growth were identified. Lastly,
only one target, the transcriptional regulator EGR1, was
experimentally validated by luciferase assay in vitro. In
particular, the authors suggested that the prion disease
upregulates miR-191 which represses the EGR1 mRNA
translation. The transcriptional regulators EGR1 and CREB1
were already identified as downregulated prion-related genes
with a central role in biologically relevant networks in
prion infection [34]. As a consequence, miRNAs mediated
regulation of these prion-related genes could contribute to
neuronal death and neurodegeneration. Finally, the miRNA
expression profile was proposed as potential biomarker of
prion diseases.
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Table 1: MIND: MicroRNAs in neurodegenerative diseases.
miRNA
miR-298; miR328 ↓

Neurodegenerative disease

mRNA target

Reference

Alzheimer’s Disease mouse model

BACE1

[15]

miR-107 ↓

Alzheimer’s Disease

BACE1

[14]

miR-29a/b-1 ↓

Alzheimer’s Disease

BACE1

[11]

miR-133b ↓

Parkinson’s disease

Pitx3

[19]

miR-433

Parkinson’s disease

FGF20 (SNP rs127202208) ↑

[20]

miR-191 ↑

Prion disease

EGR1

[31]

miR-132 ↓

Huntington disease

P250GAP

[24]

Frontotemporal dementia

GRN (SNP s5848) ↓

[32]

miR-659

3. Concluding Remarks

References

The studies on miRNA in neurodegenerative diseases
(Table 1) are only now coming to light. Until now, both
changes of several miRNA expression profiles and polymorphisms aﬀecting the interactions between miRNAs and their
targets are emerging in various studies on neurodegenerative
disease. It is diﬃcult to determine if the changes in miRNA
expression detected in the brains or CSF of patients are
primary or secondary events, or both. Nevertheless early or
late in the evolution of the disease, they could contribute to
the pathogenesis of the observed lesions and neuronal loss.
Unique patterns of miRNA expression profile in the CSF
of particular neurodegenerative disease could be useful as
molecular biomarkers for disease diagnosis and eventually
prediction of therapeutic responses. The identification of
miRNA causing a specific pathology could open new therapeutic perspectives to block endogenous miRNAs or deliver
exogenous miRNAs. Until now either antisense oligonucleotides chemically modified [35] or expressed sequences
corresponding to multiple miRNA seed target (miRNA
sponge) [36] have been used as microRNA inhibitors.
Delivery of these molecules to the CNS, avoiding toxicities,
could be the challenge of future research. Furthermore
since in several neurodegenerative disorders specific nuclear
or cytoplasmic protein accumulation is causative of the
neuropathological picture, the identification of microRNAs
regulating the translation of these targets could represent
the first step aimed to therapeutic applications. The second
step might be to evaluate the quantitative eﬀects on the
proteome of specific amounts of the “therapeutic” microRNAs.
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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) have rapidly emerged as biologically important mediators of posttranscriptional and epigenetic regulation
in both plants and animals. miRNAs function through a variety of mechanisms including mRNA degradation and translational
repression; additionally, miRNAs may guide gene expression by serving as transcription factors. miRNAs are highly expressed
in human brain. Tissue and cell type-specific enrichments of certain miRNAs within the nervous system argue for a biological
significance during neurodevelopmental stages. On the other hand, a large number of studies have reported links between
alterations of miRNA homeostasis and pathologic conditions such as cancer, heart diseases, and neurodegeneration. Thus, profiles
of distinct or aberrant miRNA signatures have most recently surged as one of the most fascinating interests in current biology.
Here, the most recent insights into the involvement of miRNAs in the biology of the nervous system and the occurrence of
neuropathological disorders are reviewed and discussed.
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1. Introduction
microRNAs (miRNAs) are small, noncoding oligoribonucleotides of ∼21-22 nt which regulate gene expression
through the assembly of an RNA-induced silencing complex
(RISC). In particular, the downstream eﬀects of miRNAs
relate to the fate of target mRNA, which may be subjected to
endonucleolytic cleavage, enrolled into a faulty translational
process or, as surprisingly shown in most recent studies,
translationally enhanced [1–12]. Each of the hundreds of
miRNAs present in mammalian genomes can potentially
modulate an impressively large number of target genes,
thereby depicting a highly versatile network with the capacity
to eﬀectively control and modify the biochemical wiring and,
in turn, the phenotypic outcome of a cell [1, 8].
It is now well established that miRNAs are involved
in disparate physiological functions, such as developmental transitions and neuronal patterning, apoptosis, fat

metabolism, and regulation of hematopoietic lineage differentiation. For example, miRNAs are key regulators of
the nervous system in the worm and brain morphogenesis
in the fish and show distinct expression patterns during
mammalian brain development [13].
A clear understanding of the functional impact of
miRNAs on brain neurodegeneration is an intriguing, yet
rather elusive, matter of study. However, the current literature shows clear evidence that tightly controlled miRNA
expression is required for proper neurodevelopment and,
conversely, that specific miRNA dysregulation is likely linked
to the pathogenesis of neurodisorders.

2. miRNA Biogenesis
Biogenesis and silencing mechanisms of miRNAs were
recently revisited by Carthew and Sontheimer, who have
highlighted common themes and unique features of both
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Figure 1: The biogenesis of miRNAs. Shown are the key steps of miRNA biogenesis in mammalian cells (reviewed in [14, 15]).

miRNA- and siRNA-related pathways (see Figure 1 and
[14]). In either context, the molecular events that span from
miRNA transcription towards RNA degradation are complex
and imply an intricate interplay of molecular events to ensure
accurate and eﬃcient regulation of gene expression [16].
In mammals, 80% of miRNA genes are located within
introns of longer primary transcripts that can be either
protein-coding or mRNA-like transcripts; the majority of
these are produced by RNA polymerase II [17–20], while
a minor group of genes, characterized by Alu sequences, is
instead transcribed by Pol III [21]. Thus, Pol II-associated
transcription factors may regulate the expression of the
majority of miRNA genes in a tissue- and/or cell-specific
fashion [22].
While transcription of intergenic miRNA genes implies
usage of own promoters, intronic miRNAs are transcribed
with their host genes and seem to be cotranscriptionally processed prior to the removal of the host intron [18]. Typically,
primary miRNA transcripts or pri-miRNAs are composed
of a double-stranded stem of 33 base pairs, a terminal loop,
and two flanking, single-stranded segments which are subject
to cleavage, in the nucleus, by a protein complex called
Microprocessor. This is composed of a nuclear member
of the RNA III family (Drosha) associated with a cofactor
(DGCR8) for eﬃcient and precise processing of pri-miRNAs

into 60–70 nt, hairpin-like precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs)
[23–27].
Interestingly, several pre-miRNAs, known as mirtrons,
originate directly from the splicing of pri-miRNAs and are
subsequently processed without a requirement for Microprocessor activity. Evidence suggests that this alternative pathway, although rather uncommon, has emerged throughout
metazoans prior to the advent of Drosha [28–30].
Through the exportin-5 pathway, pre-miRNAs are then
transferred to the cytoplasm where they are further processed by Dicer, a second RNase III complexed with the
human immunodeficiency virus transactivating response
RNA-binding protein, TRBP [31, 32]. Dicer binds the 3
overhang of the dsRNA and then excises the terminal loop
to produce a mature, single-stranded miRNA duplex of
approximately 22 bp. This duplex is ephemeral, in that it is
rapidly unwound as soon as it associates with an Argonaute
protein (Ago). Only one strand of the original dsRNA
molecules is incorporated into RISC while the ejected strand,
unlike during the siRNA unwinding mechanism, is not
degraded by the associated Ago [7, 14–32]. Finally, miRNAs
trigger gene silencing through partial base-pairing with
the 3 -UTRs of protein-coding mRNAs, thereby preventing
translation of targeted mRNAs and/or accelerating their
degradation [15, 33].
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Table 1: miRNAs involved in neurodevelopment.
miRNA
miR-iab-4-5p
miR10a
lsy-6
miR-273
miR-196
miR-124

Species
Drosophila
Human
C. elegans
C. elegans
Rodents
Rodents

Target
UBX
HOXA1
Cog-1
Die-1
HOXB8
SCP1

miR-124

Rodents

SOX9

miR-132
miR-219

Rodents
Rodents

P250GAP
SCOP

miR-133b

Rodents

Pitx3

miR-134

Rodents

LimK1

Function
Regulation of Hox gene involved in the development of halters
Downregulation of HOXA1 geneExpression
Required to specify ASEL sensory neuron identity
Expressed in ASER; suppresses ASEL identity
Downregulation of HOXC8, HOXD8 and HOXA7
Neural induction in the spinal cord of developing embryos
Regulation of the neurogenesis in the SVZ stem cell niche and
neurite outgrowth in neuronal diﬀerentiation
Regulation of the neuronal morphogenesis and circadian clock
Regulation of the circadian period length
Regulation of the maturation of midbrain dopaminergic
neurons
Modulation of the size of dendritic spines

The existence of stringent regulatory mechanisms aﬀecting the biogenesis of miRNAs suggests that this pathway plays
a crucial role in the control of gene expression and, further
downstream, the definition of biological outcomes. In this
regard, several examples of double-negative feedback loops
have been described, showing that the expression of miRNA
genes can be controlled by their own targets [14].

3. miRNAs Play Major Physiological
Roles in Neural Development
In Drosophila, multiple miRNAs interact with diﬀerent 3
UTR binding sites to play a cooperative role in the posttranscriptional regulation of nerfin-1, a nuclear regulator of
axon guidance, within both the developing central nervous
system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system. In species of
this organism, the high degree of evolutionary conservation
of miRNA-binding sites provides evidence that regulation of
the onset and extinction dynamics of nerfin-1 expression is
common to all members of the Drosophila genus [46].
As shown in Table 1, the eﬀects of miRNA-mediated
modulation of gene expression during multiple steps of
neuronal development, from early neurogenesis to synaptogenesis, have been well documented across the animal
kingdom [34–45, 47–61].
Strong evidence for a biological role of miRNAs in neural
development emerged from their identification within the
HOX gene clusters [49]. When ectopically expressed, these
miRNAs induce a homeotic mutant phenotype, as shown
in Drosophila for miR-iab-4-5p, which reduces endogenous
Ubx protein levels, causing halteres to be transformed into
wings [34]. In addition, miR-10a targets HOXA1 [35] while
miR-196, encoded at three paralogous locations in the A,
B, and C mammalian HOX clusters, directs the cleavage
of HOXB8 mRNA and, apparently, downregulates HOXC8,
HOXD8, and HOXA7 [39].
The capacity of miRNAs to directly control cell fate
decisions and, in turn, specify neuron identity was also
shown in Caenorhabditis elegans [37, 38]. In developing

Reference number
[34]
[35]
[36, 37]
[36, 38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42, 43]
[36, 43]
[44]
[45]

axons, miRNAs may regulate pathfinding, the process by
which the circuitry of the nervous system is built. In
zebrafish, normal brain morphogenesis is disrupted in the
absence of the miRNA-processing enzyme Dicer [50], while
the observation that functional RISC complexes can be
assembled in rat DRG axons and growth cones is indicative
of important roles played by miRNAs in the regulation of
axonal mRNA translation [51].
Indeed, the CNS displays a substantial enrichment of
miRNA species, of which a considerable number is expressed
in a temporally- and/or spatially-controlled fashion, thereby
suggesting biological implications for specific developmental
stages [52, 53]. Expression profiling revealed that several
species of miRNAs, such as miR-9, miR-124, miR-124a, miR125b, miR-127, miR-128, miR-132, miR-219, and members
of the let-7 family, are especially localized in the mouse
brain [40–45, 54–61], while the expression of 63 additional
miRNAs appears to be widely distributed, although differentially, throughout the CNS [62]. Of these, some are
primarily present in the cerebellum (miR-195, miR-497, and
miR-30b), others in the medulla oblongata (miR-34a, miR451, miR-219, miR-338, miR-10a, and miR-10b), while a
third group (miR-7, miR-7b miR-218, miR-221, miR-222,
miR-26a, miR-128a/b, miR-138, and let-7c) appears to be
restricted to the hypothalamus [63–66]. In general, regionspecific enrichments reflect expression rates threefold higher
compared to average miRNA levels displayed throughout the
CNS [67–70].
Conceivably, miRNAs aﬀect patterning mechanisms that
specify the fate of neural cells at specific times and within
proper locations. For example, an investigation of the expression of 104 miRNAs during murine brain development
showed that these were distributed according to specific
temporal expression patterns; in particular, the expression of
12 miRNAs was significantly upregulated during embryonic
stages while markedly decreased during brain development.
The involvement of modulated miRNAs was recapitulated by
computational screens aimed at target identification, which
revealed that 10 of 12 miRNAs are likely associated with
neurogenesis [70].

4
In some instances, the physiological role of a number
of miRNAs in neurodevelopment is well-documented. For
example, miR-124 controls neurite outgrowth in diﬀerentiating mouse P19 cells [71] and stimulates neuronal
diﬀerentiation in the developing chick spinal cord by
counteracting the antineural activity of one of its targets,
namely, the small C-terminal domain phosphatase 1 (SCP1)
[40]. Furthermore, functional studies in vivo have recently
demonstrated that miR-124 controls adult neurogenesis in
the mouse subventricular zone via a time-regulated control
of neuroblast generation from transit-amplifying precursors.
In particular, neuronal diﬀerentiation is promoted through
downregulation of the transcription factor Sox9, shown to
be one of the targets of miR-124 [41, 72]. A second example
relates to miR-132, which oversees dendritic morphogenesis
by inhibiting translation of the synaptic protein p250GAP,
suggesting a key role of miR132 p250GAP pathway in
synapse growth and plasticty [42, 43, 73]. Additionally,
miR-133b regulates maturation and function of midbrain
dopaminergic neurons through a negative feedback aﬀecting
the paired-like homeodomain transcription factor Pitx3
[44], while miR-134 activity leads to dendritic spine development through downregulation of the Lim domain kinase1 [45].
miRNAs may also play significant roles in apoptosis,
which is crucial in neurogenesis and during the subsequent,
continued expansion of the brain size following a massive
loss of neurons (i.e., 20%–80%) typical of embryonic
development [74]. It was proposed that several aspects of
neuronal function, for example, the control of plasticity, are
directly mediated by miRNAs [75].
Instead, not much evidence has yet become available to
define the impact of miRNAs on neural induction, namely,
the stage when embryonic cells assume a neuronal identity.
However, in light of a specific expression in stem cells, it
is possible that miRNAs play a role in self-renewal and
diﬀerentiation events through the regulation of key genes
[76], as suggested by the ability of embryonic stem cellspecific miRNAs to enhance murine stem cell reprogramming [77, 78].
As regards human miRNAs, the miRBase Sequence
Database of the Sanger Center (Release 14.0, dated
September 2009) contains 706 sequences (http://microrna
.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/). It was estimated, based on highthroughput sequencing data, that the number of miRNAs
expressed in the human brain may well exceed one-thousand
[68]. Interestingly, many miRNAs expressed in the human
brain are not conserved beyond primates, suggesting a recent
evolutionary origin [68]. Although functions have been
assigned to only very few brain-specific miRNAs, increasing
evidence suggests key roles in normal development, differentiation events, and homeostasis, as well as in related
pathological conditions [11, 13, 33, 36, 46, 47, 52, 100].

4. miRNA and Neurodegenerative Diseases
Neurodegenerative diseases result from dysfunction, progressive deterioration, and extensive loss of neurons in
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the central and/or peripheral nervous system [10, 100]. In
this regard, Alzheimer’s disease (AD)[101–104], Parkinson’s
disease (PD) [105–107], prion diseases [108], amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) [109, 110], and hereditary spastic
paraplegia [111, 112] may have a genetic or sporadic
etiology. Instead, Huntington’s disease (HD) [113, 114] and
metabolic disorders with neurological involvement, such as
the GM2-gangliosidoses [115–119], can only be genetically
transmitted.
There is now compelling evidence that dysregulation
of miRNA networks is implicated in the development and
onset of human neurodegenerative diseases (see Table 2 and
[12, 120]). This, in turn, may provide the opportunity to
elucidate underlying disease mechanisms and open up novel
strategies for therapeutic applications.
4.1. Alzheimer’s Disease. AD is the most common form of
dementia. While several hypotheses have been proposed to
explain the disease’s etiology, the causes of AD and means
of stopping its progression are still elusive matters [101–
104, 121–125]. Features of the disease encompass neuronal
loss, intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles (i.e., aggregates of
the microtubule-associated protein tau following hyperphosphorylation), and extracellular deposits of amyloid plaques
(i.e., deposits of Aβ-peptide) [102, 121–125].
Only 10%–15% of AD cases represent an inheritable
disease which follows an autosomal dominant Mendelian
pattern, while the majority arise sporadically. Apparently,
the disease may be caused by a genetic predisposition, as
shown by the identification of specific DNA mutations
in a large number of families [101, 122–125]. Despite a
variable etiology, a common pathogenetic cascade resulting
from distinct gene defects and/or unknown environmental
factors cannot be ruled out. For example, accumulation
of the Aβ peptide, the cause of which is unknown, is
consistently observed. In approximately 30% of sporadic AD
patient samples, the expression of BACE1 protein, a secretase
associated with the formation of Aβ-peptide, is significantly
increased [126].
In AD, several miRNAs exhibit abnormal expression
levels, suggesting a dysfunctional orchestration of gene
expression [79, 80, 127, 128].
Interestingly, Boissonneault et al. have recently found
that miR-298 and miR-328 bind to the 3 -UTR of BACE1
mRNA, thereby producing a regulatory eﬀect on enzyme
expression in cultured neuronal (N2a) cells. Presence of both
miR-298 and miR-328 in the hippocampus of APPSwe/PS1
mice, a well-documented model for AD, and the observation
that their levels of expression decrease with aging suggest that
altered levels of these miRNAs may deregulate BACE1 and, in
turn, lead to increased Aβ formation and disease progression
[81].
Moreover, BACE1 can be controlled by the miR-29a/b1 cluster, consistent with their inverse pattern of expression
observed in sporadic AD patients; in addition, a causal
correlation was shown in vitro between this cluster and the
appearance of the Aβ peptide [12, 79, 80]. miRNAs may
also be involved in the neuroinflammatory process associated
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Table 2: miRNAs involved in neurological diseases.
microRNA
miR-29a/b-1
miR-128a
miR-298
miR-328
miR-146a
miR-133b
miR-19
miR-101
miR-130
miR-9
miR-1
miR-206
miR-21
miR-124
miR-137
miR-124a
miR-34a
miR-184
miR-15a
miR-16
miR-221
miR-128
miR-181a
miR-181b
miR-181c
miR-9
miR-125a

Neurological disease
Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease
Parkinson’s disease
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 1
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 1
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 1
Hungtington’s disease
Tourette syndrome
Tourette syndrome
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Medulloblastoma
Neuroblastoma
Neuroblastoma
Pituitary adenoma
Pituitary adenoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma
Medulloblastoma
Medulloblastoma

with deposition of the Aβ-peptide. In this regard, the NFkB-sensitive miRNA-146a, which targets complement factor
H, an important repressor of inflammatory responses in the
brain, was found to be up-regulated in AD [82].
Finally, a recent work from Carrettiero et al. shows that
miR-128a regulates the cochaperone BAG2 and, in turn,
a pathway of degradation for microtubule-associated tau
proteins with a propensity for misfolding. BAG2 would
normally direct tau toward an ubiquitin-independent pathway and selectively reduce the levels of sarkosyl-insoluble
protein [129]. Thus, the observation that miR-128a is upregulated in AD [80] may highlight a molecular mechanism
that underlies tau inclusions in neurodegeneration. Taken
together, these findings suggest a mechanistic involvement
of miRNAs in both the amyloid and tau hypotheses for AD
pathogenesis.
4.2. Parkinson’s Disease (PD). PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, characterized by resting
tremor, muscular rigidity, bradykinesia, and impaired balance and coordination [105–107, 130–132]. Other symptoms
include dysautonomia, dystonic cramps, and dementia. Typical pathological features are loss of dopaminergic neurons
in the substantia nigra (SN) and presence of Lewy bodies,

Eﬀect
downregulation
upregulation
downregulation
downregulation
upregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
deregulation
deregulation
upregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation
upregulation
upregulation
upregulation
upregulation
downregulation
downregulation
downregulation

Reference number
[79]
[80]
[81]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[84]
[84]
[85, 86]
[87]
[87]
[88]
[89]
[89]
[90]
[91]
[92]
[93–95]
[93–95]
[88, 96–98]
[88, 96–98]
[88, 96–98]
[88, 96–98]
[88, 96–98]
[99]
[99]

which consist of intracellular inclusions aﬀecting surviving
neurons in various areas of the brain [130–132]. Several gene
loci have been implicated in autosomal, dominant forms of
PD. These include PARK1 and PARK4 (due to a mutation or
a triplication of the α-synuclein gene [SNCA] on 4q21 and
4p15, resp.), PARK3 on 2p13, PARK5 (due to a mutation in
the UCHL1 gene) on 4p14, PARK8 (due to a mutation in the
LRRK2 gene) on 12q12, PARK10 on 1p, PARK11 on 2q, and
PARK13 (due to a mutation in the HTRA2 gene) on 2p12
[105–107, 133, 134].
The implication of miRNAs in PD is intriguing. In
murine models, the competence of embryonic stem cells to
diﬀerentiate into midbrain dopamine neurons in vitro was
shown to be disrupted by Dicer deletion and subsequent
suppression of miRNA biogenesis, suggesting a physiological
role for miRNAs in cell diﬀerentiation and/or survival. These
results were confirmed in vivo, using mice conditional for
Dicer, which exhibited impaired locomotor activity that
recapitulated motility problems observed in PD patients.
Through a subtractive approach, performed by comparing
miRNA expression profiles in normal human adult versus
PD patients midbrains, it was shown that miR-133b is
specifically missing in PD and that, based on both overexpression and inhibitory tests in vitro, is likely implicated
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in the maturation and function of dopaminergic neurons
[44, 83]. A markedly reduced expression of miR-133b
was found in Aphakia mice [44], a dopaminergic neuron
deficiency model, which lack Pitx3 [135], a homeobox
transcription factor required for neuron survival and normal
motor activity susceptible to polymorphisms associated with
sporadic PD [136]. Together, these observations suggest a
relationship between miR-133b and Pitx3, which operate
through a negative feedback loop, wherein Pitx3 promotes
the expression of miR-133b that, in turn, downregulates
Pitx3 [83]. While these results point to a functional role of
the miR-133b/Pitx3 system in ensuring correct dopaminergic
function, miR-133b knock-out mice, which are currently
unavailable, would establish the extent of miR-133b impact
on PD etiology.
On the other hand, a more recent study showed that
deletion of Dicer in dopaminoceptive neurons of the murine
striatum led to aberrant anatomical features (smaller brain,
reduced neuron size, astrogliosis) and motor impairments
(clasping and ataxia) but, surprisingly, not neurodegeneration [137]. As dysfunction, but not necessarily loss,
of dopaminoceptive neurons was previously implicated in
PD [138], these observations, taken together, suggest that
the link between Dicer, miRNAs, and neurodegeneration
is restricted to dopaminergic neurons, thereby pointing to
distinct functional roles in dopaminoceptive cells.
Finally, Wang et al. found that in PD brains and in
vitro cell models disruption of the binding site for miRNA433 led to increased translation of fibroblast growth factor20 (FGF20). Notably, an FGF20 polymorphism at 8p21.3–
22 was previously identified as a PD risk factor correlated
with increased α-synuclein expression, and consequently PD
onset [139].
4.3. Spinocerebellar Ataxia. Spinocerebellar ataxia type 1
(SCA1), which is caused by the expansion of a CAG repeat
encoding glutamine within the gene ATXN1, is characterized
by the death of cerebellar Purkinje cells [140]. In eight-week
old mice, depletion of Dicer from murine Purkinje neurons
is irrelevant to cell function and survival, whereas 13-weekold animals are aﬀected by a progressive degeneration of
Purkinje neurons leading to cell death. Further, these older
mice develop a slight tremor and mild ataxia, both of which
worsen with advancing age [141].
In 2008, Lee et al. found that miR-19, miR-101, and
miR-130 coregulate Ataxin-1 protein levels and that their
inhibition enhance the cytotoxic eﬀects of polyglutamine
(PolyQ)-expanded Ataxin-1 in human cells. Thus, mutations
in the miRNA binding sites or the miRNA genes themselves
might be linked to neurodegenerative phenotypes as a result
of Ataxin-1 accumulation [84]. Consistent with this possibility are earlier results showing that, in both Drosophila and
human cells, the elimination of miRNAs via Dicer mutation
was followed by enhanced pathogenic polyQ protein toxicity.
Altogether, these observations point to a neuroprotective
function of miRNAs [142].
4.4. Huntington’s Disease (HD). HD is a fatal, hereditary
neurodegenerative disorder characterized by involuntary
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ballistic movements, depression, and dementia [113, 114,
143]. Hallmarks of HD are progressive chorea, rigidity, and
frequent accurrence of seizures, emotional problems, loss
of cognition, as well as atrophy of the caudate nucleus.
The causal factor of HD is a gene mutation consisting of
abnormally extended repeats of the CAG sequence within
the HTT gene, which translates into a huntingtin protein
containing an excessively increased glutamine segment [113,
114, 143].
Disruption of miRNA homeostasis, most likely in connection with an aberrant functionality of the transcriptional
repressor REST, was recently shown to play a dynamic role
in HD. In fact, levels of several miRNAs with upstream RE1
sites are decreased in HD patient cortices relative to healthy
controls. Interestingly, one of these, the bifunctional, brainenriched miR-9/miR-9∗ targets two components of the REST
complex: miR-9 targets REST and miR-9∗ targets CoREST
[85, 86]. As a consequence of a markedly altered miRNA
expression, target mRNAs are subject to dysregulated levels
which, in turn, aﬀect the physiological status of forebrain
neurons [85, 86].
In 2005, RNA interference was shown to produce
therapeutically-relevant eﬀects in HD mouse models [144,
145]. Moreover, McBride et al. reported that RNA interference through miRNA technology, as compared to the
shRNA-based approach, is a more appropriate strategy
for HD treatment. In particular, shRNAs targeting mutant
human HD transgenes were found to cause overt toxicity
in the mouse striatum, whereas the same sequences introduced into artificial miRNA expression constructs markedly
alleviated the neurotoxic profile without compromising
achievement of an eﬃcient silencing eﬀect on the murine HD
gene homolog [146].

5. Other Neurological Diseases
5.1. Fragile X Mental Retardation. The Fragile X syndrome
is one of the most common forms of inherited, X-linked
dominant mental retardation aﬀecting approximately one
in every 4000 males and 8000 females [147, 148] with
reduced penetrance of 80% and 30%, respectively [148, 149].
The clinical presentations of Fragile X syndrome include
mild to severe mental retardation, that is reflected by IQ
values ranging between 20 and 70, some abnormal facial
features aﬀecting jaw and ears as well as macroorchidism in
postpubescent males [149].
The gene responsible for the Fragile X syndrome, FMR1,
encodes a protein, FMRP, that interacts with target RNAs
[150] and is implicated in mRNA transport and translational
control [148]. In particular, FMRP is linked to the miRNA
pathway in light of its association with RISC, as shown
in Drosophila [151, 152], and with Argonaute proteins,
Dicer and miRNAs, as shown in mammals [153–158].
Indeed, FMRP can act as a miRNA acceptor for Dicer and
facilitate the assembly of miRNAs [154, 159, 160]. Thus, the
neurodegenerative outcome caused by mutations in FMR1
may give rise to a host of secondary eﬀects mediated by the
action of FMRP on associated RNA targets.
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The molecular mechanisms which underlie the pathogenesis of this disorder have yet to be elucidated. However,
Xu et al. reported that miR-124a, a nervous-system-specific
miRNA, is modulated, at least partially, by the Drosophila
homolog of mammalian FMRP (dFMR1), which was found
to associate with miR-124 in vivo [161]. That FMRP
could utilize specific miRNAs to regulate the translation of
target mRNAs was also confirmed by a recent Drosophila
study, in which the bantam miRNA was shown to interact
with dFMR1 to regulate the fate of germline stem cells
[162].
Further, miR-184 was found to be repressed by MeCP2,
a protein that binds to methylated DNA forms and plays an
important role in synaptic plasticity [163]. This observation
points to a link between miRNA and DNA methylation
pathways in the dysregulation of synaptic plasticity, a feature
for which there is growing evidence of an important role
played by miRNAs [164] and that is observed in the Fragile
X syndrome.

as the miR-155 and miR17-92 cluster, have an oncogenic
eﬀect [171, 172]. The consequence of an upregulation of
miR-21 has been characterised in glioblastoma tumor cells
[88], wherein the knockdown of miR-21 led to increased
apoptotic cell death, suggesting that this miRNA may act as
an antiapoptotic player [88, 96, 173]. In addition, miRNA
profiling in glioblastoma cells has shown high levels of miR221, miR-128, miR-181a, and miR-181b and low levels of
miR-181c [88, 97, 98].
miRNA expression analysis may also be used for medulloblastoma prognosis. Down-regulation of miR-9 and miR125a was observed in aggressive brain malignancy, which
results in the activation of medulloblastoma cell growth
and arrest of apoptosis by activation of the proproliferative
truncated TrkC isoform [99].
Based on these findings, the potential to modulate
multiple messages at the same time via miRNA technology
would therefore represent an intriguing prospect for cancer
treatment.

5.2. Tourette Syndrome. The paradigm for a disease caused
by a specific miRNA is the G to A transition in the 3 UTR
of the myostatin/growth diﬀerentiation factor 8 gene in Texel
sheep [87]. This mutation creates a target site for miR-1 and
miR-206, which are highly expressed in the skeletal muscle.
The downstream eﬀect is the translational inhibition of the
myostatin gene, which normally limits muscle growth but in
the sheep contributes to muscular hypertrophy. Based on this
finding, it may be postulated that a search of human SNP
databases will reveal mutations that are potentially able to
create or destroy putative miRNA target sites and thereby
contribute to phenotypic variation.
Conceivably, some of these mutations may aﬀect neuronal miRNAs. One such example is a rare sequence variant
of SLIT and Trk-like 1 (SLITRK1), a candidate gene for
Tourette syndrome located on chromosome 13q31.1 which
is involved in neural development [165]. Two independent
instances of the same mutation in the binding site for the
miRNA hsa-miR-189 were detected among a population
of unrelated individuals with Tourette syndrome, while
absent in 3600 control chromosomes. That this mutation
may be implicated in Tourette’s syndrome is supported by
circumstantial evidence showing an overlapping expression
pattern of SLITRK1 mRNA and hsa-miR-189 in several brain
regions implicated in the disease [165].

6. Concluding Remarks and Prospects

5.3. miRNAs and Tumours of the Nervous System. Several
studies found that a high proportion of genomic loci containing miRNA genes exhibit DNA copy number alterations
in common cancers [166] and miRNA misexpression has also
been described in tumours of the nervous system (see Table 2
and [88–92, 96, 167–170]). miRNAs have been shown to act
either as tumor suppressors or oncogenes and, depending
on the mRNA target, may accelerate the oncogenic process
[167]. A suppressor eﬀect was observed in pituitary adenomas, the most common tumors of the central nervous
system, in which down-regulation of miR-15a and miR-16
correlates with tumor size [93–95]. Other miRNAs, such

Contemporary science has embraced RNA as a central
element of cellular biology. In addition to the canonical role
as an intermediate carrier of information, this molecule may
in fact perform catalytic, structural, and regulatory tasks.
Hence, over the last decade, unravelling the unique versatility
of RNA has renewed impetus towards the concept of an
“RNA world”, which refers to a self-sustaining replication
system, antecedent to DNA and proteins, that was engaged
during a hypothetical stage at the origin of life [174–177].
Along with the most recent, stunning advances in RNA
biology on several fronts, the discovery of gene expression
regulators has opened up a large window into the RNA
world. Three main categories of small RNAs, namely, shortinterfering, micro- and piwi-interacting RNAs, have emerged
as regulatory players within a structurally and functionally
sophisticated, and to some extent overlapping, context [14,
178].
Unlike most of the siRNAs, which silence the same
locus from which they derive, the eﬀect of miRNAs is to
repress genes unrelated to their own loci. Thus, miRNas are
subject to precise sequence requirements for the necessary
interaction with heterologous targets. Several approaches
exist that can be employed to obtain comprehensive miRNA
profiling in cells or tissues [179]; however, the significance
of a specific profile may be diﬃcult to interpret, in light
of the hundreds of target sequences in the human genome
that may be associated with any particular miRNAs. In
this regard, computational predictions and simulations have
a fundamental impact on experimental miRNA research,
considering that the downstream eﬀect of a given miRNA
will result from the complex modulation of multiple targets
along diﬀerent pathways prone to cross-talk. Conceivably,
experimental and bioinformatic models will continue to
evolve to oﬀer large-scale screenings for the identification
of the most likely miRNA target(s) under a specific developmental, physiological, environmental, or pathological
status.
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Currently, functional characterization of specific miRNAs is facilitated by the existence of first-class reagents
such as miRNA mimics and inhibitors, available through
several specialized vendors. These reagents, appropriately
modified to optimize correct strand utilization by RISC
(mimics) and ensure tight binding (inhibitors), can be used
to either increase or decrease the activity of specific miRNAs.
Corresponding applications can be exceptionally informative
with respect to studies on gain (loss)-of-function eﬀects,
development of high-throughput screens to select species
involved in normal and pathological cellular pathways, and
the identification of targets.
However, despite the significant progress in miRNA
research in the field of neurodevelopment and neurological
diseases, it is still elusive as to whether any of the miRNAs
implicated in a neuropathological process is directly involved
in the etiology or progression of the disorder. Indeed, aberrant expression of a miRNA could simply be circumstantial.
This causality issue can be addressed, for example, through
an accurate determination of the frequency of specific
miRNA mutations, the definition of temporal and spatial
miRNA profiles within multiple pathways in vitro, and the
development of appropriate in vivo models.
Based on their functional role in fine-tuning metabolic
pathways and genetic networks, miRNAs appear to be
suitable tools for use in diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy.
The problem is to demonstrate which miRNA sequences
should be considered drug discovery targets.
Systemic delivery is another hurdle that must be dealt
with. Initially, this problem was common to all RNAbased therapeutics, including antisense oligos and siRNAs
(reviewed in [180]). However, second-generation antisense
technologies have shown that drug delivery issues can be
overcome, as shown by systemic drug distribution following
subcutaneous administration.
Specific antisense oligos called antagomirs could be used
to aﬀect the activity of miRNA. In this regard, treatment of
a mouse model of heart disease with an antagomir against
miR-21 prevented heart failure [181], and antagomirs to
target glioma angiogenesis has recently been proposed [182].
miRNA-based therapeutics have great potential because
of their capability to eﬃciently silence multiple messages
concurrently within an entire disease pathway. Instead,
conventional therapies directed at single targets require
administration of a plurality of drugs giving rise to complex
drug interaction and patient compliance issues.
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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are highly conserved ∼22-mer RNA molecules, encoded by plants and animals that regulate the expression
of genes binding to the 3 -UTR of specific target mRNAs. The amount of miRNAs in a total RNA sample depends on the
recovery eﬃciency that may be significantly aﬀected by the diﬀerent purification methods employed. Traditional approaches may
be ineﬃcient at recovering small RNAs, and common spectrophotometric determination is not adequate to quantify selectively
these low molecular weight (LMW) species from total RNA samples. Here, we describe the use of qualitative and quantitative
lab-on-a-chip tools for the analysis of these LMW RNA species. Our data emphasize the close correlation of LMW RNAs with
the expression levels of some miRNAs. We therefore applied our result to the comparison of some miRNA expression profiles in
diﬀerent tissues. Finally, the methods we used in this paper allowed us to analyze the eﬃciency of extraction protocols, to study
the small (but significant) diﬀerences among various preparations and to allow a proper comparison of some miRNA expression
profiles in various tissues.
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1. Introduction
In the last few years, a new class of highly conserved ∼21-mer
non-coding RNAs, microRNAs (miRNAs), has emerged as
an important player in post-transcriptional gene expression
control in diﬀerent physiological and pathological conditions: metabolism, proliferation, cell death, diﬀerentiation
and development, viral infection, and cancer [1–3]. They
specifically bind the 3 -untranslated regions (3 -UTR) of
target mRNAs, promoting either mRNA degradation or
translation arrest [4–6]. Each miRNA may control the
activity of many genes, and almost 30% of the genome
could be regulated in such a way, which renders these small
molecules as important as the transcription factors [7, 8].
Owing to their extreme importance as regulators, the isolation and the precise quantification of these tiny molecules
are therefore fundamental. As purity and integrity are
essential requirements not only for total RNA but also

for these small species, RNA extraction protocols must
also account for the maximizing of their recovery. Sometimes, the handling and recovery of small RNAs are not
straightforward. Nowadays, it is well established that the
traditional glass-fiber total RNA extraction protocol may
be ineﬃcient at recovering small RNAs. In addition, the
common spectrophotometric determination of total RNA
is not adequate to quantify low molecular weight (LMW)
species selectively.
We and other authors found previously that the recovery
of LMW RNA species is significantly aﬀected by the specific
purification process [3, 9]. Our results showed that diﬀerent
extraction strategies lead to significantly diﬀerent recovery of
LMW species including miRNAs. We also demonstrated that
using the same amount of total RNA (from diﬀerent tissues),
diﬀerent amounts of miRNAs may be obtained. Moreover,
the amount of LMW RNA species does not perfectly parallel
that of miRNAs: even with the same extraction protocol,
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the concentration of miRNAs may diﬀer significantly among
various tissues. Nevertheless, this may also be because of a
diﬀerent global expression of miRNA by diﬀerent tissues.
All of these considerations are extremely important when
one compares the relative expression of many miRNAs in
diﬀerent tissues. Commonly, some small non-coding RNAs
(i.e., U6, snoZ30, and others) are used as normalization
controls to compare miRNAs expression in diﬀerent tissues.
The choice of a proper control should be conditioned to
its real “endogenous behavior”, that is, it should have a
constant and equal expression in all tissues. If the amount
of that control small non-coding RNA is diﬀerent, a relative
quantification is not feasible. In this latter case, only the
comparison between various miRNAs and the control gene
in the same specimen (tissue) is methodologically acceptable.
Therefore, a method allowing a reliable estimation of the
goodness of an endogenous control is highly desirable.
In order to address all of these issues we used a
lab-on-a-chip technology to characterize the LMW RNA
fractions obtained with diﬀerent RNA extraction protocols
and evaluated miRNAs recovery with specific quantitative
real-time PCR (qRT-PCR).
In this paper we report and discuss the methods that
allowed us to analyze the eﬃciency of extraction protocols, to
study the small (but significant) diﬀerences between various
preparations and to obtain a correct comparison of some
miRNA expression profiles in various tissues.

bands extraction. The visible bands were separately excised
using a modified “crush-and-soak” method [11]. Briefly, each
band was gently disrupted with a pin and incubated in a
soaking solution (0.5 M ammonium acetate, 2 mM EDTA,
0.1% SDS) for 3 hours at 37◦ C. The mixture was centrifuged
at 14000 g for 5 minutes, and the supernatant was collected
in a new tube. The solution was centrifuged at 12000 g
for 10 minutes through a YM-50 spin column, washed
with water (3 × 300 μl), and centrifuged at 12000 g for 5
minutes. Purified fractions were collected in new tubes by
inverting the columns and spinning at 1000 g for 3 minutes.
These RNA samples were then separately run on the Agilent
Bioanalyzer.

2. Materials and Methods

2.5. Real-Time PCR. For the small RNAs recovery eﬃciency
evaluation of diﬀerent extraction procedures, hsa-miR-21
and small nucleolar Z30 (snoZ30) were assayed by RealTime PCR (TaqMan, Applied Biosystems), according to
manufacturer’s instructions [12]. For the analysis of miRNA
expression in diﬀerent tissues, three miRNAs (hsa-miR-26a,
hsa-miR-26b, and hsa-miR-134) and two controls (U6 and
snoZ30) were arbitrarily chosen as model miRNAs. A panel
of five tissues (brain, skeletal muscle, heart, liver, and uterus)
was chosen for evaluation, and the corresponding total RNA
(Clontech, BD Biosciences) was analyzed with Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer. Briefly, from five to ten nanograms of each
RNA samples were retrotranscribed to cDNA using the
High-Capacity cDNA Archive Kit (Applied Biosystems) with
specific primers. The principle of TaqMan MicroRNA Assays
is a specific stem-loop reverse transcription (RT) primer.
The short length of mature miRNAs (∼22 nt) prohibits
conventional design of a random-primed RT step followed
by a specific real-time assay. In the former case, the resulting
RT amplicon is a suitable template for standard realtime PCR with TaqMan assays. Reactions were performed
incubating samples for 30 minutes at 16◦ C, 30 minutes at
42◦ C, 5 minutes at 85◦ C, and finally cooled on ice. PCR
products were assayed with specific probes using the TaqMan
Universal PCR Master Mix, No AmpErase UNG (Applied
Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s protocol. PCR
reactions were performed incubating samples for 10 minutes
at 95◦ C, then for 15 seconds at 95◦ C and 60 seconds at 60◦ C
for 45 cycles by means of ABI PRISM 7900HT Sequence
Detection System. Data were analyzed using the SDS software
(Ver. 2.1).

2.1. Total RNA Extraction and Small RNAs Enrichment
Protocols. Total RNA was extracted using three diﬀerent
methods: an acid phenol/guanidine isothiocyanate solution
(TRIzol Reagent, Invitrogen), a glass-fiber filtration protocol
(MirVana miRNA Isolation Kit, Ambion) that provides
also a procedure to isolate and enrich low molecular
weight (LMW) RNAs from higher molecular weight (HMW)
RNAs, and another common glass-fiber purification protocol
(RNEasy Mini Kit, Qiagen). All extractions were performed
according to manufacturer’s instructions.
2.2. Cell Lines. Three diﬀerent cell lines (HeLa, COS-1
and a lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) obtained following
an already reported method [10]) were cultured using
standard procedures, trypsinized (if necessary), and pelleted by centrifugation. Approximately 107 cells for each
extraction were resuspended in the appropriate lysis solution
contained in the RNA extraction kit and treated according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
2.3. Electrophoresis and RNA Elution from Gel. The integrity
of RNA samples was checked by gel electrophoresis (agarose
1%) stained with ethidium bromide. Gel images were
acquired and analyzed with the Quantity One (software
Ver.2.0, Biorad). Two micrograms of each RNA samples were
resolved into a 15% polyacrylamide TBE-Urea gel and the
image acquired. A second polyacrylamide gel, performed
with the same experimental conditions, was used for RNA

2.4. Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer Chip Preparation. Total RNA
samples were analyzed with the Total RNA 6000 Nano
Kit (Vers. II), specifically optimized for total RNA analysis
with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. RNA samples obtained
after extraction from polyacrylamide gel were run with the
same kit. For miRNA quantification we used the dedicated
Small RNA kit. The instrument uses fluorescence detection,
monitoring the emission between 670 nm and 700 nm. The
run was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Electropherograms were analyzed using the Agilent 2100
Expert B.02.06 software that includes data collection, presentation, and interpretation functions.
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Figure 1: Gel electrophoresis (agarose 1% stained with ethidium
bromide) of RNA samples (from COS-1) extracted with TRIzol
reagent (lane 1), MirVana kit (lane 2), RNEasy kit (lane 3), and
LMW RNA fraction enriched with MirVana kit (lane 4).
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2.6. Deconvolution with PeakFit Software. The early electropherogram region (from 23 to 29 seconds), obtained
from LCL RNA sample extracted with TRIzol reagent, was
exported in ASCII format with the Agilent 2100 Expert
B.02.06 and imported in PeakFit V.4.12. The curve was
automatically fitted using the least-squares method. Data
were further adjusted using the Savitzky-Golay smoothing
algorithm. The overall model was fitted with chromatographic Gaussian curves of variable amplitudes. The fitting
procedure was iterated until a constant r 2 value (r 2 =
0.998693) was obtained.

3. Results
3.1. The Recovery of Low Molecular Weight (LMW) RNAs
Is Aﬀected by Diﬀerent Extraction Protocols. RNA samples
extracted from HeLa, COS-1, and LCL were run on agarose
gel to visualize the diﬀerences between various extraction
methods. COS-1 RNA samples, extracted with TRIzol
reagent and MirVana kit, clearly showed the High Molecular
Weight (HMW) 28S and 18S rRNA bands, while LMW RNAs
are visualized as faint, smeary bands (Figure 1, lanes 1 and 2,
resp.). COS-1 extracted with RNeasy kit displayed only the
HMW RNA bands (28S and 18S) (Figure 1, lane 3), while
the enriched LMW fraction obtained with MirVana kit is
clearly displayed in the lowest part of the gel (Figure 1, lane
4). Similar results (not shown) were also obtained with the
other cell lines.
The same samples were also checked with Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer which is one of the most versatile microfluidicsbased platforms for the analysis of DNA, RNA, proteins and
cells. In all electropherograms the 28S and 18S RNAs are
represented on the right side (Figure 2), and the smaller
species (LMW RNAs) are present at a very low concentration
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Figure 2: Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer electropherogram profiles of
total RNA samples (HeLa cells) extracted with TRIzol reagent
(green), MirVana kit (blue), and RNEasy kit (red). Inbox: magnification of small RNA profiles for the three samples (between 23
and 29 seconds).

and distinguishable on the left side of the profile (see the
magnification of the LMW RNAs region in Figure 2). In
the electropherogram, all samples present a similar HMW
profile region, but the major diﬀerences are recognizable in
the LMW region. While total RNA recovery is quite good,
and similar for the three protocols (> 1.2 μg/μl), the LMW
fractions are substantially diﬀerent (Table 1). In particular,
TRIzol reagent allowed the highest LMW RNA recovery
(22%–34% of total RNA), while RNEasy Mini Kit the
lowest (2.5%–3%). MirVana miRNA Isolation Kit gives good
yields for LMW RNA species (16%–19%) even before the
enrichment step. While LMW RNA species extracted with
TRIzol and MirVana have comparable profiles (Figure 2);
RNEasy kit retains only one RNA peak in comparable
concentrations to the others (peak a in the magnification
of Figure 2). Therefore, the lab-on-a-chip analysis is a useful
tool to quantify precisely the amount of LMW RNAs of
samples extracted with diﬀerent protocols.
3.2. Low Molecular Weight (LMW) RNAs Characterization.
Total RNAs from LCL extracted with TRIzol reagent, and
RNEasy kit and enriched with MirVana kit were loaded on
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Figure 3: (a) Gel electrophoresis (polyacrylamide 15% stained with ethidium bromide) of LMW RNA samples (LCL) extracted with
TRIzol reagent (lane 1), RNEasy kit (lane 2), and small RNA fraction enriched with MirVana kit (lane 3). LMW profile obtained with
MirVana kit extraction is similar to that obtained with TRIzol reagent which is not shown for clarity. (b) Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer
electropherogram profile of LMW RNAs (LCL) extracted with TRIzol (black) superimposed on 5.8S (red), 5S (green), and tRNA (blue)
bands eluted from polyacrylamide gel. (c) Lymphoblastoid (LCL) LMW RNA profile obtained after plotting the exported raw data from
Agilent electropherogram ( ) together with the PeakFit fitted curve (solid line) and the component peak functions. Seven peaks below the
LMW RNA profile were fitted by the software (r 2 = 0.998693).

a polyacrylamide gel (Figure 3(a)) to analyze the diﬀerences
between various extraction protocols. All the RNA bands
were cut out from the gel, and the RNA was extracted
as described. Each species coming from excised bands was
run on Bioanalyzer, and the corresponding electropherograms (Figure 3(b)) were superimposed on the large and
unresolved LMW RNA profile (black line). This allowed us
to localize unambiguously and identify precisely each RNA
species previously identified on polyacrylamide gel.
The electropherogram profile in the LMW RNAs region
is made of several peaks (Figure 3(b)), the greatest part
belonging to the 5.8S rRNA (red line), the 5S rRNA (green

line), and the tRNAs fractions (blue line). In order to obtain
the principal number of peaks under the curve, PeakFit
software was used for the deconvolution of the LMW RNA
region. Seven peaks underlying the LMW RNA profile were
obtained with a good fit (r 2 = 0.998693). The upper
part of Figure 3(c) reports raw data ( ) together with the
fitted curve (solid line) and the calculated baseline, while
the lower part of Figure 3(c) shows the component peak
functions. Calculated peak-peaking (expressed in bp) is
also reported (Figure 3(c)). Three of the calculated peaks
centered at 145 bp (26.89 seconds), 131 bp (26.33 seconds),
and 104 bp (25.24 seconds) are located in the correspondence
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Table 1: Low molecular weight (LMW) RNA mean concentration (% with respect to total RNA) for HeLa, COS-1 and LCL extracted with
diﬀerent RNA extraction protocols evaluated with Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. Standard deviations of at least three independent extractions
are reported in parentheses.

Extraction method (total RNA)
TRIzol reagent (acid phenol/guanidine isothiocyanate)
MirVana kit
RNEasy kit

LMW RNA Mean concentration (%)
COS-1
34 (±2)
19 (±1)
3 (±0.5)

HeLa
24 (±3)
16 (±1.5)
2.5 (±0.5)

100

LCL
22 (±3)
19 (±1)
3 (±0.5)
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Figure 4: Small nucleolar Z30 real-time PCR assay (two replicas) of RNA samples (LCL) obtained starting from 10 ng of total RNA samples
(a) and from 10 ng of LMW RNA (b) extracted with diﬀerent protocols. In the latter case Ct values of samples from diﬀerent extractions are
more reproducible, indicating a strict correlation between the amount of miRNAs and the LMW RNA fraction.

of 5.8S, 5S, and tRNA peaks, respectively. Another less
intense peak is located at 114 bp (25.83 seconds) and may
be described as a further tRNA peak. Other peaks found
at 171 bp (27.78 seconds), 89 bp (24.84 seconds) and 65 bp
(24.31 seconds) might belong to other LMW RNA species,
such as smaller tRNAs, pre-miRNAs, and small nuclear or
nucleolar RNAs. These small peaks are diﬃcult to extract
from polyacrylamide gel owing to their low abundance, and
therefore it was not possible to run them on the chip.
Therefore, determination of small RNA species by Bioanalyzer (Table 1) and by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(Figure 3(a)) showed that the LMW RNA samples significantly diﬀer from each other. This could reasonably pertain
also to the miRNAs fraction.
3.3. MicroRNAs Amount Correlates with the LMW RNA Fraction. In order to quantify miRNAs extracted with diﬀerent

protocols and to study the correlation between LMW RNAs
and miRNAs, we carried out a TaqMan quantitative assay
for two representative small RNAs: a control non-coding
RNA (snoZ30) and a miRNA (hsa-miR-21). A target-specific
stem-loop adapter technology was employed to obtain the
corresponding cDNA [12].
We started the RT reaction with 10 ng of total RNA from
each sample and quantified the absolute expression level of
each miRNAs through the analysis of cycle threshold (Ct)
values. Ct is the PCR cycle at which the sample reaches the
level of detection above the background. LCL RNA samples
extracted with diﬀerent protocols showed diﬀerent Ct values
for snoZ30 (Figure 4(a)) and for miR-21. A similar behavior
was also obtained by using HeLa and COS-1 cell lines with
both probes (data not shown).
Then, we repeated the RT reaction using 10 ng of LMW
RNA calculated from the Bioanalyzer electropherogram. As
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Table 2: Real-time PCR data obtained for HeLa and LCL were compared calculating the ΔCt diﬀerences between Ct (10 ng of total RNA) and
Ct (10 ng of LMW RNA) values for miR-21 and snoZ30. Standard deviations of at least three independent assays are reported in parentheses.
LMW RNA concentrations (%) calculated using the formula 2−ΔCt ·100 are also reported where ΔCt are referred to snoZ30 values. Standard
deviations of at least three independent assays are reported in parentheses.

Cell Type
HeLa

LCL

Extraction Method
TRIzol reagent
MirVana kit
RNEasy kit
TRIzol reagent
MirVana kit
RNEasy kit

ΔCt (total RNA-LMW RNA)
miR-21
snoZ30
1.8 (2)
2.1 (1)
2.5 (1)
2.9 (1)
3.5 (4)
5.1 (3)
2.3 (1)
2.2 (1)
4.2 (2)

expected, using the same LMW RNA amount similar Ct
values both for miR-21 and snoZ30 between the various
samples were obtained (Figure 4(b)). This demonstrates that
the amount of miR-21 and snoZ30 correlates only to the
LMW RNA fraction and not to total RNA amount. In fact,
Figure 4(a) clearly shows that using the same amount of total
RNA diﬀerent Ct values may be obtained.
Ct diﬀerences (ΔCt ) between total RNA and LMW
RNA Ct values for each extraction protocol and for each
cell line are very similar both for hsa-miR-21 and snoZ30
(Table 2). This demonstrates that ΔCt diﬀerences parallel
the amount of input RNA that is ultimately linked to the
amount extracted by various protocols. Table 2 reports also
the calculated LMW RNA concentration (expressed in %)
calculated from ΔCt values applying the formula 2−ΔCt .
MiRNA concentrations calculated from real-time assays
are, as expected, in perfect agreement with LMW RNAs
concentrations evaluated with the lab-on-a-chip technology.
3.4. Diﬀerent Tissues Express Diﬀerent Amounts of Small- and
MicroRNAs. Here, we showed that LMW RNAs and miRNAs
amount are closely correlated. Then, we asked if diﬀerent
tissues might also express diﬀerent amounts of LMW and
miRNAs and if it might be possible to quantify them individually with lab-on-a-chip technology. For this reason we
selected five commercial RNA samples from diﬀerent tissues
extracted with the same protocol (according to manufacturer
information). Total RNAs from brain, skeletal muscle, heart,
liver, and uterus were run on RNA 6000 Nano kit to
quantify the total and the LMW RNA fractions. Total RNA
concentrations were quite homogeneous and resulted: brain
(1159 ng/μL) > heart (1106 ng/μL) > uterus (1080 ng/μL) >
liver (963 ng/μL) > skeletal muscle (890 ng/μL). These values
are in good agreement with the nominal manufacturer’s concentration of 1000 ng/μL. For all samples the concentration
of LMW RNA fraction was quite homogeneous and varied
in the order: liver (43 ng/μL) > brain (29 ng/μL) > heart
(26 ng/μL) > uterus (25 ng/μL) > skeletal muscle (23 ng/μL).
Electropherograms of LMW RNAs of diﬀerent tissues are
displayed in Figure 5(a). Calculating the percentage of LMW
RNAs with respect to the whole total RNA amount we found
the following: liver (4.4%) > skeletal muscle (2.6%) > brain

2.4 (1)
2.1 (4)
4.6 (4)

Calculated LMW RNA (%) (2−ΔCt(snoZ30) · 100)
23 (±2)
13 (±1)
3 (±0.5)
19 (±1)
23 (±5)
4 (±1)

(2.5%) > heart (2.3%) > uterus (2.3%). Only some minor
diﬀerences may be observed among various tissues. Given
that the extraction protocol employed by the manufacturer
was the same for all samples, we could hypothesize that
the only observed diﬀerence for liver might depend on the
diﬀerent global expression of small RNAs in this tissue.
To evaluate if the diﬀerence in LMW RNA amount may
also pertain to the miRNA fraction, we ran the total RNA
samples on Agilent Small RNA kit, specifically designed for
the evaluation of miRNAs. Figure 5(b) shows a magnification
of the electropherogram profile obtained by running total
RNA samples from diﬀerent tissues. The displayed region
(from 35 to 45 seconds) is specific to the miRNA region (as
indicated by the manufacturer). MiRNA concentrations were
liver (700 pg/μL) > brain (510 pg/μL) > uterus (404 pg/μL) >
heart (226 pg/μL) > skeletal muscle (71 pg/μL). The miRNA
concentration, expressed in percentage, respect to LMW
RNAs resulted brain (1.7%) > liver (1.6%) = uterus (1.6%)
> heart (0.9%) > skeletal muscle (0.3%). From this lab-ona-chip quantification it was possible to conclude that the
miRNAs amount does not parallel that of LMW RNAs in
the same tissue. Moreover, the variation is greater than that
displayed by LMW RNAs among diﬀerent tissues. Again,
assuming that the extraction eﬃciency is the same for all
samples, the observed diﬀerences are only due to the diﬀerent
global expression of miRNAs in these tissues.
3.5. Evaluation of Endogenous Controls’ Reliability and Their
Use for Expression Profile Comparison. The Small RNA kit,
specifically designed for the identification and quantification
of miRNA species, allowed us to know the exact amount of
miRNAs present in the samples used for retrotranscription
(RT) reactions. This information is useful, since the Ct values
obtained from real-time assays are directly proportional
to the amount of miRNAs. In fact, the Ct diﬀerences
observed for the same miRNA in diﬀerent tissues may be due
essentially (1) to a real diﬀerence between diﬀerent samples
and/or (2) to a diﬀerent sample dilution that generates a
shift in Ct absolute values. To eliminate the dilution problem,
that occurs when absolute quantification is performed, a
relative quantification with respect to an endogenous control
is commonly followed. In fact, the endogenous control must
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Figure 5: (a) Electropherogram profile of LMW RNA species of five diﬀerent tissues (brain, skeletal muscle, heart, liver, and uterus). (b)
Electropherogram profile of miRNA species of the same tissues.

30
Relative quantity (respect to U6)

have a constant expression in all samples, and hence it may be
used to normalize the expression of the other miRNAs. For
a methodologically correct comparison, however, one must
be confident that the control (i.e., nuclear and/or nucleolar
small RNAs) really does have a constant expression in considered samples. The lab-on-a-chip technology that we used is
able to give an estimate of this variation and let the researcher
choose the right endogenous control (the one that does not
significantly vary) from an adequate selection. Therefore, this
validation ensures that the miRNA expression comparison
among considered samples is methodologically correct.
The expression of three miRNAs (hsa-miR-26a, hsamiR-26b, and hsa-miR-134) and two small RNAs (U6 and
snoZ30) from the same five tissues analyzed before, was
assayed with real-time PCR. According to the manufacturer’s
suggestion, we started the RT reactions with 5 ng of total
RNA. Cycle threshold values for all tissues are reported in
Table 3. As expected, diﬀerent Ct values for endogenous
and other miRNAs were obtained. These values reflect the
absolute concentrations of these miRNAs in various samples.
Since most studies aim to discover diﬀerences in expression
levels of miRNAs and not absolute levels of expression, the
use of an endogenous control is needed. In order to assess if
the diﬀerences in Ct values of the controls we used (U6 and
snoZ30) are because of a diﬀerent starting concentration or a
real diﬀerential expression, we corrected the obtained values
by taking into account the concentration of miRNAs previously obtained with the lab-on-a-chip technology. Hence, we
considered that for double the concentration a correction of
one Ct value should be applied. This preliminary correction
eliminated the intrinsic variability owing to diﬀerent sample
concentrations and allowed us to estimate the reliability
of the selected endogenous controls. We observed slight
variation for Ct values of U6 (Average Ct = 33.5 ± 0.8) while

25
20
15
10
5
4
3
2
1
0
U6
Brain
Sk. muscle
Heart

Z30

miR-26a miR-26b miR-134
Liver
Uterus

Figure 6: Corrected comparison of the relative expression of a
miRNA selection in five diﬀerent tissues (brain, skeletal muscle,
heart, liver, and uterus) with respect to the U6 endogenous control.

snoZ30 displayed a higher variability (Average Ct = 34.1 ±
1.1) even after the applied correction. This means that U6
is constitutively expressed, at least in these tissues. Certainly,
the lower the Ct diﬀerence is, the more reliable are the results.
To facilitate this, more lab-on-a-chip quantifications and real
time assays are needed.
Therefore, we concluded that U6 is a more reliable
endogenous control than snoZ30 for miRNA expression
profile comparison in the analyzed tissues. The miRNA
expression profile comparison is reported in Figure 6.
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MicroRNA

Average Ct

Corrected Ct

U6
snoZ30
miR-26a
miR-26b
miR-134

Brain
34.16
35.98
29.77
33.45
33.67

U6
snoZ30
miR-26a
miR-26b
miR-134

Liver
32.37
32.85
28.90
30.70
37.30

32.37
32.85
28.90
30.70
37.30

U6
snoZ30
miR-26a
miR-26b
miR-134

Muscle
36.55
37.35
31.74
34.40
38.23

33.24
34.04
28.43
31.09
34.92

U6
snoZ30
miR-26a
miR-26b
miR-134

Uterus
34.61
34.12
30.67
33.28
38.77

33.81
33.32
29.87
32.48
37.97

U6
snoZ30
miR-26a
miR-26b
miR-134

Heart
36.15
36.28
32.60
36.21
37.93

34.52
34.65
30.97
34.58
36.30

33.70
35.52
29.31
32.99
33.21

Copies per ng RNA

Table 3: List of miRNAs expressed in diﬀerent tissues with their
average Ct values. Corrected Ct values represent the correction
made after the precise quantification of miRNA species with the labon-a-chiptechnology.

3.5e + 7
3.0e + 7
2.5e + 7
2.0e + 7
1.0e + 7
5.0e + 6

3.0e + 4
2.0e + 4
1.0e + 4
0

We then compared our data with those reported in
literature [13]. Figure 7 shows the expression values of hsamiR-26a, hsa-miR-26b and hsa-miR-134 compared with the
expression values of some tissue-specific miRNAs (miR-1 for
heart and muscle, miR-122a for liver, miR-124a for brain).
Expression values of miRNAs are expressed as copies per ng
of RNA.

4. Discussion
One of the most diﬃcult problems with miRNAs experimental studies concerns the eﬃciency of their quantitative
and qualitative recovery after total RNA extraction from cells
or tissues. In some cases, traditional total RNA extraction
protocols are not eﬃcient methods for extracting both high
molecular weight (HMW) and low molecular weight (LMW)

miR-26a
Brain
Muscle
Heart
Liver

miR-26b

miR-134

Controls

hsa-miR-1 (heart)
hsa-miR-1 (muscle)
hsa-miR-122a (liver)
hsa-miR-124a (brain)

Figure 7: Expression values of hsa-miR-26a, hsa-miR-26b, and hsamiR-134 reported in literature [13] compared with the expression
values of tissue-specific miRNAs.

RNAs. Moreover, conventional quantification methods (i.e.,
spectrophotometric measurements) giving an overall quantification of total RNA concentration are therefore inadequate for these small RNA species. Northern blotting is
the only current viable technique to visualize and evaluate
small RNA molecules, particularly miRNAs. However, their
low abundance sometimes prevents the use of such techniques. On the other hand, the lab-on-a-chip technology we
employed is an alternative and valuable tool for the precise
quantification of small RNAs and miRNAs present in total
RNA samples.
In this work, to characterize in detail all the LMW RNA
species visible in the Bioanalyzer electropherogram (5.8S, 5S,
tRNAs, etc.), we ran RNA samples on polyacrylamide gels
to clearly separate each of the predominant species present
in the small RNA region (Figure 3(a)). We also optimized
an elution protocol from excised polyacrylamide bands after
gel electrophoresis. Then, we monitored the eluted fractions
by means of a lab-on-a-chip technology that is, at present,
the only technique that allows for the comparison of small
RNA profiles and the exact quantification of these species
(Figure 3(b)). Several other species were present under the
peak of LMW RNAs, even if it was not possible to distinguish
each of them. For these reasons, we applied a mathematical
algorithm (the Fourier transform) for the deconvolution
of the profile coming from the Bioanalyzer into diﬀerent
Gaussian peaks. After the fitting procedure, we obtained
a mathematical model comprising seven peaks that define
the overall profile (Figure 3(c)) . These peaks range from
a minimum of 65 bp to a maximum of 171 bp, which is
well in agreement with the results obtained with Agilent
automatic peak-peaking that relies on the comparison of
RNA species with an RNA ladder included in the running
buﬀer. Interestingly, after this procedure was performed
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some other non-assigned bands remained undetermined.
These species may belong to smaller RNA species like
miRNAs. To clarify this, the Small RNA kit, specifically
designed for the analysis of miRNA species, was used to study
these unidentified species in more detail.
We initially compared the three commonest RNA extraction protocols, the classic acid phenol/guanidine isothiocyanate solution, and two glass fiber filtration protocols to
examine and quantify the recovery of HMW and LMW RNA
species. The acid phenol/guanidine isothiocyanate solution
(Table 1) maximized not only the recovery of HMW RNA
fractions but also the LMW RNAs (from 22% to 36%), as
previously observed [3]. Then, we assessed by real-time PCR
how significantly aﬀected the recovery of miRNA species was
as a function of the total RNA extraction protocol used.
The expression levels of a miRNA (hsa-miR-21) and a small
nucleolar RNA (snoZ30) were evaluated by real-time PCR
specific assays [12]. This technique represents an eﬀective
alternative to Northern blotting for miRNA detection and
quantification. Real-time quantification results (Table 2)
demonstrated that the amount of miRNAs correlates better
with the amount of LMW RNAs than with total RNA.
Another aspect that we critically analyzed concerned the
correlation between LMW RNA species and miRNAs. The
presence of LMW RNAs is not always directly correlated with
that of miRNAs. In fact, we proved that even with the same
extraction protocol the concentration of miRNAs may diﬀer
considerably between various preparations (i.e., extraction
from diﬀerent tissues).
As a potential application of our results, we applied our
findings to the comparison of some miRNA expression in
diﬀerent tissues. We assessed the expression of hsa-miR-26a,
hsa-miR-26b, and has-miR-134 as model miRNAs and two
small RNAs (U6 and snoZ30) as controls. The expression
profile comparison is correct only if we assume that the
endogenous control (U6 or others) has a constant and
equal expression in all the considered tissues. The lab-ona-chip technology we used allowed precise quantification of
input miRNAs, ultimately leading to a fine correction of
real-time PCR Ct data for eventual variations. Therefore,
we obtained a reliable and correct estimate of the relative
quantities of miRNAs present in various tissues. Surprisingly,
the expression of miR-26a was the highest of all the miRNAs
in all the tissues considered (fold change > 10 with respect to
U6). Although our data are in good agreement with those
reported in literature [13] (Figure 7), the high expression
values found for miR-26a will deserve future investigations.
However, the expression values of miR-26a reported in
literature [13] are also very high (and higher than those
of miR-26b) and above the values of those tissue-specific
miRNAs considered as highly expressed (i.e., miR-1 for
muscle, miR-124a for brain, and miR-122a for liver) (see
Figure 7).
In conclusion, all the methods we used in this paper
allowed us to study accurately the eﬃciency of extraction
protocols, analyze the small (but significant) diﬀerences
between various preparations, and suggest a methodologically correct method for the comparison of miRNA expression profiles in various tissues.
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Viruses are intracellular parasites that ensure their existence by converting host cells into viral particle producing entities or into
hiding places rendering the virus invisible to the host immune system. Some viruses may also survive by transforming the infected
cell into an immortal tumour cell. MicroRNAs are small non-coding transcripts that function as posttranscriptional regulators
of gene expression. Viruses encode miRNAs that regulate expression of both cellular and viral genes, and contribute to the
pathogenic properties of viruses. Hence, neutralizing the action of viral miRNAs expression by complementary single-stranded
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This review describes the miRNAs encoded by human viruses, and discusses the possible therapeutic applications of anti-miRNAs
against viral diseases.
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1. Introduction
Viruses are common habitants of the human population,
where they establish diﬀerent forms of infection, including
an acute, a chronic, or a persistent infection with production
of low levels of virions. Some viruses can exist in a true
latent state in which infectious particles are only produced
upon reactivation stimuli. Viruses that reside harmlessly in
their host can under certain conditions or in immunocompromised persons be responsible for malignant and nonmalignant diseases, which may even lead to the death of
the host. A causal role for human polyomaviruses (HPyV),
papillomaviruses (HPV), herpesviruses (HHV), hepatitis B
virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), and human T-cell
lymphotropic virus type-I (HTLV-I) and cancer is accepted
(for recent reviews see [1–7]). It is estimated that oncoviruses
are associated with 15% of the human cancers [8], while nonmalignant infections from human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), HBV and HCV alone cause more than 3 million
deaths annually worldwide [9]. Other viral infections (HIV
no included) were responsible for the death of more than
6000 patients in Japan in 2006, ∼7000 individuals in the
USA in 2005, and 555 people in United Kingdom in 2006
according the statistics of the World Health Organization

[10]. Thus the pathogenic properties of viruses necessitate
the development of eﬃcient antiviral therapies.
Viruses attempt to create a favorable cellular environment allowing viral replication or survival by establishing
a lifelong latent infection through evading the immune
system of their hosts. Viruses can hide within a cell by
restricting their activity to a minimum so as not to conceal
their presence to the immune system and at the same time
they will also try to avoid apoptosis. For these purposes,
viruses have developed diﬀerent strategies, one of which
includes the posttranscriptional regulation of both cellular
and viral gene expressions through modulating the host’s
RNA-interference (RNAi) machinery. Viruses can suppress
the RNAi pathway by viral microRNA (vmiRNA) targeting
cellular or viral transcripts, or by viral proteins (e.g.,
human immunodeficiency virus Tat protein, influenza virus
NS1/NS2 protein, Ebola VP35 protein, and vaccinia virus
E3L protein) or viral RNA (Adenovirus VA transcripts)
that counteract the host’s RNAi machinery (for recent
reviews see [11–17]). This review summarizes the recent
findings on virus-encoded miRNAs and their described
functions and briefly discusses the potential of antiviral
miRNA as a novel therapeutic strategy in combating virus
infections.
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2. MicroRNA (miRNA)
MiRNAs are noncoding small RNA molecules that act as
posttranscriptional regulators. They seem to be an inherent
part of the genomes of most living organisms as they have
been described in plants, unicellular and lower invertebrates, all vertebrates, and in viruses. Their exact functions
start to emerge and include control of cellular processes
such as diﬀerentiation, morphogenesis, organogenesis, and
metabolism [18–22]. MiRNAs are typically generated by
RNA polymerase II. The primary transcript (pri-miRNA)
is processed by the RNase III enzyme Drosha, in concert
with double-stranded (ds) RNA-binding protein DGCR8
into a ∼60 pre-miRNA hairpin. This nuclear pre-miRNA
is then transported into the cytoplasma by exportin 5/RanGTP and cleaved by the cytoplasmic RNase III Dicer to
generate an imperfect ds RNA of 21–25 nucleotides. One
of the strands, the mature miRNA strand or guide strand,
is loaded in the RNA induced silencing complex (RISC),
and directs RISC to the target mRNA, where the complex
hybridizes to (partially) complementary sequences resulting
in cleavage or translational inhibition of the target mRNA.
The unincorporated strand, called the passenger strand, is
degraded. The seed region, which encompasses nucleotides
2 to 8 of the 5’ ends of miRNA, plays a pivotal role in
target selection by RISC-bound miRNA (for recent reviews
see [23–25]). In animals, mature miRNAs do not require
complete complementarity to their target mRNAs, enabling
them to bind to and prevent translation of several mRNAs.
Experimental evidence suggests that a single miRNA can
potentially target as many as 200 diﬀerent mRNAs [26–28].
As such, miRNAs have merged as pivotal posttranscriptional
regulators of gene expression in multicellular eukaryotes and
aberrant expression can contribute to diseases ([28] and
references therein).

3. Silencing of miRNA by
Anti-miRNA Oligonucleotides
Anti-miRNA oligonucleotides (AMOs) are chemically modified synthetic oligonucleotides that are complementary to
their target sequence and this will silence the action of
the target. AMOs are modified with the dual purpose
to stabilize them and to improve their aﬃnity for their
targets. One modification is the 2’ sugar modification
which implies a chemical modification of the 2’-O of
the ribose residue (Figure 1(a)). The 2’-O -methyl AMOs
have a methyl group linked to the 2’-O of the ribose
residue, while the 2’-O - methoxyethyl AMOs contain a
methoxygroup. This modification provides improved RNase
resistance and binding aﬃnity to RNA compared to unmodified antioligonucleotides. However, 2’-O -methoxyethyl
AMOs possess a higher aﬃnity and specificity to RNA than
their 2’-O -methyl AMOs. Other 2’ sugar modifications
that have been used include 2’-fluor and locked nucleic
acid (LNA). In LNA-modified oligonucleotides, the 2’-O oxygen is bridged to the 4’-position via a methylene linker
to form a rigid bicycle, locked into a C3’-end (RNA)
sugar conformation (Figure 1(a)). LNAs give very strong
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duplex formation with their target sequences and they
display excellent mismatch discrimination, hence avoiding
oﬀ-target eﬀects (for recent reviews see [28] and [29]).
LNA injections against miR-122, a cellular miRNA involved
in lipid metabolism, resulted in eﬃcient and long-lasting
decrease in plasma cholesterol in African green monkeys
without any evidence for toxicities [30]. A second type
of modification is the phosphorothioate backbone which
reduces the aﬃnity to the target somewhat, but it confers
significant stability to nuclease degradation (Figure 1(b)). A
third generation of antisense oligonucleotides are phosphodiamidate morpholino oligomers (PMO) in which the ribose
ring is replaced with a morpholine ring. Adding an argininerich peptide (RXR)4 further increased the stability and tissue
retention of the PMO (reviewed in [31]). An additional
modification can be made to improve the cellular uptake of
the AMO. Krützfeldt et al. linked a cholesterol moiety to their
AMOs and referred to these anti-miRNAs as antagomirs.
Antagomirs should be >19 nucleotides in length to provide
highest eﬃciency in silencing target miRNA [32–34]. The
putative therapeutic potentials of antagomirs were recently
demonstrated in treatment of lipid metabolic disease in
animals [35]. An alternative class of AMOs is peptide nucleic
acids (PNA), which are synthetic oligonucleotides with N(2-aminoethyl)-glycine replacing the deoxyribose or ribose
backbone [36]. A study published in 2008 reported that PNA
can eﬃciently block the action of cellular miRNAs [37].
Finally, another approach in silencing miRNA is the use of
so-called microRNA sponge, a synthetic mRNA that contains
multiple binding sites for a particular miRNA and that is
transcribed from a plasmid containing a strong promoter
(reviewed in [28]). In conclusion, diﬀerent classes of AMO
have been shown to be eﬃcient in silencing miRNA and may
be useful therapeutic tools (reviewed in [29, 32–34, 38]).

4. Viral miRNAs Encoded by Human Viruses
4.1. Human polyomaviruses. (HPyV) are nonenveloped
viruses with a circular ds DNA genome of approximately
5000 base-pairs. The members BK virus and JC virus were
first isolated in 1971 from the urine of a renal transplant
patient with the initials B.K., and from the brain of a
Hodgkin’s lymphoma patient with initials J.C. who suﬀered
from progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML),
respectively. Human infections with the rhesus macaque
(Macaca mulatta) Simian vacuolating virus 40 (SV40) were
considered as accidental transmission of the virus from
monkeys to people living in close contact with these animals
or through vaccination with the contaminated poliovirus
vaccines. However, recent observations support the possibility that SV40 can spread in humans by horizontal infection
and even vertical transmission, suggesting that man may be
a natural host for this virus. The human polyomaviruses
seem to be implicated in tumours of the brain, bone,
colon, mesothelium, pancreas, stomach, urogenital tract, and
lymphomas and leukaemias (reviewed in [39, 40]). In 2007,
two independent research groups reported the isolation
of two new human polyomaviruses from nasopharyngeal
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Figure 1: Common chemical modifications used for anti-miRNA oligonucleotides (AMO). (A) Modifications of the 2’-O residue in ribose.
(B) Modification of the phosphate-ribose backbone. LNA = locked nucleic acid. See text for details.

samples and they are referred to as KIPyV WUPyV [41,
42]. This year a novel human polyomavirus, Merkel cell
polyomavirus (MCPyV), was identified that is associated
with Merkel cell carcinoma [43].
The HPyV genome can be divided into three functional
regions. The early region encodes the early proteins large
T-antigen (LT-ag) and small t-antigen (st-ag), while the
late region encodes the capsid proteins VP1-VP3 and the
regulatory protein agnoprotein. Both regions are separated
by the noncoding control region that encompasses the origin
of replication and the promoter/enhancer sequences for the
early and late genes (reviewed in [44]). The SV40 genome
encodes a viral miRNA (vmiRNA) of which both arms
are complementary to the early viral mRNAs and reduces
expression of the early proteins (Figure 2(a); Table 1). Cells
infected with mutant SV40 lacking this miRNA or with wildtype SV40 yielded comparable levels of infectious viruses,
but the latter were less sensitive to lysis by cytotoxic T cells
and produced less interferon-γ. Thus SV40-encoded miRNA
allows the virus to evade the immune system [45]. The SV40
miRNA is conserved in BKV and JCV and both miRNAs
generated from the precursor hairpin bind to the same target,
that is, the early transcripts. The BKV and JCV miRNAs serve
the same role as SV40 miRNA, that is, downregulation of
early expression. JCV miRNA, miR-J1, was readily detected
in brain samples of PML patients, suggesting a biological
role of this miRNA [46]. The group of Sullivan has also
identified a MCPyV-encoded miRNA, miR-M1, which does
not share sequence identity with the known miRNAs of
the other polyomaviruses. MCPyV miR-M1 is located in
the early region (Figure 2(a)) and can downregulate early
gene expression. In accordance with SV40, this may allow
the virus to evade the immune system. However, MCPyV is
associated with Merkel cell carcinoma and the viral genome
is integrated in these tumours [43]. Blocking miR-M1 by,
for example, antagomirs will increase the expression of the
viral oncoprotein LT-antigen and as such have little beneficial

therapeutic eﬀect [47]. Expression of a corresponding or
other viral-encoded miRNA for the other HPyV WU and KI
is lacking so far.
4.2. Human Papillomaviruses. Human papillomaviruses
(HPV) are nonenveloped viruses with a circular dsDNA
genome of approximately 8000 base-pairs. These viruses are
associated with benign and malignant lesions of the skin and
the genital tract. More than 100 diﬀerent HPV genotypes
have been identified and based on their association with
benign warts or cancer, they are classified as low-risk and
high-risk variants, respectively [1].
One study with HPV type 31 failed to clone vmiRNA
from virus-infected cells [58]. However, this does not exclude
that other strains may encode vmiRNA. Moreover, the
expression of vmiRNA may be regulated in a temporal
and spatial manner, so that the experimental conditions
for capturing vmiRNA may be tricky. In addition, the high
mutation rate of HPV genome sequences may impede the
prediction of the presence of putative vmiRNA.
4.3. Human Adenovirus. Adenoviruses are naked dsDNA
viruses that can cause mild respiratory, gastrointestinal,
urogenital, and ocular disease. More than 50 serotypes have
been described in human. Although there is no proof for
a causative role in malignancies, adenoviruses can induce
cancer in animal models and have been extensively studied to
scrutinize viral mechanisms for cellular transformation [59].
Adenovirus encodes small noncoding RNAs, known as
virus-associated RNA or VAI and VAII RNA, which are
generated by RNA polymerase III. This noncoding RNA
plays an important role for viral replication and neutralizes
the antiviral action of interferon by blocking the dsRNAinduced protein kinase (PKR), which phosphorylates and
thereby inactivates the eukaryotic translational initiation
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the genomes of diﬀerent human viruses and location of viral-encoded miRNAs. (A) The human
polyomavirus (HPyV) BK virus, JC virus, SV40, and Merkel Cell polyomavirus encode the viral miRNAs miR-B1, miR-J1, miR-S1, and miRM1, respectively [45–47]. (B) Herpes simplex virus-1 genome with detail of the LATlocus. The numbers refer to the approximate sequence
coordinates of the LAT locus. L= long, S= short, U= unique, TR= terminal repeat, and IR= internal repeat. The figure is modified after [48].
(C) Genomic map of HCMV with relative position of some of the genes. The open reading frames are depicted by thick arrows, while the
position of the viral miRNAs are indicated by narrow arrows. L= long, S= short, U= unique, TR= terminal repeat, and IR= internal repeat.
Modified after [49] and [50]. (D) Location of the miRNAs in the EBV genome. The latency genes are shown as grey boxes, while the miRNAs
are indicated by vertical lines. (E) Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpes virus (KSHV or HHV-8). Most KSHV miRNAs are clustered between
the kaposin(K12) gene and the v-FLIP(ORF71) gene, while two are located within the K12 open reading frame (ORF). Adapted from [51].
(F) The HIV-1 genome and location of the viral-encoded miRNAs. The figure is based on a compilation of the studies by [52–57].

factor 2 [60]. A recent study showed that a minor fraction of VAI RNA is processed by Dicer into functional
RISC-associated ssRNA which can act as miRNA (Table 1).
Blocking of VAI-derived small RNA by 2’-O -methyl AMO
complementary to VAI decreased virion production [61–63].
In an attempt to identify potential targets for VAI-derived
miRNA, computational analysis was used. Putative targets
include genes encoding apoptosis-related protein NAPOR
and PKR-activating protein PACT. Therefore VAI RNAderived miRNA may help adenovirus to escape the actions
of the host defense mechanisms [64].
4.4. Human Herpesviruses. Herpesviruses are enveloped
dsDNA viruses with a genome size ranging between ∼130 to
∼250 kilobase-pairs. They are divided into three subfamilies
denoted α, β, and γ. Approximately 130 diﬀerent herpesviruses have been identified to date, including the human
α-herpesviruses herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1 or HHV-1),
herpes simplex virus 2 (HSV-2 or HHV-2), Varicella-zoster
virus (VZV or HHV-3), the β-herpesviruses cytomegalovirus
(HCMV or HHV-5), HHV-6A, HHV-6B, and HHV-7, the
γ-herpesviruses Epstein-Barr virus (EBV or HHV-4), and
Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated virus (KSHV or HHV-8). All
human herpesviruses are able to establish latent infections
with only a small subset of viral genes expressed (reviewed
in [64]). As will be discussed in the next section, among the
viral transcripts that can be detected in latently infected cells
are viral-encoded miRNAs, which seem to be required to
maintain a latent state of infecton, but may also contribute
to the pathogenic properties of the virus.
4.4.1. HSV-1. Herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1 or human
herpes virus 1; HHV1) infects the majority of the human
population, but remains a latent cohabitant in most people.
Reactivation of the viruses usually results in cold sores,

but it can also cause a spectrum of diseases from sightthreatening ocular infections in immunocompetent adults to
more severe infections in newborns and immunosuppressed
patients (reviewed in [89]).
An important gene in HSV latency is the LAT gene.
This gene encodes the latency-associated transcript (LAT),
which does not code for a protein. LAT seems to promote
cell survival of the infected cells [90]. Gupta and coworkers proposed that the antiapoptotic activity of LAT was
achieved by an miRNA-entrapped in the LAT (miR-LAT),
which downregulates the expression of transforming growth
factor-β (TGF-β) and SMAD3. The latter is a mediator
of the signalling pathway induced by TGF-β, while TGFβ can prevent cell proliferation and induce cell death [67].
However, a later study revealed that the described miR-LAT
was not viral encoded, but in fact a cellular miRNA expressed
in SH-SY-5Y cells [67] and the report describing miR-LAT
was retracted [91]. Work by Umbach et al. could also not
confirm the existence of this miRNA in HSV-1 infected SHSY-5Y cells [48]. Later, it was shown that the HSV-1 LAT exon
encodes HSV-1 miR-LAT-ICP34.5, which can be detected in
HSV-1 infected cells [89]. Circa 120 base-pairs upstream in
this region, a sequence with 77% homology to the HSV-2
miRNA miR-I (see further) is present, but no mature miRNA
was detected in HSV-1 infected cells. However, the existence
of this miRNA during HSV-1 latency in vivo remains to be
confirmed [68].
Computational analysis predicted 24-miRNA candidates
in the HSV-1 genome, 8 of which were conserved in HSV2, suggesting they may be functional miRNAs [69]. The
authors confirmed the expression of one mature miRNA,
designated miR-H1, in HSV-1 infected Vero cells, where it
was expressed late in productive replication. This miRNA is
encoded approximately 450 bp upstream of the transcription
start site of the LAT transcript, but a corresponding sequence
is not conserved in the HSV-2. The function of miR-H1
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Table 1: MicroRNAs encoded by human viruses and their targets. See text for details.

Virus
Human polyomaviruses

miRNA

SV40

miR-S1

BKV
JCV
MCPyV

miR-B1
miR-J1
miR-M1

Human papillomavirus

Downregulation early
expression; Immunomodulating
Downregulation early expression
Downregulation early expression
Downregulation early expression

not predicted
not detected

Human adenovirus

unnamed

Human parvovirus

not predicted

HSV-1 (HHV1)

Target/function

miR-LAT
(within exon 1)

Reference

[45]
[46]
[46]
[47]
[65]
[66]
[61–63]
[65]

Prevents apoptosis by targeting
translation of the genes encoding
TGF-β1 and SMAD3

[67](retracted),[48, 68,
69],[70]

miR-LATICP34.5
miR-H1
miR-H2
miR-H3

Repression of the expression of
the viral protein ICP0, which
promotes viral replication
Downregulation of ICP34.5, a
key viral neurovirulence factor
Downregulation of ICP34.5, a
key viral neurovirulence factor

miR-H4
miR-H5
miR-H6
HSV-2 (HHV2)

Downregulation of ICP4, a viral
transcriptional activator
Reduced expression of ICP34.5, a
key viral neurovirulence factor

miR-I
miR-II
miR-III

VZV (HHV3)

not predicted

HCMV (HHV5)

miR-UL23
miR-UL36-1
miR-UL54-1
miR-UL70-1
miR-UL22A-1

miR-UL112-1

miR-UL148D-1
miR-US4-1
miR-US5-1
miR-US5-2
miR-US24

[65, 71]
Immunomodulating

Downregulates the expression of
CMV genes involved in its own
replication process, for example,
transactivators IE72 and IE86;
UL120/121; UL114MHC class
I-related chain B (MICB), a
cellular ligand for the activating
receptor NKG2D;
downregulation of IE-1

[12, 49, 65, 72–74]
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Table 1: Continued.

Virus

miRNA
miR-US25-1
miR-US25-2
miR-US33-1
RNAβ2.7

EBV (HHV4)

miR-BART1-1
to -3

miR-BART2
miR-BART3
miR-BART4
miR-BART5
miR-BART6
miR-BART7
miR-BART8
miR-BART9
miR-BART10
miR-BART11
miR-BART12
miR-BART13
miR-BART14
miR-BART15
miR-BART16
miR-BART17
miR-BART18
miR-BART19
miR-BART20

Target/function

Reference

Bnds components of the
mitochondrial respiratory chain
complex I and thus preventing
apoptosis
Inhibition LMP1 expression

[24], [51, 75–79]

Inhibit EBV DNA polymerase
BALF5
Inhibition LMP1 expression
Antiapoptotic by
downregulation of PUMA
Inhibition LMP1 expression

Inhibition LMP1 expression
Inhibition LMP1 expression

Downregulation chemokine
CXCL-11

miR-BHFR-1
miR-BHFR-2
miR-BHFR-3
KSHV (HHV-8)

miR-K12-1
miR-K12-2

Downregulation of
thrombospondin 1 and BACH
Downregulation of
thrombospondin 1

miR-K12-3
miR-K12-4
miR-K12-5

Downregulation of
thrombospondin 1 and BACH

miR-K12-6
miR-K12-7
miR-K12-8
miR-K12-9
miR-K12-10a
miR-K12-10b
miR-K12-11

Downregulation of
thrombospondin 1 and BACH-1;
Identical to miR-155

[51, 66, 75, 80–82]
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Table 1: Continued.

Virus

miRNA

Target/function

Reference

miR-K12-12
Poxvirus vaccinia virus

3 predicted

[65]

Poxvirus variola virus

1 predicted

[65]

Hepatitis B virus

[54]

Hepatitis C virus
Human immunodeficiency virus

miR-H1

Type 1 (HIV-1)

miR-TAR

HDAC-1-mediated repression of
viral gene expression

miR-TAR-5p
miR-TAR-p
HAAmiRNA

VmiRNA#1-5
miR-N367

[83]
[84]

Downregulation IL-15, IL-2
receptor γ chain, IRAK1, and
FMRP
Proteins involved in, for
example, signal transduction,
protein synthesis, and
degradation, DNA methylation
HIV promoter interference

[56]

[85]
[86]

HIV-2

miR-TAR2-5p
miR-TAR2-3p

[87]

HTLV-I

not detected

[88]

Paramyxoviridae (measles virus)

1 predicted

[65]

remains to be established and no cellular target mRNAs
were identified [69]. Umbach and coworkers detected in
addition to miR-H1 five novel viral miRNAs in trigeminal
ganglia of mice latently infected by HSV-1, as well as in
HSV-1-infected Vero cells. These miRNAs, that is, miR-H1
to miR-H6, are encompassed in the LAT locus (Figure 2(b)).
By quantitative RT-PCR, the authors were able to roughly
estimate the number of copies of each miRNA during
productive infection of Vero cells. MiR-H1 and miR-H6 were
expressed at ∼1200 and 300 copies, respectively, while the
other miR-Hs were present at less than 40 copies per infected
cell. In latently infected trigeminal ganglia, much higher
levels were monitored with 63 000 copies of miR-H2, 8000
copies of miR-H3, 800 000 copies of miR-H4, 80 000 copies of
miR-H5, and 40 000 copies of miR-H6. The large diﬀerence
in numbers of miRNA transcripts in latently infected cells
compared to cells with productive HSV-1 infection indicates
that miR-Hs play an important role in establishing latent
HSV-1 infection. Indeed, miR-H2 expression diminished the
protein levels of ICP0, a viral transcriptional activator that
promotes viral replication, while miR-H6 inhibits expression
of ICP4, which is required for expression of most HSV-1
genes during reproductive infection [48].
4.4.2. HSV-2. HSV-2 typically infects the genital region and
establishes a lifelong latent infection. The prevalence of latent

HSV-2 infection varies between 10–60%. Reactivation can
cause oro-facial and genital herpes, but HSV-2 infection can
also cause encephalitis and neonatal herpes, and forms a risk
factor for HIV acquisition [89]. The only detectable viral
transcript during HSV-2 latency is the LAT, but the molecular
function of this transcript remains largely unknown [92].
HSV-2 LAT exon encodes an miRNA, referred to as miRI, which is expressed during latent, as well as during acute
infection. Remarkably, several promoters regulate miR-I
expression in diﬀerent stages of the viral life cycle. This
HSV-2 miRNA eﬃciently diminishes the expression of
the viral neurovirulence factor ICP34.5, a multifunctional
protein required for viral replication in neuronal cells in
vivo, and with intrinsic neurovirulent properties [93]. Thus,
miR-I may aﬀect the outcome of infection (latent versus
productive) by modulating the protein levels of ICP34.5.
Whether miR-I has other targets remains to be investigated,
but an miR-I analogue is also expressed by HSV-1, indicating
the importance of this miRNA for these viruses [68]. Tang
and colleagues identified two new HSV-2 miRNAs, miRII, which includes miR-II-5p and miR-II-3p, and miR-III,
both encoded by exon 2 of LAT. The expression of miR-I, II, and –III increased during infection of cells, but miR-III
displayed slower kinetics than the two other miRNAs. Similar
to miR-I, miR-II silences the expression of ICP34.5,while
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miR-III functionally resembles HSV-I miR-H2 in that it can
downregulate the expression of ICP0 [70].
4.4.3. Varicella-Zoster Virus (VZV). VZV is a common virus
that causes chickenpox or varicella during primary infection.
The virus establishes a latent infection, but reactivation leads
to herpes zoster, commonly referred to as shingles. Acute
VZV reactivation may lead to post-herpetic neuralgia [94].
No putative miRNAs could be predicted in the VZV genome
[65, 71], but experimental studies to unambiguously proof
the existence of VZV miRNA are lacking.
4.4.4. Human Cytomegalovirus (HCMV). HCMV causes
mild or subclinical diseases in immunocompetent adults,
but can lead to life-threatening complications in immunocompromised patients such as organ transplant recipients
and AIDS patients. In addition, HCMV is one of the
leading viral causes of birth defects and has been implicated
in the acceleration of long-term vascular diseases such
as atherosclerosis. Depending on the tissue type and the
host’s immune state, HCMV can establish acute, persistent,
or latent infections characterized by diﬀerent viral gene
expression [95, 96]. Because other herpesviruses encode
miRNAs, it was assumed that HCMV may encode miRNAs
which could be involved in determining the type of infection.
To date, 15 HCMV vmiRNAs, scattered throughout the viral
genome, have been identified (see Table 1 and Figure 2(c)).
Three viral miRNAs, designated as UL23-5p, miR-UL23-3p,
and miR-US24, were identified that are expressed during
productive HCMV infection of permissive cells (human foreskin fibroblasts, astrocytoma U373MG cells, retinal pigment
epithelial cells, and human microvascular endothelial cells).
Their putative cellular target genes include genes encoding
transcription factors (e.g., HNF3 and TGIF2), receptors (e.g.,
IL-18 receptor 1 precursor; CD206), proteins implicated in
T-cell activation (AHNAK1), in signal transduction (e.g.,
RAB2L), and in biosynthesis of leukotrienes that sustain
inflammatory reactions (coactosin-like protein). Whether
these genes represent bona fide targets as well as the biological
relevance of HCMV miRNA-mediated silencing of these
genes remains elusive [49].
HCMV usually establishes a lifelong persistent or latent
state in healthy individuals by ensuring that infected cells
avoid immune recognition. The HCMV-encoded miRNA
miR-UL112-1 seems to play a central role in helping the virus
to hide from the host’s immune system. This viral miRNA
targets mRNA for MHC class I-related chain B (MICB), and
to a lesser extend MICA. These proteins are cellular ligands
for the activating receptor NKG2D, which is expressed on
some natural killer (NK) cells, γ/δ T cells, and CD8+ T
cells. During cellular stress (such as viral infection) MICB is
induced, thus activating NK-cells and T cells that can lead to
the killing of infected cells. Cells infected with mutant virus
lacking this miRNA were more susceptible to being killed in
an NKG2D-dependent manner by NK cells [72].
The miR-UL112-1 also represses the expression of
HCMV genes involved in its own replication process, in part
by targeting mRNA encoding immediate early proteins. One
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of them is the viral transactivator protein called immediate
early 72 (IE72) that regulates the transcription of viral genes
required for acute replication [50]. IE72 plays a pivotal role in
controlling latency and reactivation. miR-UL-112-1 can thus
restrict reactivation of the virus through negative regulation
of IE72 expression [50, 95]. Two separate studies showed that
miR-UL112-1 also inhibited expression of the immediate
early protein IE1. Murphy et al. detected increased IE1 levels
in cells infected with either a virus lacking miR-UL1121 or with mutations in the seed sequence of the ie1 gene
compared to cells infected with wild-type HCMV [73]. Grey
and coworkers demonstrated that addition of miR-UL1121 RNA prior to infection reduced IE1 protein levels and
blocked viral replication [74]. IE1 is a crucial protein to
ascertain lytic replication of HCMV, thus downregulation of
IE1 may help the virus to establish latency. This strategy may
be a common feature for herpesviruses because immediateearly genes may be putative targets for HSV-1 miR-LAT,
EBV miR-BART15 and miR-BHRF1-3, and KSHV miRK12-6-3p [73]. Yet another target for miR-UL112-1 is the
viral protein UL114, a homologue of the mammalian DNA
repair enzyme uracyl-DNA glycosylase. UL114 is required
for eﬃcient viral DNA replication. Hence, miR-UL112-1mediated downregulation of UL114 may prevent viral DNA
replication and favor a latent infection state [65]. Taken
together, the actions of miR-UL112-1 seem to be associated
with latent viral infection, a state which allows the virus to
hide from the immune system. Ablating expression of this
viral-encoded miRNAs by AMOs may therefore force the
virus into a lytic cycle and provide the immune system the
opportunity to get ride of the viral infection.
4.4.5. EBV. Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) or human herpsesvirus-4 (HHV-4) is a γ-herpesvirus that establishes a lifelong
latent infection in B-lymphocytes in more than 90% of
the human population. EBV is associated with infectious
mononucleosis and has been implicated in the pathogenesis
of several malignancies including Burkitt’s and Hodgkin’s
lymphomas, posttransplant and T-cell lymphomas, X-linked
lymphoproliferative syndrome, nasopharyngeal, and gastric
carcinomas [97]. Latently EBV-infected cells are classified
in stage I, II, or III, each of them characterized by distinct
EBV gene expression [98]. Among the latency stage-specific
EBV transcripts are miRNAs. More than 20 diﬀerent EBV
miRNAs have been identified that are transcribed during
latent infection (Table 1; [25, 51, 75–79]). The EBV miRNAs
are organized in two major clusters within the EBV genome
(Figure 2(d)). One cluster resides in the BART (abbreviation
for BamHI-A rightward transcripts) region. The BART
region gives rise to multispliced transcripts and is highly
expressed in EBV-positive cancers and in epithelial tissues,
while there is low BART expression in B lymphocytes. The
exact function of BART mRNAs remains obscure [76]. The
intronic region of BART also encodes the miRNAs miRBART1 to miR-BART20. The second region that encodes
multiple miRNAs is the untranslated region of the gene
encoding BHRF1 (BamHI fragment H rightward open
reading frame 1), a viral Bcl-2 homologue that prevents
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apoptosis. BHRF1 encompasses the miRNAs miR-BHRF-11 to miR-BHRF-1-3 [51, 75].
The expressions of EBV-encoded miRNAs in clinical
samples and computational analysis to predict putative
targets were applied to unravel the biological functions of
EBV miRNAs. These approaches showed that the miR-BARTs
are abundantly expressed in latently infected epithelial cells,
nasopharyngeal carcinomas, EBV-associated gastric carcinoma cell lines and tissues, Burkitt’s lymphomas latency type
I, EBV positive primary eﬀusion lymphomas, and diﬀuse
large B-cell lymphomas, but at a significantly lower level in
B cells. This corresponds well with the expression pattern
of BART multispliced transcripts (see above). Higher levels
of BHRF1-3 were measured in latency type III Burkitt’s
lymphomas and in diﬀuse large B-cell lymphomas [66, 79,
98–100]. Another study demonstrated that induction of
EBV replication in latency I-infected cells was associated
with increased expression of miR-BHRF1-1, -2, and -3, but
expression levels of miR-BART-1 and -2 did not change.
On the other hand, induction of EBV replication in latency
III-infected cells did hardly change the expression levels
of BHRF1-1, -2, and -3 [98]. These observations suggest
that EBV miRNAs may be implicated in the oncogenic
properties of the virus, but also in regulating its replication.
Moreover, a precise knowledge of the latency state of EBV
and the expression pattern of viral miRNAs may improve the
successful treatment of EBV infection with AMOs.
The function of most EBV vmiRNA remains poorly
understood, but some targets of EBV miRNAs have been
recently identified. Several mi-BARTs prevent expression
of viral latent infection membrane protein 1 (LMP1)
protein (see Table 1). LMP1 functions as a constitutively
active tumour necrosis receptor [101], and can activate
several signalling pathways including NFκB, AP1, JAK/STAT,
MEK/ERK, and PKC. LMP1 can also interact with p53
and aﬀects cyclins, cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDK),
and the CDK inhibitors p16 and p27 (reviewed in [102]).
Furthermore, LMP1 is expressed in all the EBV related malignancies and promotes cellular transformation. Its oncogenic
property makes LMP1 an attractive target for EBV therapy.
Interestingly, overexpression of LMP1 results in growthinhibitory and sensitization to apoptosis induced by stress or
chemotherapeutic agents ([76] and references therein). Thus
AMO-mediated neutralization of mi-BARTs may lead to elevated LMP1 protein levels and render EBV-positive tumour
cells more susceptible to chemotherapy. The viral miRNA
miR-BART2 can inhibit expression of viral DNA polymerase
BALF5 and may thus interfere with viral replication and
prevent lytic infection [51, 77]. Silencing miR-BART2 could
thus allow the virus the complete its life cycle and produce
new infectious virus particles, which then could oﬀer the
immune system the opportunity to detect and eliminate EBV.
Using computational prediction programs such as miRanda
and RNAhybrid (reviewed in [103]) allowed Choy and
coworkers to envisage the cellular protein p53 up-regulator
of apoptosis (PUMA) as a target for miR-BART5 [78]. The
authors demonstrated that PUMA levels were decreased in
cells expressing miR-BART5 compared to cells lacking miRBART5. In accordance, when miR-BART5 was specifically
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inhibited with an anti-miR-BART5 oligonucleotide, PUMA
protein levels decreased and apoptosis was triggered. Thus,
EBV may promote survival of infected epithelial cells by
modulating the expression of an apoptotic protein through
an miRNA-mediated mechanism. This finding may have
important implications in the development of anti-EBV
agents such as AMOs directed against miR-BART5.
Fewer studies have been directed to determine the targets
of miR-BHRF1s. miR-BHRF1-2 is involved in the cleavage of
BHRF1 RNA in the cytoplasm, but the biological relevance
remains to be determined [98]. In another study, Xia et al.
observed that high levels of miR-BHRF1-3 were correlated
with low levels CXCL-11, a potent interferon-inducible Tcell attracting chemokine. MiRNA-mediated suppression of
CXCL-11 may serve as an immunomodulating mechanism
allowing the virus to survive in the host [79]. On the
other hand, enhancing CXCL-11 expression in EBV-positive
tumours by AMOs against miR-BHRF1-3 may increase
susceptibility of the tumour cells to the immune system. In
agreement with this, two recent studies reported antitumour
activity for CXCL-11 in animal models [104, 105].

4.4.6. Kaposi’s Sarcoma Virus (KSHV or Human Herpes
Virus Type 8; HHV-8). Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated virus,
so named because it was detected in Kaposi’s sarcoma,
belongs to the γ-herpesviruses and is also known as human
herpesvirus-8 or HHV-8. HHV-8 is associated with Kaposi’s
sarcoma, as well as with two rare forms of B-cell malignancy: primary eﬀusion lymphoma (PEL) and the plasma
cell variant of multicentric Castleman’s disease. Like other
herpesviruses, KSHV can establish a lifelong latent infection
characterized by a limited viral gene expression [106].
A total of 17 KSHV miRNAs encoded by 12 distinct
miRNA genes have been reported and their sequences
are highly conserved between diﬀerent KSHV genomes
in PEL cell lines and in clinical samples. However, some
polymorphism was observed, particularly in miR-K12-5 and
miR-K12-9 [80, 107, 108]. The entire KSHV miRNA cluster
resides within an approximately 4 kilobase-pairs region
between open reading frames ORF K12 (kaposin) and ORF
71 (Figure 2(e)).
To elucidate the functions of the KSHV miRNAs,
transcriptome analysis was performed from cells stably
expressing the miR-K12 cluster. Among the diﬀerentially
expressed genes were genes encoding proteins implicated
in proliferation, immune modulation, angiogenesis, and
apoptosis. The gene encoding thrombospondin-1 was targeted by all ten KSHV miRNAs, but especially by miRK12-1, miR-K12-3-3p, miR-K12-6-3p, and miR-K12-11.
Thrombospondin-1 possesses antiproliferative and antiangiogenic properties. Other transcripts that were reduced
corresponded to the genes for osteopontin, S100 calcium
binding protein, plasticity related gene 1 product, and
integral membrane protein 2A [80, 81]. The mRNA for the
Bcl-2 interacting protein BCLAF1 was identified as a target
for miR-K12-5. Additional inhibition of BCLAF1 expression
was obtained in the presence of miR-K9, -10a, and -10b. The
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exact biological relevance is not yet understood, but siRNAmediated depletion of BCLAF1 enhanced the frequency of
spontaneous lytic reactivation of KSHV. MiRNA-mediated
reduction of BCLAF1 expression would prevent permanent
latency of the virus, a type of infection that represents a deadend pathway of viral spreading [108, 109].
A KSHV miRNA that has gained special interest is miRK12-11 because its seed sequence, known to be critically
important for mRNA target recognition is 100% conserved
with the cellular miR-155, suggesting that these miRNAs
may regulate common targets. The exact role of miR-155
remains unclear, but a number of B-cell lymphomas and
solid organ tumors overexpress miR-155, while miR-155
transgenic mice develop B lymphomas [110, 111]. Work
by the groups of Skalsky and Cullen confirmed that miRK12-11 indeed is an orthologue of miR-155, and that they
target common transcripts [81, 82]. Comparing the gene
expression profiles in cells stably expressing either miR-155
or miR-K12-11 revealed that they regulate an analogous set
of mRNAs. The products of these transcripts include proteins
involved in B-cell function (e.g., Src-like adaptor or SLA),
innate immunity (e.g., IκB kinase and phosphoinositide3-kinase), apoptosis (XIAP associated factor-1; LDOC1),
cell cycle regulation (e.g., FOS), and gene expression (e.g.,
FOS and BACH1). BACH-1 (Btb and CNC homolog 1)
is a bZip protein that can repress transcription through
heterodimerization with the small Maf proteins [112], while
c-Fos can heterodimerize with the JUN proteins to form the
AP-1 complex. AP-1 is a multifunctional protein involved in
cellular proliferation, transformation, and apoptosis [113].
For a complete list of miR-155/miR-K12-11 regulated genes,
the reader is referred to the work of Skalsky et al., and
of Gottwein et al. [81, 82]. Treatment of latently-infected
KSHV with an antagomir against miR-K12-11 enhanced Fos
protein levels about 2.5-fold compared to untreated cells
[81]. Computational analyses further revealed seed sequence
homology between the viral miRNAs KSHV miR-K12-6-5p,
EBV-BART5, and HCMV UL70-5p with human miRNAs
miR-15a plus 16, miR-18a/b, and miR-340, respectively [82].
Both miR-15a and miR-16 are believed to possess tumour
suppressor activity and to induce apoptosis by silencing Bcl2
expression, while miR-18 was demonstrated to be oncogenic
[52, 114]. KSHV-encoded miRNAs seem to be crucial both
in survival of the virus in its host, but also to play a
causal role in viral-associated pathologies. AMO-mediated
silencing of KSHV-encoded miRNAs may thus be a strategy
to counteract viral infection, but may also undesirably target
cellular miRNAs with identical seed sequences as the viral
miRNAs.
4.5. Poxvirus. Poxviruses are dsDNA viruses that replicate
in the cytoplasm and have as such no access to the nuclear
proteins involved in the biogenesis of miRNA. Nevertheless,
miRNA precursor sequences have been predicted in the
genomes of the human poxviruses vaccinia virus and variola
virus, but their existence has not been validated [25, 65].
Whether the other human poxvirus, molluscum contagiosum virus, encodes miRNA remains to be established.
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4.6. Hepatitis B Virus. Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), an
enveloped virus with a circular partial dsDNA genome,
persistently infects more than 300 million people worldwide.
HBV can cause a spectrum of liver diseases ranging from
mild liver dysfunctions to chronic hepatitis, cirrhosis, and
hepatocellular carcinoma [53]. This makes eﬃcient antiHBV therapy highly vital. AMO-based vmiRNA silencing
is probably no option since no miRNAs could be detected
by computational analysis [65], and expression of HBV
miRNAs has not been reported so far. One study identified
a putative HBV-encoded miRNA, but in vivo expression of
this HBV miRNA was not tested. Computational screening
for complementary sequences in the 3’ untranslated regions
of cellular mRNA to this HBV miRNA did not reveal putative
target transcripts [54]. It therefore seems unlike that this is a
bona fide viral miRNA.
4.7. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). HIV is the
causative agent of acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS), and it is estimated that >30 million people worldwide are infected with this virus. Two species, HIV-1 and
HIV-2, infect humans (for a recent review see [55]).
HIV utilizes reverse transcriptase to convert its ssRNA
genome into a dsDNA provirus. During this process, the
5’ and 3’ ends of the viral RNA genome are converted
into long terminal repeats (LTRs). The LTRs play a pivotal
regulatory role in establishing, maintaining, and overriding
the latent state of the virus [115]. The central domain of
the LTR is referred to the R region, which encompasses
the (transactivation-response region) TAR. TAR binds the
viral protein Tat, a transactivator that plays an important
role in the transcriptional activation of the provirus genome
(reviewed in [116]). The TAR encodes proven and putative
miRNAs (Figure 2(f)). Klase and coworkers described an
miRNA encoded by the HIV-1 TAR element. This miRNA
causes HDAC-1 to associate with the viral LTR, resulting
in diminished viral gene expression. This suggests a role
for HIV-1 miRNA in maintaining viral latency [83]. In
another report, Ouellet and colleagues demonstrated the
expression of two TAR element-derived miRNAs by Northern blotting, primer extension, and RNase protection assay.
The miRNA derived from the left arm of the TAR stem
has been named miR-TAR-5p, while the miRNA originating
from the right arm was designated miR-TAR-3p. The latter
appears to preferentially accumulate in HIV-positive cells
[84]. The biological role of these miRNAs remains to be
elucidated, but they may contribute to modulating viral
and/or cellular gene expression, with a potential impact
on viral replication and/or host antiviral defense eﬃciency.
The miR-TAR-5p described by Ouellet overlaps with the
vmiRNA no. 1, while miR-TAR-3p partially overlaps with
vmiRNA no. 5 described by Bennasser and coworkers [85].
They predicted by computer-directed analyses 5 pre-miRNAs
in the HIV-1 genome, which in principle could yield 10
mature miRNAs. Their expression has not been validated,
nor has their biological role been addressed, but deduction
of potential target transcripts resulted in the indentification
of cellular genes encoding protein kinases, ion channels,
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proteins involved in protein synthesis and degradation,
growth factors, and DNA methylation [85]. TAR DNA of
the long terminal repeat of HIV-1 encompasses an antisense
RNA (HIVaINR), which encodes HIV proteins, but that
can also form a duplex with the 5’ end of all sense HIV
mRNA, enabling the virus to control the expression of
its gene [117]. HIVaINR can potentially code for several
miRNAs, referred to as HAAmiRNAs. Putative targets for
these miRNAs are the mRNAs for interleukin (IL)-15, IL-2
receptor γ chain, human fragile X mental retardation protein
(FMRP), and IL-1 receptor-associated kinase 1 (IRAK1).
IL-15 is important in the regulation of T-cell maturation,
development and survival of natural killer cells, and survival
of long-lived memory T cells, while the IL-2 receptor γ chain
is a common component of the receptors for IL-2, -4, -7,
-9, -15, and -21. Aberant expression of this receptor leads
to severe T-cell and NK-cell deficiencies. IRAK1 is a critical
signalling mediator of innate immunity. Downregulation the
expression of IL-15, IL-2 receptor γ chain, and IRAK1 by
HIV miRNA would impair the immune system and favor
survival of the virus in the host. FMRP is an RNA-binding
protein that is implicated in protein synthesis and miRNA
processing. Thus HIV could use HAAmiRNA to deregulate
the host miRNA mechanism to dispose the virus by depleting
FMRP ([56] and references therein.) Although the existence
of these HAAmiRNAs has not been proven, it is tempting to
speculate that, in accordance with other viruses, HIV encodes
miRNAs allowing HIV to survive in the host. A recent study
examined the possibility of HIV-2 TAR to encode miRNAs.
Two putative miRNAs, miR-TAR2-5p and miR-TAR-3p were
identified, but their expression awaits validation [87].
Besides TAR, other regions of the HIV genome have been
shown to contain miRNA sequences. The nef gene of HIV1 is located at the 3’ end of the viral genome and is highly
expressed during the early stages of virus replication. Nef
is a multifunctional accessory protein that is important for
viral replication, but that also plays a key role in pathogenesis
as Nef can downmodulate CD4, CD28, and the class I
major histocompatibility complex [86]. HIV-1 encodes a
nef -derived miRNA referred to as miR-N367 (Figure 2(f)).
Unlike classical miRNA, this miRNA does not aﬀect gene
expression at the post-transcription level, but rather at
the transcription level by promoter interference. MiR-N367
suppresses HIV-1 promoter activity via a negative responsive
element in the 5’-long terminal region and via Nef sequences
in the 3’ untranslated region [57, 118]. Future studies are
required to elucidate the precise mechanism by which miRN3667 represses HIV-1 promoter activity. Downregulation
of Nef expression may suppress HIV-1 replication and allow
persistently low pathogenic or latent viral infection [57]. As
the nef gene is conserved in HIV-2, HIV-2 may also apply a
similar mechanism to maintain a low profile in the host.
The identity and action of HIV miRNAs remains to be
scrutinized before AMOs-based therapy can be considered
as anti-HIV drugs. However, computational alignment of
the potential HIV-1 miRNAs with specific human T-cell
mRNAs identified potential cellular targets including genes
encoding CD4, CD28 and interleukin-2, IL-3, and IL-12
[119]. Viral miRNA-caused inhibition of the expression
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of these proteins seems advantageous for the virus, and
therefore counteracting vmiRNA by AMO may help the host
to clear HIV infection.
4.8. Human T-cell leukaemia virus type 1 (HTLV-I). HTLVI persistently infects 10–20 million humans worldwide and
is the etiological agent for adult T-cell leukaemia [5]. One
study reported that T cells persistently infected with HTLV-1
did not express viral microRNAs [88], but meticulous studies
should be performed to rule out the existence of HTLV-I
miRNA.
4.9. RNA Viruses. Pfeﬀer et al. tried to identify miRNA
in the genomes of human RNA viruses like Marburg and
Ebola virus (Filoviridae), measles virus (Paramyxoviridae),
poliovirus (Picornaviridae), yellow fever virus and hepatitis
C virus (HCV; Flaviviridae), and Sindbis virus (Togaviridae).
None of these viral genomes seem to contain putative miRNA
sequences, except for measles virus and yellow fever virus,
which each possesses a single putative miRNA. However,
the miRNA in yellow fever virus could not be validated,
while the existence of miRNA in measles virus was not tested
[25, 65]. Intriguingly, the liver-specific miR-122 facilitates
the replication of the oncovirus HCV, but the mechanism for
this function of miR-122 in HCV replication is still unknown
[120, 121].

5. Conclusions
Numerous human diseases are caused by viral infections, but
the intimate relation with the host makes the development
of antiviral drugs diﬃcult. Vaccination has been proven to be
very succesful to combat some viral infections, but mutations
and diversity of virus strains has hampered the development
of eﬃcient vaccines against other viruses. New antiviral treatments are based on drugs that inhibit specific viral activities
such as viral proteases or polymerases (for recent reviews see
[122, 123]). Viral-encoded miRNA that may be implicated in
the viral life cycle and the pathogenic properties of the virus
oﬀers a novel attractive target for antiviral therapy. Silencing
the action of viral miRNAs may enable the host cell or the
immune system to gain control over the virus and even to
eliminate the virus. The idea of targeting viral transcripts
is not new, and RNA interference has been demonstrated
to eﬃciently mediate inhibition of replication of human
pathogenic viruses such as HIV-1, HCV, dengue virus, severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus, poliovirus,
human rhinovirus, influenza A virus, hepatitis D virus, HBV,
HSV-1, HPV, JCV, EBV, and CMV in cell culture (reviewed
in [12]). Besides recent studies have proven the potential
of this RNA interference as antiviral therapy in animal
models [124, 125], and even in clinical trials such as Alnylam
against respiratory syncytial virus and NUC B1000 against
HBV (reviewed in [126, 127]). However, anti-HIV RNA
interference studies revealed that escape virus variants could
appear which could evade the inhibitory action of siRNA
[128, 129].
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The use of AMO to neutralize viral miRNA adds a
new twist to RNA interference. AMOs are easy to produce
and relatively cheap, and easy to administer locally (but
not systemically). Moreover, they possess low toxicity and
are highly specific. Most viral miRNAs identified so far
have little homology to each other and to known host cell
miRNAs (reviewed in [130]). This reduces the risk of oﬀtarget eﬀects of anti-miRNA oligonucleotides and increases
the therapeutic potentials of miRNA silencing. The miRNA
silencing action of both LNA and antagomirs is sensitive to
single nucleotide exchanges. For antagomirs, it was shown
that this eﬀect depends on the position of the mismatch.
Nucleotide substitutions at the very 5’ end or in the centre
did not prevent downregulation of miR-122 [33]. These data
indicate that changes in the 3’ end of the antagomir may
abrogate its ability to destroy target miRNA and should be
taken into account when designing and testing antagomirs.
Another advantage of AMOs is that they probably can
be used against all serotypes of a specific virus. Although
not meticulously investigated, miRNA sequences between
diﬀerent viral strains seem to be conserved because of their
importance for the viral life-cycle (see e.g., KSHV-encoded
miRNAs; [80, 107, 108]). However, polymorphism in viral
miRNAs has also been observed (see next paragraph).
Although AMOs may provide an attractive novel antiviral therapy, practical problems and other pitfalls may
hamper the use of them. For example, antagomirs directed
against miR-UL-112-1 could drive the virus towards acute
replication and disrupted the inhibition of MCIB expression, resulting in possible clearance of the virus by the
immune system. However, there is a potential risk of severe
pathological eﬀects caused by acutely replicating HCMV,
especially in immunocompromised patients [50]. Another
disadvantage of AMOs may be oﬀ-target eﬀects. As miRNA
do not require full complimentarity to bind their target
sequence, it can be imagined that an AMO not only binds
to its predicted miRNA but also to other miRNAs and even
mRNAs. In addition, ssRNA oligonucleotides may interact
with Toll-like receptors 7 and 8 thereby stimulating the
immune system. Similar side eﬀects have been reported for
siRNA (reviewed in [126]). Polymorphism in viral-encoded
miRNAs has been described in viral-infected cell lines and in
clinical samples. For instance, miR-K12-5 of diﬀerent KSHV
isolates contains mutations, which can aﬀect maturation and
biological activity of this miRNA [25, 100, 107]. Thus the
miRNA may not be expressed, in which case the AMO will
have no eﬀect or the AMO may not bind because of the
mutations in its target miRNA. Another problem facing the
use of AMOs in antiviral therapy is that the expression of
a specific gene may be regulated by several viral miRNAs.
For example, translation of the transcript of theBACHgene
is prevented by three KSHV viral miRNAS: miR-K12-11,
miRNA-K12-1, and miR-K12-6. Thus the eﬀectiveness of an
AMO against, for example, miR-12-11 can be compromised.
Indeed, treatment of latently infected KSHV virus with a
specific antagomir against miR-K12-12 alone only modestly
increased the amount of BACH protein [81]. A cocktail
of diﬀerent AMOs directed against distinct viral miRNA
may help to overcome this problem. So far, such studies
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are lacking, but a recent study successfully applied sponge
miRNA to silence HBV transcripts. An expression vector
encoding multiple miRNAs targeting HBV HBsAg mRNA
strongly reduced the expression of this protein [131].
Another challenge is to improve in vivo delivery of the AMOs
to viral infected cells and obtain long-lasting action of the
antagomirs. Aerosol delivery devices similar to the ones used
for delivery of asthma therapeutics could be used for respiratory viruses [15]. Other delivery strategies include intravenal
or systemic injection, viral vectors, and lipid- and polymerbased vehicles [131–134]. Recently, sustained inhibition of
HCV replication in cell-culture was obtained when celldegradable multilayered polyelectrolyte film (MPF) coated
with siRNA was delivered to infected cells. By this approach,
a single regime of MPF-mediated siRNA treatment was
suﬃcient to inhibit HCV replication for 12 days. Moreover,
MPF-mediated delivery of siRNA also protected uninfected
cells from HCV infection. Another advantage is the very
low toxicity of MPF [135]. These promising observations in
cell culture put MPF-based delivery of AMOs forward as an
eﬃcient antiviral tool. Another limitation of anti-miRNAs
is the site of application. Studies with antagomirs against
miR-16 in mice revealed that when injected into tail veins,
antagomirs were incapable of silencing miR-16, whereas
local injection into the mouse cortex eﬃciently induced
degradation of the target miRNA [33]. Another drawback
of the use of AMOs is that the chemical modification can
exert antiproliferative or other oﬀ-target eﬀects such as been
demonstrated for the phosphorothioate backbone, which
can associate with cellular proteins [29].
Antisense oligonucleotides such as LNA and PMO have
proven to eﬃciently inhibit RNA and DNA virus replication
in cell culture and animal models, without toxicity for the cell
or animal. However, these PMO were directed against viral
protein-encoding mRNA, and studies of PMO-mediated
silencing of viral miRNA have not been reported so far
(see e.g., [31, 136–138]). Future viral miRNA research is
faced with important challenges before AMOs may enter
the clinic. Our comprehension on the functions of viral
miRNA and the interplay between viral infection and cellular
miRNA expression is just beginning to emerge. Studies
aimed at the identification of viral miRNA and elucidation
of their functions should be pursued. Diﬃculties facing
computational-based prediction are false positives, but also
the shortcoming to detect genuine miRNAs. Moreover
confirmation of expression of miRNA by, for example,
Northern blot may fail to monitor miRNA. Expression levels
of vmiRNA may be cell-specific, for example, EBV miRBHFR1-2 had considerably lower expression levels in Jijoye
cells than in B95-8 cells [7]. Dose- and time-dependent studies are required to determine the optimal therapeutic regime.
Such pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic studies are
largely lacking [133], but recent in studies in mice revealed
that a single cerebral or tail-vein injection of 240 mg/kg body
mass anti-miR122 had a silencing eﬀect for at least 8 days
and as long as 23 days in the tissues examined [32, 33]. In
another study, a five-week regime of two intraperitonal or
subcutaneous injection a week with diﬀerent concentrations
of anti-miR-122 clearly silenced miR-122 and no untoward
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eﬀects were observed [35]. Despite the obstacles facing
antiviral miRNA silencing as viral therapy, the coming years
will certainly see the daylight of intensified research and even
the initiation of clinical trials.
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In this study the mRNA levels of five EGFR indirectly related genes, EGFR, HB-EGF, ADAM17, PTEN, and MMP9, have been
assessed by Real-time PCR in a panel of 37 glioblastoma multiforme specimens and in 5 normal brain samples; as a result, in
glioblastoma, ADAM17 and PTEN expression was significantly lower than in normal brain samples, and, in particular, a statistically
significant inverse correlation was found between PTEN and MMP9 mRNA levels. To verify if this correlation was conserved in
gliomas, PTEN and MMP9 expression was further investigated in an additional panel of 16 anaplastic astrocytoma specimens and,
in parallel, in diﬀerent human normal and astrocytic tumor cell lines. In anaplastic astrocytomas PTEN expression was significantly
higher than in glioblastoma multiforme, but no significant correlation was found between PTEN and MMP9 expression. PTEN
and MMP9 mRNA levels were also employed to identify subgroups of specimens within the diﬀerent glioma malignancy grades
and to define a gene expression-based diagnostic classification scheme. In conclusion, this gene expression survey highlighted that
the combined measurement of PTEN and MMP9 transcripts might represent a novel reliable tool for the diﬀerential diagnosis of
high-grade gliomas, and it also suggested a functional link involving these genes in glial tumors.
Copyright © 2009 Sergio Comincini et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1. Introduction
Glioblastoma multiforme is the most malignant brain tumor
among astrocytic gliomas with a typical prognosis of about
12 months in spite of current therapeutic approaches that
include neurosurgery followed by combined chemotherapy
and radiotherapy [1]. Recently, the development of massive
screening genome technologies, such as gene expression
profiling, has prompted new attempts to the classification
of glioblastoma subgroups on molecular basis in order to
identify new diagnostic or prognostic tools. At present the
search for potential molecular markers among aberrant
signal transduction pathways in glioblastoma is actively
exploited for the optimization of existing therapies or
the development of innovative drugs [2]. However, the
accomplishment of this ambitious task is severely hindered

by the extreme heterogeneity of glioblastoma tumor samples
and by the subsequent variability of possibly identified
molecular markers. One way to overcome this limit could
be represented by the concomitant analysis of the mRNA
expression of several selected genes, already known to be
functionally involved in the cellular malignant transformation. This analysis could highlight diﬀerences in gene
expression levels among high-grade gliomas, or at the same
time it could reveal relationships within glioma subtypes
between the genes analyzed in order to improve their
reliability as prognostic or diagnostic markers.
The epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor (EGFR or
ErbB1) plays a pivotal role in cancer physiology because
its activation, elicited by at least six diﬀerent endogenous peptidergic EGF-like ligands, leads to the activation of intracellular signalling pathways that modulate cell
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Table 1: Age, gender, mRNA expression values (in femptograms), and anatomical location of glioblasytoma multiforme samples.

Age
68
84
23
50
71
58
66
50
38
61
68
70
59
67
31
68
39
39
45
63
71
60
44
73
47
63
77
55
70
60
54
55
55
58
53
69
70

Sex
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F

EGFR
2.78
155.97
95.25
579.69
7.11
236.18
12.85
150.97
60.10
2.88
4.87
23.38
425.51
1268.24
13.33
0.77
6.87
2.37
274.74
1284.37
30.11
73.96
2562.92
38.75
16.88
12.01
239.85
22.36
13.18
8.92
1071.43
371.49
27.54
21.38
8.1
4.66
29.49

ADAM17
0.31
0.31
3.54
0.87
0.08
0.91
0.13
3.08
2.23
0.41
0.63
2.13
1.28
2.99
1.87
0.59
13.33
0.42
0.66
13.33
5.42
17.71
6.87
13.12
4.79
12.31
8.72
2.51
9.18
7.95
15.49
9.54
9.23
20.87
7.23
12.56
5.23

proliferation, metastasis, and angiogenesis [3]. About 40%–
50% of glioblastoma cases are characterized by EGFR gene
amplification or overexpression, together with the expression
of the mutated and constitutively active EGFR isoform
EGFRvIII [3]. Upregulation of the EGFR pathway could also
result from an increased availability of EGFR endogenous
agonists belonging to the family of EGF-like growth factors.
Heparin-binding epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF)
acts as a potent proliferative agent in many diﬀerent cell types
via the activation of EGFR or the other EGF-like receptor
ErbB4 [4]. HB-EGF is initially synthesized as the membranespanning protein proHB-EGF and then is proteolytically
cleaved by “A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase” (ADAM)

HB-EGF
0.69
4.43
19.01
9.28
0.82
8.98
1.38
4.87
9.23
1.75
8.71
2.82
4.32
13.92
52.08
12.85
0.21
3.96
7.14
0.21
10.62
7.54
18.96
7.53
7.29
28.22
22.56
5.38
12.31
16.56
16.56
19.49
5.13
17.38
9.74
26.69
7.08

PTEN
1.85
6.81
5.15
8.97
2.27
15.05
0.41
1.65
7.01
1.96
0.82
3.92
4.84
12.68
6.66
0.62
3.14
4.79
1.25
3.12
2.92
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.13
3.85
2.92
1.54
3.08
1.54
2.56
1.54
1.54
3.08
2.05
3.08
7.23

MMP9
6.39
31.13
0.04
43.32
0.21
183.29
0.04
3.09
30.41
0.72
0.82
3.51
8.04
32.58
13.33
1.04
0.16
0.21
2.52
10.62
2.08
4.37
8.33
1.04
1.04
3.28
6.31
0.05
0.16
0.23
1.64
1.85
0.15
1.23
0.15
1.69
0.61

Location
Parietal
Parietal
Cerebellum
Frontal dx
Frontal dx
Parietal dx
Temporal sx
Temporal dx
Occipital dx
Frontal sx
Occipital dx
Frontal dx
Frontal sx
Temporal dx
Frontal sx
Parietal dx
Frontoinsular
Parietal sx
Frontal dx
Temporal dx
Frontal sx
Temporal sx
Thalamus sx
Paratrigonal sx
Frontal sx
Occipital dx
Cortical anterior
Parietal dx
Parietal dx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Occipital sx
Frontal sx
Parietal dx

family members that release the soluble form (sHB-EGF)
in the extracellular space. The ADAM isoform responsible
for this process appears to be cell type dependent, since in
diﬀerent experimental models ADAM 10, 12, and 17 have
been involved in proHB-EGF shedding [3]. The overexpression of ADAM17, also named “tumor necrosis factoralpha-converting enzyme” (TACE), seems to be involved in
the malignant potential of cancer cells [5], and, notably,
this metalloprotease modulates HB-EGF shedding and cell
proliferation in U373-MG glioblastoma cell line [5].
In the clinical practice only 10%–20% of glioblastoma
patients respond to EGFR kinase inhibitors, and this poor
response has been ascribed to a combination of EGFR
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Table 2: Age, gender, PTEN, and MMP9 expression values (in femtograms), and anatomical location of anaplastic astrocytoma samples.
Age
44
68
67
60
50
39
64
28
55
31
52
71
62
50
52
68

Sex
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F

PTEN
1.72
7.66
2.25
2.44
92.46
79.25
33.82
25.64
12.47
19.81
50.12
17.98
20.41
60.72
45.11
25.30

MMP9
1.25
0.57
37.06
1.62
0.79
32.92
43.21
26.24
0.32
1.95
4.37
0.28
0.03
0.76
0.45
0.23

Location
Temporal sx
Thalamus sx
Frontal dx
Frontal sx
Temporal dx
Parietal dx
Parietal dx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Temporal sx
Frontal cortex
Total cortex
Occipital cortex
Total cortex
Frontal cortex

Table 3: Age, gender, mRNA expression values (in femtograms), and anatomical location of normal brain specimens.
Age
71
62
50
52
68

Sex
F
M
M
M
F

EGFR
32.58
16.70
57.94
25.74
46.98

ADAM17
10.74
12.76
18.35
13.87
17.20

HB-EGF
14.84
10.41
30.41
28.55
7.60

Table 4: MMP9 and PTEN absolute quantitative expression in
diﬀerent human normal (NHA) and glioma (PRT-HU2 and U138MG) cell lines. Expression is indicated in femptograms.
Cell line
NHA
PRT-HU2
U138-MG

MMP9
0.59
0.56
3.09

PTEN
117.97
45.62
4.08

overexpression and loss or mutation of the Phosphatase and
TEN sin homolog deleted from chromosome 10 (PTEN)
tumor suppressor protein [6]. The PTEN phosphatase
reduces the levels of the second messenger phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate (PI3K) and regulates the activity
of the downstream PI-3K/AKT- and mammalian target of
rapamacyn- (mTOR-) dependent pathways [7]. Notably,
PTEN functional loss or mutation is present in 60%–70%
of high-grade gliomas and is associated with malignant
phenotypic changes such as migration capability, probably
by modulation of FAK activity [8]. Moreover, since PTEN
loss appears to accelerate the formation of high-grade
gliomas [6], it could potentially represent a valid candidate
gene to discriminate between high- and low-grade gliomas.
One typical feature of glioblastoma is its high ability
to disseminate and spread to distant brain areas. Proteases
expressed by glioma cells appear to play a significant role in
these processes because selective matrix metalloproteinases

PTEN
17.98
20.41
60.72
45.11
25.30

MMP9
0.28
0.03
0.76
0.45
0.23

Location
Frontal cortex
Total cortex
Occipital cortex
Total cortex
Frontal cortex

like MMP2 or MMP9 degrade the extracellular environment
in order to facilitate tumor cell growth and migration.
Expression of these proteases appears to increase with glioma
grade and in vitro studies showed that modifications of their
expression levels resulted in altered migratory properties
[9]. Although some previous reports have examined the
expression of EGFR [3], PTEN [10], HB-EGF [9], ADAM17
[11], and MMP9 [12] in astrocytoma samples, at present
the transcriptional expression of these five EGFR pathwayrelated genes has not yet been simultaneously investigated in
glioma.
Therefore, in this study we have evaluated by quantitative
Real-time PCR the expression of ADAM17, EGFR, HB-EGF,
PTEN, and MMP9 mRNAs in a panel of glioblastoma and
anaplastic astrocytomas specimens and cell lines, and we
have finally compared them to normal control samples to
ascertain whether these expression profiles might provide
additional tools in glioma diagnosis and in tumor subtypes
identification.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Human Biopsy Samples. Biopsy samples, obtained from
Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria di Parma (Parma, Italy)
after informed consent of the patients, were placed in icecold Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) and immediately processed for RNA extraction. Sections of samples were
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Table 5: GeneBank accession numbers, PCR primer sequences, and products.

Gene

Accession number

EGFR

NM 005228

ADAM17

NM 003183

HB-EGF

NM 001945

PTEN

NM 000314

MMP9

NM 004994

PCR primer sequences (5 -3 )
AGGAAGAAGCTTGCTGGTAGC
CTCTGGAAGACTTGTGGCTTG
CAAGTCATTTGAGGATCTCACG
TCTTTGCTGTCAACACGATTCT
GCCTAGGCGATTTTGTCTACC
GCCCAACCTCTTCTGAGACTT
CAGCAGTGGCTCTGTGTGTAA
ATGGACATCTGATTGGGATGA
AAAGCCTATTTCTGCCAGGAC
GCACTGCAGGATGTCATAGGT

independently histologically and morphologically evaluated
by diﬀerent neuropathologists and classified as grade IV
(glioblastoma multiforme) or grade III (anaplastic astrocytoma), according to WHO guidelines [13]. Clinical data
of glioblastoma patients are reported in Table 1, and they
included 19 females and 18 males (age range 23–84 years,
mean 57.8 ± 13.3). The anaplastic astrocytoma patients
(Table 2) included 7 males and 9 females (age 28–68, mean
50.7 ± 13.9). Total RNA samples extracted from human
postmortem normal brain (NB) cortical regions, as reported
in Table 3, were purchased from Ambion (Foster City, Calif,
USA): these included 2 females and 3 males (age range 50–71
years, mean 60.6 ± 9.3).
2.2. Cell Lines. Normal human astrocytes (NHAs) were
purchased from Cambrex (East Rutherford, NJ, USA) and
cultivated in the specific astrocyte AGM medium (Cambrex) according to the manufacturer’s specifications. Human
glioma cell line U138-MG, derived from a glioblastoma
multiforme patient and widely employed, was purchased
from ATCC (Rockville, Md, USA); PRT-HU2 cells, previously described [14], were analogously derived from a
glioblastoma multiforme patient. U138-MG and PRT-HU2
cells were cultivated in D-MEM medium supplemented with
10% FBS, 100 units/mL penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin,
and 1% L-glutamine (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK).
2.3. Real Time Quantitative PCR. Total RNA was
extracted as previously described [14] and accurately
quantified using spectrophotometric and fluorimetric
(Quant-it RNA Assay, Invitrogen) approaches. The
gene-specific primers were designed using the “Primer3
input” software (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/), and
their specificity was verified using the Primer-BLAST
software (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/
index.cgi?LINK LOC=BlastHome/). GeneBank accession
numbers of the five genes examined, their respective primer
pairs sequences, and PCR products lengths were reported in
Table 5. Quantitative Real-time PCR analysis was performed
as previously described [14]. For the absolute quantification
of specific cDNA, standard curves were derived using
diﬀerent concentrations of EGFR, ADAM17, MMP9, HBEGF, and PTEN DNA-sequenced templates, prepared by

PCR product (bp)
88
96
119
98
105

reamplifying the PCR purified products obtained from Realtime PCR. The second derivative maximum method in the
Light Cycler software was used to calculate the crossing point
(Cp) value, and the concentrations of each specific cDNA
were determined. All results were quantitative expressed in
femtograms (fg) of cDNA, normalized to a total RNA input
of 1 microgram.
2.4. Statistical and Bioinformatics Analysis. All results were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation of each biopsy
specimens, assayed in duplicate. The Instat v.3 software
(GraphPad Software Inc., Mass, USA) was used for the
statistical analysis of diﬀerences in gene expression between
groups by one-way ANOVA and for the analysis of correlations among gene expression profiles, using the Pearson
coeﬃcient r. A P-value less than .05 was considered statistically significant. The dendrogram and the classification
tree analysis were performed using the Orange data mining
software (http://www.ailab.si/orange/). In particular, for the
hierarchical clustering analysis, an Euclidean distance matrix
was adopted. Statistical trends were obtained from the
PTEN and MMP9 average quantitative expression within
normal control, anaplastic astrocytoma, and glioblastoma
multiforme diagnostic classes, using the Excel software
with an exponential setting (Microsoft Word Package 2003,
Redmond, Wash, USA).

3. Results
The mRNA expression of the investigated genes of glioblastoma multiforme and normal brain specimens were analytically reported in Tables 1 and 2 and depicted in Figures 1 and
2. On the basis of their expression patterns in glioblastoma
and using the mean values of normal samples as cutoﬀ, the investigated genes were roughly classified in three
diﬀerent subgroups, the first including ADAM17, HB-EGF,
and PTEN, whose average levels in glioblastoma were below
the controls, the second comprising MMP9, whose majority
of values in glioblastoma specimens were higher than in
controls and, finally, the last one constituted by the EGFR
gene, displaying the widest variation and data dispersion
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The mRNA expression levels of (a) ADAM17, (b) HB-EGF, (c) PTEN, (d) MMP9, and (e) EGFR in 37 human glioblastoma samples
(GBM) and in five normal brain cortex samples (NB). Horizontal lines represent the mean values. ∗ P < .002, ∗∗ P < .0001.
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Figure 2: The mRNA expression levels of PTEN and MMP9 in 16
human grade III astrocytoma samples (AA). Bold horizontal lines
represent the mean values, and thin lines represent the mean normal
brain cortex samples (NB) values.

The mRNA levels of ADAM17 metallo-protease in
glioblastoma (mean 5.88 fg ± 5.71) were significantly lower
(P < .002) than in controls (14.51 fg ± 3.15). In particular,
in 33 out of 37 cases (89.19%), ADAM17 expression was
lower than in control samples. For HB-EGF gene, although
31 out of 37 (83.78%) glioblastoma samples displayed
mRNA levels lower than controls, statistical analysis revealed
that the diﬀerence between controls (18.36 fg ± 10.52) and
glioblastoma specimens (10.96 fg±10.13) was not statistically
significant (P < .434).
PTEN expression pattern showed statistically lower
mRNA levels in all glioblastoma samples compared to
controls. Notably, the highest PTEN expression level among
all glioblastoma had a quantitative expression (15.05 fg) that
was less than 50% of the mean controls values (33.91 fg),
with a control normalized ratio ranging from 2.25 to 82.72 fg.
As expected, there was a very high statistically significant
diﬀerence (P < .0001) of PTEN mRNA expression between
glioblastoma (3.86 fg ± 3.15) and controls (33.91 fg ± 18.44).
MMP9 was overexpressed in the majority of glioblastoma specimens (72.22%) and, furthermore, in a subgroup
of 24 cases (64.86%) the expression level was at least

twofold higher than in controls, with a control normalized
ratio within this subgroup ranging from 1.74 to 123.71 fg.
However, the mean expression level of MMP9 mRNA in
glioblastoma (5.11 fg ± 8.78) was not significantly diﬀerent
(P = .238) from control samples (0.35 fg ± 0.27).
EGFR mRNA transcript levels, due to their amplitude in
expression, were arbitrarily divided into two glioblastoma
subgroups. The former, ranging from 0.77 to 95.25 fg,
included 25 samples (67.63%); the latter, had EGRF absolute
quantitative values ranging from 150.97 to 2562.92 fg. All
control samples showed EGFR expression values below
100 fg, with a mean value of 35.98 fg ± 16.51. It was evident
that for EGFR there was no statistically significant diﬀerence
(P < .371) between glioblastoma (247.60 fg ± 517.45) and
control samples (35.98 fg ± 16.52).
Within glioblastoma samples, a highly statistically significant negative correlation (P < .0001; Person coeﬃcient
r = −0.776) was related to the expression of PTEN and
MMP9; in a diﬀerent manner, a statistically significant
positive correlation (P < .05; Pearson coeﬃcient, r = 0.9221)
was scored for the same genes within the control samples.
The inverse correlation found between PTEN and MMP9
mRNA expression in glioblastoma compared to control
samples, prompted us to investigate whether this correlation
was also detectable in other glioma grades of malignancy.
Therefore, PTEN and MMP9 expression, reported in Table 2
and illustrated in Figure 2, was investigated in 16 histological
confirmed anaplastic astrocytoma specimens, previously
classified as WHO grade III. In these samples, PTEN
mRNA normalized quantitation (29.72 fg ± 31.62) was not
significantly diﬀerent from control (P = .792), but this
value was significantly higher compared to glioblastoma
(P < .0001). MMP9 expression (13.60 fg ± 17.28) was
neither significantly diﬀerent from the control (0.35 fg ±
0.27, P = .113) nor from glioblastoma specimens (P =
.103). Notably, no statistically significant correlation (P =
.709) was found between the mRNA levels of these two
genes in anaplastic astrocytoma samples. Diﬀerently from
glioblastoma, no inverse correlation in PTEN and MMP9
expression was found comparing anaplastic astrocytoma and
control samples (Pearson coeﬃcient, r = 0.127).
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Figure 3: Dendrogram comparing PTEN and MMP9 absolute quantitative expression. Absolute quantifications are expressed in
femtograms, as reported in Materials and Methods. WHO grades of malignancy (III, IV) and healthy brain control (C) specimens are
indicated. Glioblastoma multiforme subgroups IV-a, including the majority of glioblastoma specimens, and IV-b, described in Results, are
highlighted. The box (∗) indicates subgrouping of patients sharing similar tumor anatomical localization (i.e., temporal). Subgroups IV-a
and IV-b have a diﬀerent and significant distribution of age-class III patients (>61 years, P < .01 Anova-one way).

Then, PTEN and MMP9 mRNA levels were comparatively examined in two diﬀerent human established glioblastoma cell lines (PRT-HU2 and U138-MG) and in a primary
culture of embryonic normal human astrocytes (NHA), as
shown in Table 4. In these cells, PTEN mRNA levels were
much variable comparing to MMP9 expression; similarly
to the above examined control samples, normal astrocytes
exhibited the highest PTEN expression.
We next exploited if PTEN and MMP9 expression might
be more tightly related to the glioma tumor progression.
To this purpose, diﬀerent bioinformatics analyses were
performed using the experimental data set reported in Tables
1, 2, 3, and 4 and considering the WHO grading of the
specimens. We therefore performed hierarchical clustering,
a standard unsupervised learning method [10] of the tumor
specimens. The WHO grading was simultaneously compared
to PTEN and MMP9 expression values, to identify homogeneous clusters. As reported in the dendrogram of Figure 3,
diﬀerent groups of samples were created, according to the

above mentioned criteria. Using Euclidean distances, WHO
grades IV and III and normal control samples were roughly
classified into diﬀerent clusters. Of note, a major subset of the
glioblastoma specimens was identified (Figure 3, subgroup
IV-a), showing the lowest and almost similar levels of both
PTEN and MMP9 transcripts; the remaining glioblastoma
samples clustered within subgroup IV-b. The association
of tumor anatomical localization and age of the patients
with the levels of PTEN and MMP9 expression was also
investigated. According to the clinical data (Tables 1–3), ages
of the patients were divided into three classes (i.e., I, 20–40;
II, 41–60; III, >61 years): as reported in the dendrogram,
the age-class III patients exhibited a statistically significant
diﬀerence in distribution between subgroups IV-a and IV-b
(P < .01, Anova one-way). Diﬀerently, no clear associations
between levels of PTEN and MMP9 expression and tumor
localization were highlighted, with the exception of a single
cluster of four class-III patients with a temporal tumor
localization within subgroup IV-a.
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Figure 4: Classification tree derived from the combined measurement of PTEN and MMP9 quantitative expression. At each root, diagnostic
classes are divided following the absolute quantification and expressed in femtograms. Probabilities values (P) for the diﬀerent classes are
reported.

Then, a classification tree was produced, evaluating the
performance of PTEN and MMP9 expression in predicting
roots characterized by diﬀerent WHO malignant grades; as
reported in Figure 4, 53 out of 58 total samples, corresponding to 53 instances (i.e., 91.3%) fitted with the classification
tree; in detail, all grade IV samples had PTEN normalized
expression values below a quantity of 19.195 fg (37/37
instances, P = .905), while the large majority of control
(80% of the total C instances) and anaplastic astrocytomas
samples (70%, P = .636) were grouped with PTEN >
19.195 fg; in this subgroup, to further diﬀerentiate control
and anaplastic astrocytomas, MMP9 < 0.775 fg clustered all
control instances (P = 1.000).

Nomogram analysis, performed within the same data set
and reported in Figure 5 confirmed that PTEN and MMP9
expression analysis might be particularly helpful in the
identification of anaplastic astrocytoma specimens having a
95% of probability (P(grade III) = .95) to correctly classify these
samples, in correspondence of MMP9-normalized expression value of 19.195 fg, independently of PTEN expression
level. Nomograms analysis with control and glioblastoma
as target diagnostic classes showed less statistical significant
probabilities (P(control) = .60 and P(grade IV) = .55).
To further elucidated if PTEN and MMP9 expression
had an expression trend that reflected the malignant grade
of the specimens (i.e., normal, anaplastic astrocytomas,
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Figure 6: Statistical trends of PTEN (black dotted line) and MMP9 (grey dotted line) expression in control (C), anaplastic astrocytomas (III)
and glioblastoma multiforme (IV) specimens (Panel A), and in normal human astrocytes (NHA), glioma PRT-HU2 (HU2), and U138-MG
(U138) cells (Panel B). Trends are calculated using average quantitative expression of PTEN and MMP9, and adopting exponential (Espo)
models of prediction as follows: PTEN (C, III, IV average expression samples), y = 2148e−1.29x ; MMP9 (C, III, IV), y = 83716e0.50x ; PTEN
(NHA, HU2, U138), y = 118596e−1.82x ; MMP9 (NHA, HU2, U138), y = 42439e1.40x .

and glioblastoma multiforme), a statistical trend analysis
was performed (Figure 6); the analysis reported in Panel A
showed that PTEN and MMP9 diﬀerences in their normalized expression clearly decreased following the malignant
glioma grading, with the lowest values corresponding to

glioblastoma multiforme specimens; similarly, the trend
analysis, reported in Figure 6 Panel B, highlighted that,
within the investigated cell lines, normal human astrocytes
exhibited the largest diﬀerences in PTEN and MMP9
expression levels, while, on the contrary, U138-MG cells,
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isolated from a glioblastoma multiforme patient, showed
nearly coincident PTEN and MMP9 expression values; the
glioblastoma derived PRT-HU2 cell line showed values of
PTEN and MMP9 expression trends, intermediate between
NHA and U138-MG.

4. Discussion
The new challenge in cancer biology is to move from one
purely morphological classification of cancer to one that
is based on the integration of histological and molecular
criteria [15]. Among several cancer specific investigated
genes, the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) plays
a pivotal pathological role through the activation of downstream intracellular signalling pathways that can directly
modulate cell proliferation, metastasis, and angiogenesis
[8]. Glial tumors, in particular, due to processes of geneamplification or mutation, showed altered EGFR-related
functional pathways [3]. Within this context, in order to find
clinically relevant correlations between gene expression and
tumor malignant progression, a cohort of glioma specimens
was analyzed for the expression of several genes, that is,
ADAM-17, PTEN, MMP9, EGFR, and HB-EGF, indirectly
involved in the EGFR-dependent signaling pathway, In fact,
the concurrent measurement of the transcript levels of the
diﬀerent genes could potentially represent a useful tool to
identify a dysregulation of receptor activation or of downstream signaling pathways or might also suggest functional
links between these genes in pathological conditions [16].
Comparing a cohort of glioblastoma specimens and controls, only two genes, ADAM-17 and PTEN, had expression
levels that significantly changed between the two WHO
classes; on the contrary, considering the expression of each
transcript separately, we did not elucidate any association
between clinical status and EGFR, HB-EGF, and MMP9
expression profiles. In particular, the wide range of variation
for the EGFR gene, found in glioblastoma specimens, was in
partial agreement with previous studies carried out in glial
tumor samples [8]. In general, nearly 50% of glioblastoma
multiforme cases express amplified EGFR, and about 40%
of them also express the constitutively activated mutated
EGFRvIII isoform [11]. Since the primers we used in
our experiments did not discriminate between EGFR and
EGFRvIII, it is very likely that the EGFR mRNA levels found
in our samples reflected the combined contribution of both
the transcripts.
Since chemotherapic treatments enhance the EGFRmediated proliferative responses via an increased HB-EGF
expression and shedding [17], previous studies have suggested a prominent role for HB-EGF in tumorigenic processes. In fact, in glioma cell lines, the inducible expression of
EGFRvIII can enhance HB-EGF expression and can activate
EGFR-dependent pathways via a positive feedback autocrine
loop [18]. The only previous published study, based on
a semiquantitative assessment by Northern blot analysis,
found an increased expression of HB-EGF in glioblastoma
compared to control samples [9]. On the opposite, our
data seemed to suggest that HB-EGF is not upregulated in
glioblastoma; however, our results agreed with microarray
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gene expression profiles studies that showed no significant
diﬀerences in HB-EGF expression between glioblastoma and
control samples [19].
Recent mounting evidence showed that the expression
of MMP9 might play a critical role in brain neoplastic
tissue invasion, metastasis, and angiogenesis [12]. Even if not
completely statistically supported, our findings were in good
agreement with a previous work showing an upregulation of
MMP9 mRNA levels in glioblastoma compared to controls
and suggesting a close relationship between MMP9 expression and tumor malignant progression [12].
Although ADAM17 expression has been reported in
normal human brain tissue and in cell lines [5], its expression
at mRNA level has been poorly investigated in brain tumors.
Functional studies in U373-MG glioma cells have demonstrated that cannabinoids induced cell proliferation through
a two-step mechanism involving ADAM17-mediated shedding of proHB-EGF and subsequent EGFR stimulation [5].
Our finding that ADAM17 mRNA levels in glioblastoma are
statistically lower compared to controls is in contrast with
a previous work that reported an increased expression of
ADAM17 in glioblastoma specimens [20]. This might reflect
diﬀerences in tumor sampling or a consequence of glioblastoma multiforme cellular and molecular heterogeneity.
Our finding showing that glioblastoma expressed statistically significant lower PTEN mRNA levels compared to control samples confirmed previous reports [21], showing that
PTEN expression variations were detectable only in a low
fraction of anaplastic astrocytoma and were almost absent in
low-grade brain tumors and controls. Taken together, these
observations strengthen the hypothesis that an impairment
of PTEN expression, together with a consequent aberrant
activity of the PI3K-dependent pathway, might represent a
typical hallmark of glioblastoma multiforme. A functional
confirmation of this hypothesis was that, in a mouse
astrocytoma model with genetic inactivation of the Nf1 and
p53 tumor suppressor genes, the loss of PTEN heterozygosity
and the Akt activation contributed to the brain tumor
malignant progression [6].
Diﬀerently from the above mentioned investigated genes,
the analysis of PTEN and MMP9 expression, using a combination of unsupervised and supervised algorithms, provided
interesting results: firstly, as reported in the dendrogram
analysis, the expression profiling derived novel subsets of
astrocytomas. This hierarchically clustering analysis clarified
that tumor classification based even on a quantization of
two genes could generate a patient stratification, clinically
relevant and more informative than a single conventional
histological classification. The PTEN and MMP9 expressiongenerated subgroups produced also a diﬀerent distribution
of the patients according to their age: in particular subgroup
IV-a, diﬀerently from IV-b, was enriched in age-class III
patients (i.e., >61 years); this result might suggest that
in glioblastoma multiforme tumor specimens PTEN and
MMP9 expression levels might be partly related with the
elderly of the patients. On the contrary, in anaplastic
astrocytoma and in control patients no association between
age-related classes and PTEN/MMP9 expression levels was
evidenced. Furthermore, the originated dendrogram does
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not reflect a classification of samples according to their
anatomical tumor localization. However, in the light of
the development of new pharmacological treatments, the
identification of patient subsets with specific molecular
signatures within tumor malignancy grades is becoming
more and more relevant [22]. A finer analysis of PTEN
and MMP9 expression was also employed to derive a parsimonious classification tree of the investigated samples into
their tumor malignancy grades. Specific PTEN and MMP9
expression values significantly addressed the specimens into
a specific diagnostic class, that is, glioblastoma or anaplastic
astrocytomas. However, the significance and the sensitivity
of this classification might be further refined with the
increasing of specimens and through the identification of
novel tumor-diagnostic markers. Basing on the average
expression of PTEN and MMP9, the observed statistical
trends clearly diﬀerentiate the control, anaplastic astrocytomas, and glioblastoma multiforme diagnostic classes; a
similar expression trend for PTEN and MMP9 genes was
documented comparing normal versus astrocytic tumor cell
lines. These results, in particular, reinforced the concept that
anaplastic astrocytomas were intermediate-grade tumors,
showing detectable mitotic activity, absent in low-grade
astrocytomas, but not necrosis and prominent vascular
proliferation, characteristic of glioblastoma multiforme [23,
24].
An additional interesting finding emerging from our
study was the significant negative correlation between PTEN
and MMP9 mRNA expression in glioblastoma multiforme.
Notably, not only was this negative correlation absent in
anaplastic astrocytoma samples, but it was reversed in
control samples. It was evident that diﬀerences in PTEN gene
expression mainly account for these correlations because
its levels in glioblastoma were significant higher compared
to anaplastic astrocytoma samples, whilst no statistical
diﬀerence was found for MMP9 mRNA levels. The positive
correlation between PTEN and MMP9 in controls is derived
essentially from an overexpression of PTEN rather than a
low expression of MMP9 compared to glioblastoma. The
functional significance of these correlations is currently
unknown, and future functional studies aimed at elucidating
possible interplays of these genes in glioblastoma are clearly
warranted. The negative correlation in glioblastoma between
MMP9 and PTEN could imply a functional interplays
between these two genes, as already documented. It has
been reported that PTEN modulates the expression and
secretion of MMP2 and MMP9, thereby modifying tumor
cell invasiveness [9, 25]. Notably, recent reports have clearly
demonstrated that, in glioblastoma, PTEN may regulate
migration via a PI3K-independent pathway [26]. In this
model, the lack or functional loss of PTEN not only potentiates the migration induced by EGFR- and beta-integrindependent pathways but also enhances cell migration via
a still largely unclear mechanism. On this regard, a recent
report suggested that integrins could be a converging point
in the mechanism supporting tumor invasion and migration
of cancer cells with PTEN loss and MMP9 overexpression.
The intrinsic genetic heterogeneity and redundant overlapping aberrant signalling transduction pathways underlie
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the failure of monotherapies in glioblastoma [8]. Therefore
a sensitive and reliable method to measure gene expression,
such as Real-time PCR, may greatly ameliorate diagnostic
tools and eventually address the pharmacological approach
using multitarget kinase inhibitors or combination of therapies based on multiple single-targeted receptor or intracellular kinase inhibitors. Some researchers have proposed that
the combination of PTEN loss and EGFR hyperfunctionality
could be predictive of the ineﬀectiveness of therapies with
EGFR inhibitors [4] because these two pathways might synergize to enhance glioblastoma malignancy. This hypothesis
has been elegantly supported by the recent observation that
the pharmacological inhibition of PI3K-alpha and mTOR
augments the antiproliferative activity of the EGFR inhibitor
erlotinib in glioblastoma cell lines [7]. The inverse correlation between PTEN and MMP9 expression reported here
raised the issue whether the concomitant hyperactivation of
the PI3K-alpha and MMP9-dependent pathways might be
instrumental in devising or refining combined pharmacological therapies in glioblastoma. The modest eﬃcacy of mTOR
inhibitors alone in clinical trials was greatly enhanced when
these compounds were administered in combination with
the EGFR inhibitor Gefitinib [27]. Although monotherapy
regimens with MMPs inhibitors in clinical trials have been
quite disappointing, the relevance of MMPs as valid target
has been reevaluated by the recent finding that the combined
use of MMPs, COX2, and EGFR inhibitors reduced human
breast cancer tumor growth [11]. We therefore speculate that
the pivotal role of MMPs in glioma invasion and angiogenesis
deserves future in vitro and in vivo experiments using MMP
inhibitors in combination with PI3K inhibitors alone or with
these latter compounds plus EGFR inhibitors.
The analyses of gene expression at transcriptional level
in biopsy tissue samples are instrumental in delineating
abnormal gene expression signature of brain tumors, but
it should be mentioned that these studies suﬀer some
pitfalls and limitations: in particular, the use of supervised
approaches, based on the assumption that the grouping
(i.e., the histological tumor diagnoses) is correct, may not
be a valid assumption for all the clinical cases examined;
additionally, the intrinsic heterogeneity of glioblastoma,
together with the presence of nontumor cells in the samples,
probably accounts for the variability found in transcripts
levels and may represent a critical factor and a limitation
in the interpretation of our results. From a technical point
of view, a main diﬀerence of our contribution, compared
to other reports, deals with the criteria adopted to express
transcript levels in the investigated specimens. The majority
of clinical gene expression profile studies performed by Realtime PCR normalized data using an internal housekeeping
gene as a reference, but great caution in choosing this
normalization method is necessary especially when analyzing
tumor biopsy samples [28]. The tumorigenic process itself,
via genomic mutations or amplifications, could induce
modifications of housekeeping genes levels [29], and hence
the choice of unreliable housekeeping genes may lead to
interpretation errors and bias in experimental results [30].
Our attempts to use GAPDH, ACTB, and HPRT as reference
genes were unsuccessful due to the great variations among
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all the samples (data not shown); therefore, we decided to
express gene expression as absolute amount of femtograms
(fg) of transcripts, normalized to the total amount of RNA
employed, through accurate quantification using the combination of spectrofotometric and fluorimetric approaches.
In conclusion, the combined analysis of the transcripts
of PTEN and MMP9 genes in biopsy specimens could
represent a reliable diagnostic and prognostic marker of
human glial tumor. Further epidemiological and functional
in vitro studies are required to establish the reliability of
PTEN and MMP9 genes as possible valid molecular targets in
the pharmacological strategies aimed at controlling human
glioma malignant progression.
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1. Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are short noncoding RNAs that regulate gene expression by binding to sequences on the target
mRNA (reviewed by [1–7]. Gene silencing initiates when the
miRNA, located within an RNA-Induced Silencing Complex
(RISC), directs binding to complementary sequences on the
mRNA’s 3 untranslated region (UTR). The miRNA-mRNA
recognition binding sequences are short, usually 6–8 nt [8–
11]. Inhibition of gene expression takes place via facilitated
mRNA degradation, mRNA cleavage, or interference with
translation.

2. Generation of miRNA Genes
2.1. miRNA Gene Origins. During animal evolution there
were distinct, characterized phases of large scale genome
duplications [12–14]. miRNA origin, as well, is traced back
to genomic episodes dominated by large duplication events
which coincide with the advent of bilaterians, vertebrates,
and (placental) mammals [15]. The current wealth of
miRNA genes results, additionally, from specific duplication
events of miRNA clusters [16, 17] and from mechanisms
such as the integration of repetitive genetic elements [18].

2.2. The Gatekeeper of the miRNA Biogenesis. The transcription of miRNA genes is controlled by enhancer-promoter
elements comparable with those of protein-coding genes
[19]. Additional regulation of miRNA expression is obtained
through posttranscriptional processing [20], RNA A-to-I
editing [21, 22], selective export into the cytoplasm [23, 24],
and subcellular localization [25] (Figure 1 (see [2, 26–43])
also see review by [44]).
While several mechanisms control miRNA’s expression
along its biogenesis pathway, it seems that the rate limiting
step in acquiring a novel miRNA is the recognition of the
RNA secondary structure by Drosha. This stems from the fact
that mammals express only several hundred miRNAs from
myriad amounts of expressed RNA secondary structures
[16, 45–47]. Thus, processing of miRNA precursor by the
microprocessor is probably the gatekeeper of the miRNA
biogenesis pathway, which allows for only a portion of the
transcribed RNA hairpins to be further processed down the
miRNA biosynthetic pathway. Analysis of miR-220 recent
evolution provides an intriguing example for a gene that
apparently did not encode for a miRNA but became competent for Drosha-dependent microprocessing. miR-220, which
contains sequences of a tubulin gene, was probably originally
processed from an antisense strand (see [48, 49]) of tubulin,
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Figure 1: Several layers of regulation control canonical miRNA gene biogenesis: transcription activation, splicing, recognition by Drosha,
postprocessing, RNA editing, subcellular localization, nuclear export, and hairpin arm selection. Selected examples are referenced within.

which folds back into a proper stem-loop structure in human
but not in other vertebrates [15]. Comparative studies of
the tubulin antisense strand sequence may shed light on the
reasons for which human Drosha enables microprocessing
while in other species it is skipped. Though canonical
miRNA bioprocessing is Drosha-dependent, a novel splicingdependent [33] mechanism was suggested recently to bypass
initial steps of microprocessing [33, 50, 51]. Despite the
functional robustness of miRNA secondary structures in
light of accumulating mutations it is still not clear what the
precise requirements for passing the gatekeeper of miRNA
biogenesis are.

3. The Genomic Architecture of
miRNA Genes and Their Expression
Two characteristics of miRNA genes stand out in regard
to genomic organization of protein-coding genes. First,
miRNA genes are often found in clusters (30%–42%) [52–
54]. Additionally, miRNA genes are often embedded within
introns (25% or more) [27, 55–59].

3.1. Chromosomal Organization of miRNA Genes. In accordance with genomic duplication events that accompany
evolution of species, we see a correlation between the
number of miRNA genes and chromosome length. miRNA
gene number per chromosome also correlates with the
protein-coding gene density (Figure 2(a) and 2(b)). This
indicates that integration and/or maintenance of miRNA
genes roughly follows protein-coding genes.
However, Homo Sapiens chromosomes 14, 19, and X are
exceptionally enriched for miRNA genes. Chromosomes 14
and 19 both possess a single miRNA cluster, accounting for
93% and 80% of the total number of miRNA genes on each
chromosome, respectively [16, 61]. The cluster on chromosome 14 is located in the human imprinted domain (14 q32)
where only maternally inherited miRNAs are expressed [62].
Chromosome 19 hosts the primate-specific “500” cluster
[16], a recently emerging, placental-specific cluster [16]. The
X chromosome, on the other hand, does not have one large
cluster, but it exhibits rapid emergence of smaller miRNA
clusters due to frequent tandem duplications and nucleotide
substitutions [17]. We note that despite the parallel evolution
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Figure 2: Genomic organization of miRNA genes and their expression. The number of miRNA genes correlates with chromosome length (a)
and the number of protein-coding genes (b). Outliers chromosomes 14, 19, and X are indicated. When removing these three chromosomes
the number of miRNA genes aligns well on the regression line (R2 indicated). (c) Proportion of miRNA genes hosted in Introns—Intronic
(based on Refseq genes), Clustered on the same genomic strand, or Stand-alone miRNAs. Overlapping intronic and clustered miRNAs are
also indicated. Each row refers to 50 kb, 10 kb, and 1 kb distance between paired genes on the same strand. It was shown that clusters of size
3 kb give a large proportion of clusters (27%) with little change when increasing pairwise distance to 10 kb [54]. Diagrams are based on data
from Refseq. (d) Human miRNA copy number was plotted against the average miRNA expression level of 40 Human tissues [60]. A similar
plot of another dataset [55] gave comparable results (data not shown).

of miRNAs in animals and plants, miRNA clusters were
observed in both kingdoms [63].
3.2. Clusters of miRNA Genes. Plausibly, employment of an
already existing functional promoter by new miRNA genes
is an eﬃcient way to express new miRNAs, eliminating
the need for de novo establishment of promoter-enhancer
sequences upstream of the miRNA gene (such as in [64–66]).
This may be the rational underlying miRNA aggregation
into polycistronic miRNA clusters and for their genomic
preference for introns of transcribed genes (see Figure 2(c)).
The consequence on the genomic level is that many miRNAs
within up to 50 kb DNA fragment tend to be coexpressed
[54, 55]. Amplification of an ancestral miRNA inside a
cluster [54, 56] could contribute to the eﬀective dosage of
a given expressed miRNA homolog. However, at lower copy
number gene dose does not seem to be a powerful predictor
of expression levels (Figure 2(d)). The most likely interpretation is that the magnitude of promoter activity probably

dominates regulation of miRNA expression. The correlation
between miRNA gene copy number and expression level that
was noted in some cases [67] may nonetheless suggest that
when miRNA copy number is high (>3; Figure 2(d)), it may
also serve to impact the expression level.
3.3. Intronic miRNA Genes. At least 25% of miRNA genes
are hosted in introns of both protein-coding and noncoding
RNAs (Figure 2(c) also see [27, 56, 59]). This is a striking
feature of noncoding RNAs (reviewed by [68]), plausibly
implying that some noncoding RNAs have developed a
functional relationship with their host genes [38, 69]. The
use of the same promoter-enhancer system enables coupling
of miRNA expression with its host gene, therefore not
surprisingly frequently seen [27, 55, 70]. When derived from
the same primary transcript, it appears that pri-miRNA
maturation by the microprocessor and pre-mRNA editing
by the Spliceosome can either coexist independently or
interconnect. While some studies imply that these processes
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3.4. Functional Expression of miRNAs and Their Host Genes.
While mRNA/miRNA derived from the same transcript
may simply reflect an eﬃcient use of a promoter-enhancer
cassette [59], in a subset of cases a coordinated expression
of an miRNA-protein pair from the same genomic locus
may reflect a genetic interaction. For example, platelets
contain two cAMP phosphodiesterases (PDEs)—PDE2A and
PDE3A—each regulating a specific intracellular pool of
cAMP [75]. miR-139 that is hosted in an intron of the
PDE2A targets PDE3A (TargetScanS, see [76]), implying that
the miRNA expression from PDE2A regulates the balance
between the two isoforms. Similarly, miR-208 is encoded
by an intron of the cardiac-specific alpha myosin heavy
chain (MHC) gene, a major cardiac contractile protein.
Alpha MHC responses to stress and hypothyroidism [35,
77] partially by coexpressing miR-208. The miRNA targets
and downregulates beta MHC expression [70]. Thus, the
precision in regulating an miRNA and a gene product may be
hardwired into the genomic organization, to promise proper
balance in their opposing or collaborating functions.

80
Number of miRNA families

hardly interact [59], others have shown strong interactions
initiating at transcription [71–73]. Overall, given the tight
proximity of these cellular events in time and space it is
hard to imagine how these functional complexes avoid each
other. Further analysis would be required to determine the
extent of this interaction and whether this is true for all given
transcripts [74].
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4.1. Reciprocal Evolutionary Interaction between miRNAs and
Their Targets. Our current understanding of miRNA binding
sites suggests that a stretch of 6 nucleotide “seed” region,
matching between the 5 end of the miRNA and the mRNA
3 UTR, may suﬃce for regulation by miRNAs [9, 10, 76, 78].
Because changes in cis sequences often dominates rewiring
of genetic networks, [79] it is likely that the 3 UTR of
mRNA targets change their repertoire of seed matches faster
than the highly conserved transacting miRNAs. This can
be intuitively explained merely because the large number
of targets aﬀected by mutations in any given miRNA gene
acts as a stabilizing element on the miRNA itself. So given a
virtually fixed population of miRNAs, targets gain and lose
binding sites in a way that supports their controlled miRNA
expression. This can be viewed as an evolutionary reciprocal
interaction between the miRNA and its accumulating targets.
After miRNA emergence, once a critical number of targets
are functionally regulated by the miRNA, stabilization of its
primary sequence is gained [80], while at the same time,
stabilizing selection decreases variation in target seed match
[28, 81, 82].
The target set size is also dramatically aﬀected by the
nucleotide composition of the new miRNA, and, as mentioned above, this characteristic aﬀects the average selective
pressure on the miRNA itself [78]. Given a set of 17 000
3 UTRs (“Known Genes” in the UCSC genome browser
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Figure 3: The number of predicted conserved miRNA target
sites. (a) Predicted number of conserved targets, conserved target
sites and poorly conserved sites of human miRNAs (based on
TargetScanS). (b) The number of predicted conserved miRNA
targets was divided according to the conservation level of the
miRNA itself (H, Human; P, Chimp; M, Mouse; R, Rat; D, Dog;
C, Chicken; based on TargetScanS). Shaded in red/green are the
regions with the largest/least number of targets (resp.). Extreme
numbers of targets are boxed and are discussed in the text.

database), some ∼2000 UTRs would randomly have a single
binding site for a heptamer seed composed of A/U residues.
This number falls to only ∼200 seed matches with a G/Conly seed content and is somewhere in between (∼800)
for a mixed nucleotide composition (equal number of A/U
and G/C). Once emerged, the set of targets aﬀected by a
novel miRNA is subject to selective pressure which molds
the transcriptome such that binding sites would either be
acquired or lost. In fact, selective loss of seed matches, to a
level below the randomly predicted baseline, dubbed “antitargets” [9, 83], provides strong support for the evolutionary
power underlying the structure of miRNA binding sites (also
see [84]).
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The reciprocal interaction between miRNAs and their
targets gets an additional perception when looking at this
relationship in viral miRNAs. Several viruses express miRNAs for controlling specific cellular genes or pathways. For
this purpose, most cellular mRNA targets of viral miRNAs
identified to date play a role in either regulation of apoptosis
or host antiviral immune response. miRNAs are suitable for
a viral genome expression as they are short and compact. In
addition, they can be generated more readily than proteins
against new target genes and do not elicit any antigenic
response. Their evolutionary flexibility is based on the high
mutation rates of the viruses. This leads to modifications
in the miRNA genes themselves, and thus even the largest
virus family containing miRNAs (herpesvirus) shows little conservation between their miRNAs. It also indicates
that it is unlikely that host miRNA targets viral mRNAs
as these would mutate away from disruptive regulation
(also see [85, 86]) .
4.2. The Large Variation in miRNA Target Sites. Conserved
complementarities to a minimal hexamer region (matching
nt 2–7 of the miRNA) [8] indicates that once a seed
match emerges, it becomes functional. If the binding
is preferentially beneficial, it might serve as a favorable
and directional intermediate species. Within Tetrapods, the
average number of predicted conserved sites per miRNA
is at the range of 200 (Figure 3(a), TargetScanS, plotted
for Human miRNAs). However, the number of targets is
skewed to the higher values, while the upper and lower 10percentiles regulate more than 450 or less than 50 genes,
respectively (also see [87, 88]). Comparative genomics
suggests that ancient miRNAs have on average twofold
more targets than newly generated ones (compare 453 to
194, resp.). Some discrepancies result from misestimating
miRNA antiquity or overlapping miRNA functional sites.
Specifically, the age of some miRNA genes might have
been misestimated, as cross-species orthologues searches are
not exhausted yet. miR-761, for example, identified only
in mouse [57] is in fact conserved in six other mammals
(including human and opossum; see [89] also see miRviewer
at http://people.csail.mit.edu/akiezun/miRviewer). Alternatively, overlapping functional sites shared by miRNAs and
other regulatory factors may bias the distribution of targets.
For example, pre-existing “scaﬀolds” of other regulatory
systems could serve as anchors for miRNA binding. In the
case of miR-16, a component of the AU-rich mediated
deregulation of mRNA stability [90], the miRNA is a late
addition onto a mechanism that was probably functional in
the common ancestor of yeast [91], before the innovation
of miRNAs. In this train of thought, some transcriptional
termination or pause sites [92, 93] overlap with miRNA
seed-matches (miR-525 and miR-488). In human, Alu
transposable elements exhibit complementarities in some of
their regions to almost 30 human miRNAs [94]. In other
instances, the attempt to avoid specific protein binding
domains in the 3 UTRs may expel miRNA binding sites.
For example, 3 UTRs may avoid miR-518a seed (which has
only 26 predicted conserved targets) because it perfectly
matches the proline and acidic rich (PAR) protein binding
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sequence [95]. Other miRNA interference events may involve
binding to promoters via antisense transcription, which is
estimated to be as common as 15% in the human genome
[96]. Overlapping sequences as such might coincide with
promiscuous promoter-associated functions of small RNAs
[36] or increase in transcription [97]. Plausibly a selective
pressure to avoid the binding of the aryl hydrocarbon
receptor (AhR) [98] onto miR-521 sites (AhR and miR521 share the same sequence) may explain how miRNAs of
similar antiquity and A/U content (compare to miR-520 h)
dramatically vary in their predicted numbers of conserved
targets (compare 8 to >400, resp.; both miRNAs are part
of the same primary transcript, BF773110). It is noteworthy
that the low number of miR-521 targets cannot be explained
by a conflict of expression in a broad set of tissues since miR521 is expressed only in placenta.
4.3. Unique Features of miRNAs with Most Number of Targets.
In order to further explore the characteristics of miRNAs
with extreme number of targets we compared the group
of miRNAs with the largest number of targets to that with
the least number of targets (Figure 3(b), shaded red and
green, resp.). We found some correlation between miRNA
conservation and its potential number of predicted targets.
This correlation is emphasized in the conserved target sets
where human-to-mouse conserved miRNAs have on average
197 predicted conserved targets; human-to-dog conserved
miRNAs have 245, and human-to-chicken conserved miRNAs 453. miRNAs with the largest number of targets tend to
be expressed mostly from one arm of the pre-miRNA hairpin
(they do not exhibit both 5 and 3 arm expression) and are
often expressed at higher levels and in a broader set of tissues
compared to miRNAs with the least number of targets (also
see [99]).
miRNAs with the largest number of targets are A/Urich. The average A/U percentage within the seed of the
top 20 miRNAs with the largest number of targets is 57%,
compared to 41% for those with the least number of
targets. This may be required for weaker secondary structures
in the target mRNA and for ongoing accessibility [11].
Consistently, a general mutational trend (in the human
genome) from G-to-A and C-to-T is more abundant than the
reverse direction [100]. Analysis of human Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) on a representative chromosome
(chromosome 1; 661 SNPs) confirms that the majority of
polymorphisms generating new potential miRNA binding
sites are G-to-A and C-to-T substitutions (occurring 1.7-fold
more than the reverse direction). Interestingly, the two most
pronounced examples of target polymorphic changes are Gto-A mutations [39, 101].
In summary, miRNA gene integration and maintenance
roughly follow protein-coding genes. After emergence, the
miRNA gene sequence is refined through an evolutionary
reciprocal interaction with its accumulating targets, and
these later stabilize the miRNA when reaching a large
enough number of functional targets. Finally, overlapping
functional sites shared by miRNAs and other regulatory
factors may facilitate or inhibit miRNA target formation and
thus influence miRNA target set size.
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8-mer or doublestronger sites

6- to 7-mer functional site

5-mer pre-seed site

3 UTR (1 kb)
UACCU

NNNNN

UACCUNN

Theoretically, every 5-mer combination appears in
1024 nt (4^5)
NNCCUCA
NANCUCA
Any 5-mer in a 7 nt region has a greater
NACNUCA
chance of evolving (×20);
NACCNCA
Possible combinations, for example:
NACCUNA
1 nt mutation generates a 6-mer potential binding
site which is an evolutionary intermediate favoring
a relatively rapid change to a stronger binding 7-mer site

UACCUC

Rapid
If 7-mer site exerts a favorable and desired regulation,
mutation will be maintained through positive selection

UACCUCA

UACCUCA

CUACCUCA

8-mer site confers stronger regulation; similarly
two 7-mer sites for the same miRNA

Let-7 miRNAs
GAUGGAGU
UACCUCA

GAUGGAGU
CUACCUCA

Regulation by a miRNA

Figure 4: A possible scenario for acquiring a functional miRNA binding site.

5. A Timescale for miRNA Target-Site Evolution
It would take several million years for a specific 7-mer
binding site to evolve from a complete null binding sequence
[102]. However, miRNA binding sites evolve from existing
sequences, and based on these partial binding sequences,
(“almost-binding” sites or “pre-seed” sites), a corrected
estimated time for a miRNA binding site to emerge is
0.2 million years (Durrett R., personal communications).
For example, a 5 nt pre-seed site will appear every 1024 nt
(4∧ 5) or even 20 times more often since the position of the
5 nt within the 7 nt is not restricted and may also include
inserts. Thus, a 1 kb 3 UTR will contain several potential
pre-seed sequences. A human specific miRNA that is absent
even from the chimp genome should be roughly 6 million
years old (last estimated split between human and chimp).
Given 0.2 million years required for a 7-mer binding site to
evolve, around 30 perfect 7-mer binding sites are expected.
For an miRNA that is traced back to mouse (split more than
100 million years ago from human), about 500 conserved
targets per miRNA are reasonable. This simplified calculation
might indicate that, given a spontaneous mutation rate,
there should be a direct correlation between the age of an
miRNA and the number of targets it possesses and also to
the number of duplicated events of the same miRNA site on
one transcript. Eventually, it is not enough for the mutation
to occur—it should also be maintained in the population
after exhibiting a strong selective pressure towards a favorable
regulation which can only take place when an miRNA and
its targets are spatially and temporally coexpressed [83, 103].
This calculation allows us to set the general time line of

events for miRNA formation. Nevertheless there are many
outstanding exceptions of small and large miRNA target
repertoires (also see Figure 4 ).
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Ensembl: http://www.ensembl.org
GenBank: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
miRBase: http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/
miRNAminer: http://groups.csail.mit.edu/pag/mirnaminer
miRviewer: http://people.csail.mit.edu/akiezun/miRviewer
Patrocles: http://www.patrocles.org/
TargetRank: http://hollywood.mit.edu/targetrank
TargetScanS: http://www.targetscan.org
UCSC genome browser: http://genome.ucsc.edu.
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a complex multigenic neurodisorder frequently occurring in elderly persons. To investigate noncoding
tiny microRNA mediated gene regulation, miRanda (version 1.0b) was used to predict human miRNA target sites on selected 29
genes related to PD. To verify output generated from miRanda, a similar analysis was performed only for microRNA target sites in
3 UTR using TargetScan (version 5.1). Data extracted by miRanda elucidates the mode of microRNA action based on the location
of target sites in the Parkinson genes. Sites prone to action of multiple miRNAs were identified as “hot spots.” Important properties
of each miRNA including multiplicity and cooperativity appear to contribute towards a complex interplay between miRNAs and
their targets. Two sets of predicted results were explored for the occurrence of target sites of 112 miRNAs expressed in midbrain.
Overall, convergence of results predicted by two algorithms revealed that 48 target sites for midbrain-specific miRNA occur in
close proximity in 9 genes. This study will pave a way for selection of potential miRNA candidates for Parkinson’s disease-related
genes for quick therapeutic applications and diagnosis.
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1. Introduction
Mysteries underlying the neurological disorders are as complex and bewildering as human mind itself. Aging related
disorders such as Alzheimer and Parkinson’s diseases are
major culprits behind poor memory in elderly persons.
Parkinson’s disease has emerged as the second most common
neurodegenerative disorder aﬄicting about 4 million people
across the globe [1]. Steep rise in PD cases in aged
population is quite distressing [2]. Though sporadic cases
are more common yet in a significant fraction of western
population, it can be attributed to delicate and fine tuning
of gene regulation profile related to disorders [3]. PD is
manifested as an outcome of interaction of copious genetic
and environmental factors [4].
Parkinson’s disease is characterized by motor impairments such as tremor of a limb usually restricted to one
side of body. Concomitant symptoms including rigidity or
stiﬀness of the limbs and trunk, akinesia, and impaired

balance and postural instability [5–8] are often accompanied
with depression to complete the clinical picture of PD. Onset
of symptoms is the result of loss of neurons substantia nigra
pars compacta causing a considerable decline in levels of
Dopamine, a neurotransmitter. The hallmarks essential for
PD diagnosis is the occurrence of eosinophilic proteinaceous
inclusions, Lewy bodies in extant dopaminergic neurons. PD
is incurable and various drugs prescribed for PD treatment
oﬀer merely symptomatic relief and contribute little to the
halt of disease progression.
Since its description in 1817, very little was known about
its etiology until recent days. The discovery of a series of
genes involved in rare familial PD has instilled immense
exhilaration and provided much needed impetus to research
in this arena. There is mounting evidence that several
genes like a-synuclein, Parkin, PTEN induced putative kinase
1 (PINK1), DJ-1, leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2),
and ATP13A2 are misregulated in PD [9]. But whether
these genes contribute in a common regulatory pathway or
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multiple parallel subpathways converging to same sequence
in molecular pathogenesis of PD is yet to be resolved.
microRNAs, generally known as negative regulators of gene
expression, have attracted a lot of attention in recent times
for their possible role on fine tuning of disease related
genes. miRNAs are known to regulate approximately 30% of
genes in human genome [10]. There is escalating evidence
regarding the involvement of the abundant and endogenous
21–23 nt long RNA in various neurodegenerative disorders.
Elucidation of precise biological function of these miRNAs
has been the subject of many studies. miRNAs are involved in
cell diﬀerentiation, development, apoptosis [11], stress resistance [12], tumor formation [13], and more importantly in
neurodegenerative disorders [11, 14–16]. The establishment
of role of miR-133b in mammalian midbrain dopaminergic
neurons (DNs) has spurred a new interest in studies of
the prospective function of these miRNAs in Parkinson’s
disease [17]. It appears that level of several miRNAs (miR10a, miR-10b, miR-212, miR-132, and 495) modulates genes
related to PD considerably [18]. Earlier studies provide some
evidences about the involvement of miRNAs in Parkinson
disease [19] but do not oﬀer a full comprehensive view of
microRNA dependent regulation of PD genes. Availability
of simple, rapid, and accurate computer-based methods
and development of eﬃcient algorithms for micro RNA
prediction have generated a great deal of interest [20, 21].
Here, our analysis reveals a complex interplay between
microRNA and Parkinson genes for understanding the
mechanism of PD pathogenesis. In practice, conventional
biochemical miRNA profile is often encountered with several
problems including transient, and low level of microRNA
expression, tissue specificity and complex interaction with
targets [20, 22]. Computational prediction of miRNA target
sites can readily predict the role of miRNAs in the regulatory
pathways.
The multifarious relationships shared by genes related
to PD pathway, regulation of various miRNAs by other
miRNAs in response to indefinite cues impose the need
of an interaction map. This study aims at developing a
complex interaction map between genes and microRNAs in
the PD pathways, which will provide readymade clues for
selection of miRNA using a comprehensive view of overall
interplay between genes and microRNAs. This interaction
map unravels some unexpected complexity in searching of
microRNA target selection.

2. Methods
In the current study, we emphasized on identification of
fraction of miRNA specific to the PD genetic pathway
and propose an interaction network between these genes
and targeted miRNA. Figure 1 represents stepwise workflow
undertaken for the study.
2.1. Selection of Genes. Parkinson’s disease pathway
(Figure 2) in Kyoto Encyclopedia of genes and Genomes
(KEGG) available at http://www.genome.jp/kegg/ consists
of 27 genes. Among them, genetic studies have identified
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few candidates such as parkin (PARK5, PARK6, PARK7,
PARK8), alpha-syncline, NR4A2, synphilin-1, GBA, SNCA
which, once mutated, can result Parkinson’s disease like
symptoms. Here, 2 more genes were also added to the PD
network based on literature survey.
Genes selected are CASP3, CASP9, COX6B2, CYCS,
GPR37, HTRA2, APAF1, UQCRFSL1, LOC100133737,
LRRK2, NDUFS7, PARK2, PARK7, PTEN induced putative kinase1 (PINK1), SDHA, SEPT5, SLC6A3, SLC18A1,
SLC25A4, SNCA, SNCAIP, TH, UBE1, UBE2J2, UBE2L3,
ubiquitinB, UCHL1, GBA [23–25], NR4A2 [26]. Out of the
29 genes selected for this study, PINK1, PARK7, UBE2J2,
GBA, and CASP9 are located on chromosome 1 while
UCHL1, SNCA, CASP3, SLC25A4 are located on chromosome 4. Genes SDHA, SLC6A3, SNCAIP are present on chromosome 5. The position and location of each gene on the
chromosomes is summarized (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material available online at doi:10.1155/2009/363145).
Sequences for the selected genes were collected in Fasta
format from NCBI.
Total 866 human miRNA were downloaded in Fasta format from miRBASE (http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/).
For prediction of miRNA targets, miRanda (version 1.0b)
employs dynamic programming based on sequence complementarity, allotting higher weights to matches at the 5 end
of the mature miRNA while considering the free energy of
the RNA-RNA duplex (calculated using RNAFold) [27] and
the extent of conservation of the miRNA target across related
genomes. miRanda [28, 29] software version 1.0b available at
http://www.microrna.org/miranda was employed to predict
target sites for these miRNAs. Cut-oﬀ values for prediction
of target sites selected in analysis were Gap Open Penalty:
2.0, Gap Extend: 8.00 match score (S) ≥150.00, duplex
free energy (ΔG) = −25.00 kcal/mol, Scaling Parameter (w)
= 3.00. The selected gene sequences and human miRNA
sequences were used as reference and query sequences,
respectively, as input to miRanda. Conservation criterion was
not used as it is reported that the nonconserved target sites
may also play a part in repression.
Output generated from miRanda was used for target site
identification and subsequent analysis. Top 10 microRNAs
were selected based on the highest threshold match scores.
Multiplicity and cooperativity were determined for all the
miRNAs. Positions of the target sites for these miRNAs on
29 genes were explored and sites prone to multiple miRNAs
were identified. After assembling the data for all genes, top
10 miRNAs were selected based on high multiplicity and
ClustalW provided in miRBase was employed to investigate
the conservation pattern in these microRNAs. A complex
interaction map of interplay among 29 genes and top 10
miRNAs which showed maximum number of interaction
with Parkinson disease associated genes was constructed.
2.2. Physico-Chemical Properties of Top 10 miRNAs. Important physico-chemical properties of 10 miRNAs (based on
multiplicity) such as molecular weight (Kilo Dalton), free
energy (δG in Kcal/mol), and composition were calculated by
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27 genes from KEGG pathway and 2 genes from literature were selected
Sequences of 29 genes collected from
NCBI in Fasta format

Human miRNA (866) sequences collected
from miRbase
miRanda

Extraction of potential target sites

Selection of top 10 miRNAs

Finding miRNA clusters on each Parkinson candidate genes

Construction of an interaction map between potent miRNAs and key genes

Comparison of results with TargetScan

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the workflow.

employing Oligo Calc: Oligonucleotide Properties Calculator
[30].
Molecular weight and free energy were calculated by the
following formulae:
Molecular weight (Mw) = (An x 329.21) + (Un x 306.17)
+ (Cn x 305.18) + (Gn x 329.21)
+ 159.0,
(1)
where An , Un , Cn and Gn are the number of each respective
nucleotide of the RNA molecule under consideration. Additionally, weight 159.0 gm/mole was added that accounts to
5 triphosphat.


Free energy (δG) : δG = RT ln

3. Results and Discussion
Complex interplay of genes and miRNA appears to be a
key factor in determining the delicate balance of disease
controlling genes expression. Prediction of miRNAs using
computer-based methods serves many advantages and aid in
recognition of molecular hallmarks of the disease that can
lead to development of eﬀective screens for miRNA targets.
However, prediction of microRNA targets might suﬀer
from numerous problems including tissue specific expression
and lack of validation. Such weakness of in silico studies
can be partially compensated by predicting targets using
multiple programmes. The outputs can be eﬀectively utilized
for development of a molecular marker in diagnosis and
prognosis.



RNA · template

 . (2)
(RNA) template

Both (1) and (2) assume that the annealing occurs under the
standard conditions of 50 nM primer, 50 mM Na+ , and pH
7.0.
2.3. Validation of miRNA Target Prediction Using Multiple
Programmes. In order to verify target sites of microRNA
predicted solely by miRanda, TargetScan (Release 5.1) (31)
was employed for prediction of target sites. miRNA targets
in 3 UTR that are common in two miRNA prediction
algorithms and their comparative analysis was provided.
Information regarding specific microRNAs that
are expressed in midbrain was collected from WALK
database (http://web.bioinformatics.ic.ac.uk/MSc07/WALK/
mirna.html) and whole data was screened for target sites of
midbrain-specific miRNAs.

3.1. miRNA Target Sites in Parkinson’s Disease. Total 5501
miRNA binding target sites were predicted for 29 genes
selected and the dataset of 866 human miRNA used for the
analysis.
Initially, top 20 miRNA targets were selected on basis
of top scores and stringent parameters for each gene. These
sites were distributed diversely in 5 untranslated regions;
coding region and 3 untranslated regions (UTR) (Figure 3,
Figure SF1-29, and Table S2 in Supplementary Material).
Surprisingly, more target sites were predicted in CDS region
as compared to 3 UTR and 5 UTR. It was found that
target sites predicted for CASP3, COX6B2, CYCS, SEPT5,
SLC6A3, UBE2J2, UBE2L3 genes were more in 3 UTR. In
contrast, no target was predicted in 3 UTR for GPR37,
PINK1, SLC25A4, UQCRFSL1, LOC100133737 genes. Till
recently it was believed that microRNA can target all the
regions including 5 UTR, CDS, and 3 UTR in plants and
are restricted to 3 UTR in animals. But there is growing
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evidence that micro RNA can target the CDS [31–35] as
well as 5 region [35, 36]. Location of target sites in a
specified region also provides clues about mode of action
of microRNAs, whether they are involved in transcriptional,
posttranscriptional, and translational inhibition. Figure 4

3.2. Identification of Hotspots. Many microRNAs share either
same target sites or sites located in vicinity of other
microRNAs. Gathering of many miRNAs in the same site
or vicinity area is commonly known as “hotspot.” Usually,
miRNAs that occupy the same spot are coregulated and
coexpressed [37, 38] and are involved in important biological
functions [39–41]. In contrast, it is reasonable to anticipate
that sequences in hotspot region might be occupied only
by a predominant microRNA among the cluster members
and a microRNA having aﬃnity towards such sites may
outcast other microRNAs by competitive selection. But
how such selection of single microRNA occurs is still
unknown. This may provide a reasonable clue regarding
the variable eﬀectiveness of microRNA pools. Researchers
employ diﬀerent criteria for defining cluster, mostly ranging
from the presence of more than two miRNAs in a same
chromosomal sites [36] occurrence in same orientation,
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absence of interfering transcription unit [42] or in some
cases on the basis of phylogenetic relationships [37]. Keeping
in view, the coannotation of these spots in important
biological processes, 5501 miRNA targets were then further
analyzed for identifying target prone regions in all Parkinson
associated genes.
In the present study, we employed some preset criteria,
which define a region as a hotspot if the region showed
minimum 10 nucleotide overlap at starting position and
possesses minimum overlapping five miRNA targets (see
Supplementary Material). Total 288 regions were identified
on all 29 genes spanned across 5 UTR, 3 UTR, and coding
regions of the genes (Figure SF30-57 in supplement). Among
all miRNA hotspots, 81, 77, and 130 regions were found
in 5 UTR, 3 UTR, and coding region, respectively. Any
region prone to multiple microRNA targeting could not be
identified on CYCS and LOC100133737 genes. For all other
genes, the number of hotspots varies between 1 and 26. It
is anticipated that the genes that show the highest number
of hotspots possibly undergo highest sensitivity in miRNA
mediated regulation at transcriptional level because most
of the sensitive sites reside in the 5 regulatory domains
of the genes. Genes such as PINK1, UBE2J2, SEPT5, and
TH carried 26, 24, 23, 20 hotspots for miRNA action,
respectively. The details of miRNA target prone sites against
each gene are shown in Table S3. For example, in PINK1,
23 of the 26 sensitive target sites were found in the 5 UTR
region, 3 regions are found in CDS only. Surprisingly, no
hotspots could be identified in 3 UTR for PINK1. This

revealed that PINK1 is not prone to translational inhibition.
In reality, microRNA mediated transcriptional regulation is
lacking broadly in animals, but frequent is plants. Abundance of predicted miRNA targets in the PINK1 regulatory
regions depicts complexity of microRNA mediated target
selection.
Conversely in UBE2J2, majority of such hotspots (19)
were identified in 3 UTR while CDS region and 5 UTR
showed only 1 and 4 hotspots, respectively. Depending on
location of target sites, most likely UBE2J2 was regulated by
the translational initiation. These results show that miRNAs
can functionally target endogenous mRNAs in any region
including coding region and 5 UTR and not restricted to
the 3 UTR as described earlier. However, such dispersed
distribution of miRNA target can generate more complexity
in the nature of interaction, which counteracts the possibility
of selection of most eﬃcient miRNA required for functional
knockdown of the PD genes.
3.3. Multiplicity and Cooperativity. In general term, one
miRNA can target more than one gene (multiplicity), and
one gene can be controlled by more than one miRNA
(cooperativity) [29]. As reported earlier single miRNA can
control hundreds of genes [43, 44]. Here, top 20 miRNAs
displaying high scores were initially selected. After assembling all data, multiplicity and cooperativity were calculated.
From the dataset, miRNAs that displayed maximum number
of interactions with PD related genes were selected and
used for constructing an interaction map. miRNAs showing
maximum number of targets in PD related genes were
selected as top 10 miRNA. Maximum interactions were
found in 6 miRNAs, that is, hsa-miR-638, hsa-miR-1226∗ ,
hsa-miR-612, hsa-miR-612, hsa-miR1469, hsa-miR-608 and
hsa-miR-939 that show high value of multiplicity. For
instance, hsa-miR-638 exhibited high multiplicity showing total 119 interactions with 26 genes while no hsamiR-638 target sites were found on three genes, namely,
CASP3, PARK7, and SNCA. Defects in SNCA have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease while
autosomal recessive mutations in PARK7 cause early onset
of Parkinson disease. CASP3 gene encodes a predominant
caspase involved in cleavage of amyloid-beta 4A precursor
protein, belonging to cysteine-aspartic acid protease (caspase) family which is associated with neuronal death in
other neurological disorders. hsa-miR-1226∗ displayed 107
interactions with 25 genes but no complementary target
sites could be identified for LOC100133737, PARK7, SNCA,
ubiquitinB. Therefore, it can be inferred that these miRNAs
may not be involved in regulation of activity of these
genes.
Similarly, we analyzed the same dataset for estimating
cooperativity. It was found that PINK1, SEPT5, TH exhibited
high cooperativity towards top 10 miRNAs. All top 10
miRNA displayed 974 targets on the selected genes. It provides a complex picture which is diﬃcult to comprehend the
interactions. For example, PINK1 is regulated by 10 miRNAs
at 81 positions, so these top 10 miRNAs demonstrate high
cooperativity towards PINK1. Similarly, top 10 miRNAs
exhibited 79, 78 targets in SEPT5 and TH genes. In contrast,
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a less degree of cooperativity was found in LOC100133737,
SNCA genes suggesting a low sensitivity to, microRNA
mediated regulation. Only three of 10 microRNA that is, hsamiR-638, hsa-miR-612, and hsa-miR-661 exhibited miRNA
targets on LOC10013373 (for details, see Table 1). Therefore,
multiplicity and cooperativity add more complexity of
microRNA selection and their sensitivity to large number of
targets on PD genes.
Next, top 10 miRNAs were predicted based on the highest
scores. hsa-miR-612 showed the maximum score 212. All
the miRNAs having a score >=196 were selected and it was
found that 6 miRNAs were common among both datasets,
namely, miRNAs with the highest multiplicity and highest
scores. Based on in silico prediction, we anticipated that these
microRNAs may be master controller for regulating of PD
pathway genes.
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10
4
7
12
4
9
7
6
—
7
66

10-LRRK2

7-APAF1

8
1
3
6
2
6
6
5
4
4
45

11-NDUFS7

5-GPR37

6-HTRA2

4-CYCS
5
3
—
1
6
1
1
5
—
1
23

2-CASP9

hsa-miR-638
— 3 6
hsa-miR-1226∗ 4 3 7
hsa-miR-612
1 1 8
hsa-miR-1469
1 2 3
hsa-miR-939
— 4 7
hsa-miR-661
4 2 6
hsa-miR-1538
2 6 4
hsa-miR-663
3 2 3
hsa-miR-663b
1 1 3
hsa-miR-608
2 1 3
Total
18 25 50

miRNA/Genes

1-CASP3

3-COX6B2

Table 1: Multiplicity and cooperativity for all miRNA data.

6
9
4
3
5
3
3
4
3
3
43

6
10
2
4
6
2
1
2
4
5
42

119
107
106
106
99
93
92
90
86
76
974

3.4. Unique miRNA Targets. microRNA targeting a single
gene at single site can be termed as unique miRNA for
a particular dataset and holds much importance, being
specific towards a specific gene. Therefore, for targeting a
specific gene these microRNAs might be useful, but single
site targeting may not be suﬃcient to repress the activity of
that gene to a desired level. It was also found that only 100
of 866 miRNAs displayed single interaction with Parkinson
associated genes. Surprisingly, 3 out of 29 genes, SLC25A4,
SNCAIP, and ubiquitin, did not exhibit targets for these
unique miRNAs. They are not involved in single miRNA
mediated regulation. One more gene UBE1 that encodes
protein in the first step of ubiquitin conjugation to mark
cellular proteins for degradation showed the highest no of
single miRNA targets implying the need of the highest degree
of specificity (Table S4 in Supplementary Material). These
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Table 2: Common microRNA target sites for various genes predicted using miRanda and TargetScan.

Gene
CASP9

COX6B2

CYCS

APAF1
PARK2

SEPT 5

SLC6A3

TH

GBA

microRNA
hsa-miR-224
hsa-miR-138
hsa-miR-217
hsa-miR-339-5p
hsa-miR-492
hsa-miR-608
hsa-miR-661
hsa-miR-940
hsa-miR-1301
hsa-miR-25
hsa-miR-510
hsa-miR-591
hsa-miR-658
hsa-miR-663
hsa-miR-769-5p
hsa-miR-939
hsa-miR-650
hsa-miR-361-3p
hsa-miR-574-5p
hsa-miR-614
hsa-miR-1207-5p
hsa-miR-1250
hsa-miR-1825
hsa-miR-484
hsa-miR-572
hsa-miR-637
hsa-miR-663
hsa-miR-663b
hsa-miR-1301
hsa-miR-193b
hsa-miR-331-3p
hsa-miR-34a
hsa-miR-449a
hsa-miR-486-3p
hsa-miR-601
hsa-miR-637
hsa-miR-34c-5p
hsa-miR-658
hsa-miR-885-3p
hsa-miR-920
hsa-miR-1233
hsa-miR-212
hsa-miR-331-3p
hsa-miR-331-3p
hsa-miR-519e
hsa-miR-637
hsa-miR-661
hsa-miR-766

Start position
of target sites
predicted by
miRanda
240
676
6
454
274
55
163
672
1812
2191
2244
1332
2198
2283
1943
1990
639
21
96
263
643
671
600
871
877
81
160
74
1613
1518
331
684
686
324
406
883
211
217
96
107
12
363
109
159
4
197
452
160

End position
of target sites
predicted by
miRanda
264
701
36
479
293
86
187
688
1840
2214
2273
1352
2232
2304
1974
2018
662
40
118
291
664
696
622
894
899
104
183
93
1635
1541
351
706
706
347
432
912
240
245
115
125
33
386
133
178
26
223
476
183

Start position
of target sites
predicted by
TargetScan
255
693
26
471
285
77
180
681
1830
2204
2262
1341
2221
2286
1964
2007
654
31
110
282
657
687
614
887
880
95
176
86
1626
1533
342
698
698
337
423
883
230
236
108
116
25
376
124
169
18
215
467
175

End position
of target sites
predicted by
TargetScan
261
699
32
477
291
83
186
687
1836
2210
2268
1347
2227
2292
1970
2013
660
37
116
288
663
693
620
893
886
101
182
92
1632
1539
348
704
704
343
429
889
236
242
114
122
31
382
130
175
24
221
473
181
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results predict a coherent interplay between variation of
microRNA target and functional eﬃcacy of PD genes. It is
possible that simple computational prediction of microRNA
targets may shed some light on the behavior of target genes
involved in Parkinson disease.
3.5. Deciphering Complexity through miRNA and Gene Interactions Map. To envisage the interrelationship of multiplicity of top 10 miRNA and their association with selected
29 genes, a gene-miRNA interaction map for Parkinson
disease was constructed (Figure 5). Hsa-miR-612 showed
highest number of interactions against 19 genes while
four miRNAs hsa-miR-939, hsa-miR-1301, hsa-miR-12075p, hsa-miR-1183 showed interactions with only 9 genes. In
contrast, counting the miRNA hits for individual gene, it
was found that UBE2L3 exhibited 9 interactions with top
scoring miRNAs whereas APAF1 and SNCA did not show
any interaction with these miRNAs. These genes might not
be under miRNA-based control. These findings suggest that
computer-based prediction of microRNA target selection
undoubtedly reduces the noise but is not suﬃcient to
estimate eﬃciency of each microRNA on the multiple targets.
Next, several important physico-chemical properties
such as molecular weight (MW), free energy (δG in
Kcal/mole), and the sequence composition features for the
top ten miRNAs (based on multiplicity) were calculated
employing Oligo Calc: Oligonucleotide tool to identify any
potential specificity related to Parkinson’s disease. The size of
the miRNAs varied between 22 and 26 nucleotides. A narrow
range of diﬀerence in properties was found among top 10
miRNAs. All microRNAs displayed a high GC content with 2
miRNAs, namely, hsa-miR-1469 and hsa-miR-663 showing
exceptionally high GC composition of 91% (Table S5 in
supplement). GC and AU content % of the human miRNome
as taken from sequence feature statistics of 782 microRNAs
from Argonaute database [45] ranges from 19.05% to 95%
and 5 to 80.95%, respectively. The diﬀerence in properties is
not enough for preferential selection of one miRNA from the
others.
Finally, to investigate the sequence conservation of
microRNA, Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) available
at miRBase (http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/) was used. A clear
predominance of G-nucleotide site at 20th position was
observed in all the top 10 miRNAs and a strong bias towards
G was also found at 8th, 12th, and 15th positions.
Intersection of miRanda and TargetScan prediction. In order
to verify our above-mentioned findings depicted exclusively
by miRanda, we have predicted only 3 UTR target sites using
TargetScan [46] since prediction of TargetScan is limited to
target sites only in 3 UTR. TargetScan relies on perfect seed
complementarity and thus reduces false positive rate. Target
sites predicted using miRanda and TargetScan were matched
and compared (Figure 6 and Table S6).
Two genes LOC100128525 and LOC100133737 in
Parkinson pathways were devoid of any predicted target sites
in the 3 UTR regions as predicted using both the algorithms.
Moreover, miRanda failed to predict target sites in PINK1
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and SLC25A4 and resulted in prediction of target sites for
only 25 genes while TargetScan predicted target sites for all
remaining 27 genes. The number of targets sites predicted
by two separate programmes is quite large as compared to
common microRNA targets envisaged by both programmes.
Target sites predicted based on only seed sequence similarity
in TargetScan are greater than the 1588 sites predicted by
miRanda. However, intersection includes a small number
(142) of common target sites which is limited to only 12
genes (Table S7).
Using both algorithms, 7 microRNAs were predicted to
have target sites in vicinity. Target sites for 7 microRNAs,
namely, hsa-mir-138 (miRanda: 676–701, TargetScan: 693–
699), hsa-miR-217 (miRanda: 6–36, TargetScan: 26–32), hsamiR-339-5p (miRanda: 454–479,TargetScan: 471–477), hsamiR-492 (miRanda: 274–293, TargetScan: 285–291), hsamiR-608 (miRanda: 55–86, TargetScan: 77–83), hsa-miR661 (miRanda: 163–187, TargetScan: 180–186), hsa-miR-940
(miRanda: 672–688, TargetScan: 681–687) were found in
specified region. Similar results were found for other 8 genes
and are summarized in Table 2.
Midbrain Specific microRNAs. The predicted microRNA
targets were also screened for a subset of microRNA
expressed in the midbrain. It comprises of 112 microRNAs.
In all, 378 target sites were predicted for 60 midbrainspecific miRNAs for miRanda across the entire length of gene
(Table S8). Among them, 343 target sites were predicted
for 99 midbrain-specific microRNAs using TargetScan while
only 115 target sites were identified for 43 midbrain-specific
microRNAs using miRanda for 3 UTR (Tables S9 and S10
in Supplementary Material). Only 39 miRNAs were found
to be common in both algorithms for which 105 and 136
target sites were predicted by miRanda and TargetScan,
respectively. Only target sites for hsa-miR-138 in COX6B2
(miRanda: 676–701, TargetScan: 693–699) and hsa-miR25 in CYCS (miRanda: 2191–2214, TargetScan: 2204–2210)
were predicted to occur in close proximity. The variation in
results can be attributed to diﬀerence in set parameters in two
independent algorithms.

4. Conclusion
Neurological disorders are complex diseases in which a
wealth of information remains hidden owing to a variety
of regulatory complexity. Despite of numerous studies on
Parkinson diseases, existence of multiple parallel pathways
or their convergence at a point is still a puzzle. The previous
studies have pointed out the role of miRNAs in the etiology
of PD. Absence of eﬃcient treatment methods tends us to
broaden our understanding of the candidate genes involved
in disease pathway. Knowledge of putative miRNA targets on
these genes achieved using fast computer-based assays will be
a reasonable and powerful advancement for understanding
PD. Repression of candidate genes involved in pathogenesis
by a single miRNA or a group of miRNAs may aid in combating this disease. In order to oﬀer a simplistic view of perplexing relationship of gene and miRNAs, we propose an intricate
and comprehensive microRNA-gene interaction map in the
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PD pathway. For gaining an insight about the mechanism
of these miRNA actions, distribution of these target sites at
diﬀerent regions was explored. Importantly, it was found
that miRNA target sites are not restricted only to 3 UTR
but are distributed across the entire length of gene. These
hotspots may be representing favored sites for miRNA-based
regulation. The miRNA and gene networks of a particular
trait are poorly understood. Interaction map also provides
a way for selecting important miRNAs markers required for
diagnosis and therapeutics. Finally, though physiochemical
properties of microRNA narrate some indicative parameters
yet it is not enough to understand the complex relationship
of Parkinson’s disease genes and microRNAs. The weakness
of the work is that as most of the computational miRNA
prediction algorithms focus on 3 UTR and a number of
miRNA in these search algorithms represent only a fraction
of total miRNA available in microRNA repositories like
miRBase, it is diﬃcult to validate the target sites for
those miRNAs and also in 5 UTR and CDS. Therefore,
computational prediction may not guide optimize selection
of any single microRNA for eﬃcient knock down and level
of action and further validation of these findings using
experimental approaches is required. Further analysis and
experimental validation of these results is mandatory for
resolving complexity for the selection of microRNA targets in
future.
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1. Introduction
Mechanisms of posttranscriptional gene regulation by
micro-RNA (miRNA) and short interfering RNA (siRNA)
have been highlighted in recent years as having important
roles in control of a variety of developmental and functional
processes. The present review concerns a small family of
proteins, the 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA)
inducible sequence 11 (TIS11) family, which also function
in posttranscriptional gene regulation and whose functions may overlap and interact with miRNA and siRNA
control mechanisms. The TIS11 family consists of four
mammalian members and include TIS11 (ZFP36, TTP,
Nup475, GOS24), TIS11b (Berg36, ERF-1, ZFP36L1, BRF1), and TIS11d (ZFP36L2, ERF-2, BRF-2). The fourth family
member described in rodents, Zfp36l3, was expressed in
mouse placenta, but was not detected in human placenta
or other human tissues [1]. TIS11-like proteins have also
been identified in drosophila and yeast [2–4]. These proteins
contain two tandemly repeated zinc finger motifs through
which they bind to adenine uridine (AU) rich elements
(AREs) in mRNA and mediate ARE-mediated mRNA decay
[5]. Table 1 lists the three human TIS11 family members,
their chromosomal locations as well as reported mRNA
targets. This family of proteins have been reported to

promote deadenylation, decapping, and finally degradation
of mRNAs by either exosome (3 -5 degradation) or XRN1
exonuclease (5 -3 degradation) [6].
AREs are found mostly at the 3 end of many mRNAs
encoding cytokines, transcription factors, cell cycle regulators, and apoptosis regulators. It is estimated that up to
8% of mRNAs may contain AREs [7]. AREs are subdivided
into three classes: Class I, Class II, and Class III. Class II
is further subdivided into Class IIA, IIB, IIC, IID, IIE [6].
Class I is characterised by the AUUUA motif and a U-rich
region. Class III is characterised by a U-rich sequence found
in, for example, the mRNA of c-jun. Class IIA contains five
consecutive AUUUA pentamer sequences; Class IIB contains
four consecutive AUUUA pentamers; Class IIC contains
three consecutive AUUUA pentamers; Class IID contains
two consecutive AUUUA pentamers, and finally Class IIE
contains one AUUUA motif [6].

2. The TIS11 Family in Posttranscriptional
Gene Regulation
One of the first indications that the prototype TIS11 protein
functions as an AU binding protein came from work
which showed that TIS11 inhibited TNFα production from
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macrophages by destabilising its messenger RNA (mRNA)
and this appeared to be due to direct binding of TIS11 to
the TNFα ARE [8]. It was later shown that the optimal
and minimally required RNA sequence for TIS11 binding is
UUAUUUAUU [9–12]. The adenine residues and the spacing
between them are critical in ensuring a stable association
between the TIS11 peptide and RNA, even though TIS11
was still able to strongly bind to an AUUUUA peptide, and
intermediately to AUUA and AUUUUUA peptides [9, 10].
TIS11 interaction with the RNA sequence is of relatively high
aﬃnity [10]. It should be noted that AREs are found at the 3
end of each of the TIS11 family mRNAs suggesting that they
may regulate themselves by a negative feedback loop [13, 14].
Overexpression of human TIS11 in HEK293 cells caused
significant reduction in the levels of an artificial reporter
mRNA containing part of the TNF-α 3 untranslated region
(3 UTR), and this was dependent on the amount of
TIS11 plasmid transfected [32]. Similar eﬀects were seen
for rat TIS11b or Xenopus TIS11d, although TIS11d was
less eﬃcient in inducing TNF-α reporter mRNA decay than
TIS11 and TIS11b [32]. Two zinc finger motifs in TIS11 are
necessary and suﬃcient for binding to the AREs, and also
mediate TNF-α mRNA decay [32]. Similarly, other studies
reported that TIS11 and other members of the TIS11 family
can also mediate decay of mRNA for GM-CSF and IL-3
[15, 33]. Critical residues in the human TIS11 family zinc
finger domains for binding to the TNF-α ARE probe or
GM-CSF ARE probes were Cys124 , Cys147 , His128 , Cys162 ,
and His166 , and mutations of these residues to other amino
acids completely abolished TIS11 binding [39]. In the same
study it was shown that coexpression of wild type TIS11
and a Cys124R nonbinding mutant resulted in stabilisation
of artificial reporter TNF-α mRNA, even though wild type
TIS11 was able to bind reporter TNF-α mRNA [39]. This
finding suggested that the presence of a nonbinding mutant
acts as a dominant negative over TIS11 destabilising activity,
possibly by interacting with proteins that regulate TIS11
destabilising function [39].
TIS11-dependent degradation of mRNA requires deadenylation [40]. Deadenylation is strongly induced by TIS11
when two nonamers (UUAUUUAUU) are present in a
sequence, whereas deadenylation and mRNA degradation
by TIS11 in probes containing only one nonamer is much
weaker [12]. The ability of TIS11 to promote deadenylation
was dependent on the presence of Mg+2 and it was suggested
that there is involvement of PolyA specific ribonuclease
(PARN) in the process. It was shown that TIS11 requires
PARN to promote deadenylation of an ARE containing
mRNA probe [40]. Association between TIS11 and PARN
is indirect rather than direct and other proteins may form
the bridge between them. Alternatively, the presence of
TIS11 may displace an ARE stabilising factor that inhibits
deadenylation caused by PARN [40]. Another study using
immunoprecipitation demonstrated that TIS11 does not
associate directly with PARN [41]. It was also shown
that TIS11 co-immunoprecipitates with hDcp1 and hDcp2
(decapping enzymes), hXrn1 (5 -3 exonuclease), hCcr4
(deadenylase), hRrp4 (a component of the exosome), or
hEdc3 (enhances the activity of the decapping enzymes)
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through the N-terminal domain, whereas the zinc fingers and
the C-terminal domain are not involved in these interactions
[41, 42]. Additionally, deletion of the N-terminal domain
of TIS11 partially abrogated induction of mRNA decay by
TIS11. It was therefore proposed that TIS11 is involved
in deadenylation and degradation of mRNA by recruiting
enzymes such as hDcp1, hDcp2 and hCcr4 through the
N-terminal domain [41]. Other transacting elements may
also be involved in TIS11 function recruited through the
C-terminal domain, since deletion of this domain in both
TIS11 and TIS11b resulted in stabilisation of a β-globin
mRNA containing AREs [41]. One such element may be the
exosome, a multicomponent complex with 3 -5 exonuclease
activity, and it was reported that TIS11 requires and recruits
the exosome specifically in ARE containing mRNA probes,
to mediate degradation of a deadenylated mRNA [43]. It
was also shown that the exosome consists of 14 diﬀerent
components, among which are hRrp4, hRrp40, hRrp41,
hRrp42, hRrp43, hRrp46, hCsl4, and hMtr3 [43]. It seems
likely that TIS11 mediated mRNA degradation involves
multiple enzymes including PARN, decapping enzymes such
as hDcp1, hDcp2, hEdc3, exonucleases including the exosome, and Xrn1 (5 -3 exonuclease) as well, to preferentially
degrade ARE containing mRNAs [42, 43]. Figure 1 shows the
pathways and major components of ARE mediated mRNA
decay.
Reported mRNA targets of the TIS11 family include
TNF-α in many cell types [14, 24, 44–47], GM-CSF [15], IL-3
[16], IL-2 [21], IL-6 [17], IL-10 [30], Ccl2 and Ccl3 [24], 1,4galactosyltransferase [22], vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) [29], cyclooxygenase-2 [18], plasminogen activator
inhibitor type 2 [19], paired-like homeodomain 2 (Pitx2)
[20], E47 [28], polo-like kinase 3 [31], and TIS11 itself [14].
VEGF mRNA was also reported to be a target of TIS11b
[35] although in TIS11b deficient fibroblasts VEGF levels
were shown to be elevated as a consequence of increased
translation rather than an eﬀect on VEGF mRNA [37]. More
recently, TIS11b has been reported to target and degrade
steroid acute regulatory (STAR) protein mRNA [38]. Utilisation of siRNA inhibition for TIS11 revealed that it targets
FOS and p21 in the THP-1 cell line and primary human
monocytes [26] and IL-12 and MIP-2 in macrophages [23].
Similarly, TIS11 is involved in the regulation of c-myc and
cyclin-D following treatment of glioblastoma and prostate
cancer cell lines with rapamycin [25]. This suggests that
TIS11 also regulates certain transcription factors and cell
cycle regulators. A global search for novel mRNA targets
of TIS11 identified 250 potential targets and characterised
immediate early response gene 3 (Ier3) mRNA as a novel
target [27]. Notably, in this study Ier3 was clearly shown not
to be a target for TIS11b [27] and in a later study pololike kinase 3 was shown also to be a target for TIS11 but
not TIS11b or TIS11d [31]. These examples illustrate that
mRNA targets of TIS11 family members may be diﬀerent for
diﬀerent family members. In fact, there is growing awareness
in the field that many in vitro assays designed to measure
mRNA interaction and decay may identify “nonphysiological
targets” and that “physiological targets” of TTP family
members can best be determined by analysis of mRNA
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Figure 1: Pathways and major components of ARE-mediated mRNA decay by TIS11 proteins. TIS11 protein binds to the ARE sequence in
the 3 UTR and recruits deadenylases either directly (hCcr4) or indirectly (PARN). Deadenylated mRNA can be recruited by the exosome,
a multiprotein structure containing proteins such as Rrp4, Rrp40, Rrp41, and PM-Scl75 that form the 3 to 5 exoribonuclease complex.
Decapping of mRNA can follow deadenylation mediated by decapping enzymes such as Dcp1 and Dcp2 and degradation of mRNA can then
be mediated by the 5 to 3 Xrn1 exonuclease.

degradation kinetics in knockout mice or cells derived from
knockout mice [27]. Another more recent global analysis of
TIS11 targets identified 137 potential TIS11 mRNA targets
[30]. Interestingly, only a subset of the putative TIS11 targets
contained the UUAUUUAUU sequence. This implies that
either the RNA binding specificity of TIS11 proteins is not
fully understood or that TIS11 proteins can be indirectly
recruited to mRNA targets via other RNA-binding proteins,
or that many false positives have been indentified in target
screens. Table 1 summarises the reported mRNA targets for
TIS11 family proteins and reported mechanisms.
A number of recent studies have reported links between
TIS11 and miRNA functions and processes. Dicer, an enzyme
required in the processing of miRNAs, was needed for TIS11
mediated degradation of TNFα ARE [48]. Furthermore,
these studies revealed that miRNA16 can pair with eight
bases in the TNFα ARE and this pairing is required for
TIS11 mediated degradation of TNFα ARE [48]. TIS11
and miR16 do not bind directly to each other but interact
through association with Argonaute/eiF2C family members
[48]. Thus, TIS11 mediated mRNA degradation may require
components of the miRNA processing pathway and indeed
miRNA and TIS11 proteins may act codependently in medi-

ating degradation. TIS11 was also identified as a component
of the RNAi pathway by a genome wide screen in drosophila
melanogaster [49]. TIS11 genes contain many predicted
targets for miRNA suggesting another level of complexity
in the interrelationship between TIS11 family members and
miRNAs [50]. A picture is therefore emerging of potentially
complex interplay of diﬀerent mechanisms of posttranscriptional gene regulation which include the TIS11 family.

3. Identification of Human TIS11
Family Members
Human TIS11 is located on chromosome 19q13.1, and was
isolated and cloned by several groups after stimulation of
cells with serum, TPA, or insulin [51–53]. Human TIS11b
is located on chromosome 14q22-24 and was isolated from
chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells (CLL) after stimulation
with TPA [54, 55], from human cDNA libraries probed with
the rat cMG1 [13] or as a gene that reversed the phenotype
of mutant H1080 cells which were unable to degrade IL-3
mRNA [34]. Finally human TIS11d is located on 2p22.3p21 and was isolated from human cDNA libraries probed
with the mouse TIS11d mRNA [56]. The sequence of each
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Table 1: Human TIS11 family members and reported mRNA targets of the TIS11 family.

Gene
TIS11

Alternative names
ZFP36, TTP, Nup475, GOS24

TIS11b

ZFP36L1, Berg36, ERF-1, BRF-1

TIS11d

ZFP36L2, ERF-2, BRF-2

∗

Chromosomal location
19q13.1

14q22-24

2p22.3-p21

Reported mRNA targets
TNF∗
GM-CSF
IL-3
IL-6
cyclooxygenase
PAI type 2
Pitx2
TIS11
IL-2
1,4galactosyltransferase
IL-12
Ccl2
Ccl3
c-myc
cyclin D1
Fos
Ier3
Genome analysis 250 mRNAs
MIP-2
p21
E47
VEGF
IL-10
Genome analysis 137 mRNAs
polo-like kinase 3
TNF
GMCSF
IL-3
VEGF
c-IAP2
VEGF
STAR
TNF
GM-CSF
IL-3

reference
[8]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[14]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[24]
[25]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[27]
[23]
[26]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[32]
[33]
[33]

mechanism
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
?
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
?
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
translation
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability
mRNA stability

Targets in bold confirmed in cells derived from knockout animals are so-called “physiological” targets.

of the three human genes shows little variation between
individuals, and most polymorphisms are detected in the
introns, promoter, and 3 UTR regions [57]. Thirteen polymorphisms were detected in the protein-coding regions of
the three TIS11 family genes and six of these would result in
amino acid changes. In TIS11b a polymorphism generating
a dinucleotide substitution was detected that would prevent
splicing of the single intron of TIS11b but to date the
significance of this is unknown [57]. Further polymorphisms
of TIS11 were identified in a more recent study and one, an
C to T transition in the protein coding domain of TIS11, was
significantly associated with rheumatoid arthritis in AfricanAmericans [58].
TIS11, TIS11b, and TIS11d have all been associated with
induction of mRNA decay (see Table 1), and even though

redundancy in their function has been suggested, studies
with knock-out mice and analysis of tissue distribution
suggest that they may have cell specific regulation and
functions. TIS11 knock-out mice appear normal at birth but
later develop severe cachexia, autoimmunity, patchy alopecia,
arthritis, and conjunctivitis, which can be reversed by
administration of anti-TNF-α antibody [44]. TIS11b knockout mice do not survive to birth but die in utero between days
E8 and E13, due either to failure in chorioallontoic fusion
[59], or to defective extraembryonic vasculogenesis [37].
Mice in which a truncated form of TIS11d was generated,
which left the RNA binding domain and the nuclear export
signal intact [60], appeared normal at birth, but females were
infertile. Expression of the TIS11 family in mouse tissues has
shown that the TIS11 protein is highly expressed in spleen,
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thymus, lung, large intestine, and liver, weakly expressed in
brain and pancreas but is not expressed at all in the testis and
uterus [61]. TIS11b is highly expressed in kidneys, liver, lung,
pancreas, and heart, and weakly in skeletal muscle, colon,
thymus, spleen, small intestine, brain, and peripheral blood
leukocytes [62]. TIS11d is highly expressed in lung, liver,
skeletal muscle, kidneys, pancreas, placenta, and less strongly
in heart and brain [63].

4. Structure of TIS11 Family Members
The structures of the first zinc finger motif of TIS11 [64]
and human TIS11d before and after binding to an ARE
probe have been reported [65]. The spacing between the
cysteines and histidine in the zinc fingers (CX8 CX5 CX3 H)
and the length of the linker between the zinc finger motifs
are conserved between TIS11, TIS11b, and TIS11d. Because
of the similarity of the zinc finger motifs between the three
family members, it is expected that the model of mRNA
binding to TIS11d will apply to all family members. The first
zinc finger motif of TIS11 was found to be very diﬀerent in
comparison with other metal and zinc binding core domains,
in terms of diameter and thickness [64]. For human TIS11d
each of the two zinc fingers is folded independently into a
compact domain connected by a linker sequence [65]. The
structure is stabilised by binding of zinc to side chains of
Cys159 , Cys168 , Cys174 , His178 for the first zinc finger (ZF1)
motif and Cys197 , Cys206 , Cys212 , His216 for the second zinc
finger (ZF2). Hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces are
involved in further stabilisation of this structure [65]. The
orientation of the fingers is fixed, because the linker region
has a relatively rigid structure stabilised by hydrogen bonds
at each end and has little flexibility apart from the central
region (residues 186-189) [65]. TNF-α ARE was used as a
probe in this study, with the sequence 5 -UUAUUUAUU-3 .
Zinc finger 1 (Arg153 -Phe180 ) interacted with a single UAUU
subsite on the 3 end while zinc finger 2 (Lys191 -Ala218 )
interacted with the same subsite on the 5 end.

5. Regulation of the TIS11 Family at
the mRNA Level
TIS11 family mRNAs are induced by TPA in a wide variety
of cells including CLL cells, mouse fibroblasts, human
epithelial cells, and PC phaeochromocytoma cells [53, 54].
Insulin can induce TIS11 in NIH3T3 mouse fibroblasts [66]
but in RIE-1 cells only TIS11b is up regulated by insulin
while the other two family members remain unaﬀected
[67]. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induces TIS11 as early as 30
minutes poststimulation in murine macrophage RAW264.7
cells or human macrophages (THP-1) [14, 68, 69]. TIS11
was also induced by LPS in primary human white blood cells
including lymphocytes, monocytes, and neutrophils [70].
TIS11 can be induced by GM-CSF in myeloid cells [71] and
by TGF-β in a T-cell line [72] or a combination of TPA and
ionomycin in T lymphocytes [73]. TIS11 can be induced
by anisomycin (a p38 activator) and further induced by a
combination of anisomycin plus IFN-γ or IFN-β as early as
1 hour poststimulation in mouse embryonic fibroblasts [24].
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In the same study it was shown that addition of IFN-γ to LPS
treated primary mouse bone marrow macrophages further
increased induction of TIS11 mRNA in comparison with LPS
treated cells [24]. Glucocorticoids have also been reported
to induce TIS11 mRNA and protein in lung epithelial cells
and this induction may well be important for glucocorticoid
mediated control of inflammatory gene expression [74, 75].
The second family member, TIS11b, has been shown to be
induced by TPA, bryostatin, and rituximab in CLL cells
[54, 76, 77], calcium ionophore, anti-IgM and anti-CD20 in
Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines [55, 78], insulin in RIE-1 cells
[67] parathyroid hormone in human primary osteoblasts
[79] or adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) hormone in
adrenocortical cells [80].
An important consideration is that the kinetics of
induction of the mRNA for TIS11 genes appears to be
dependent on the type of stimulus and cell type. For example,
TIS11 mRNA is evident at 15 minutes after insulin or serum
stimulation in mouse fibroblasts returning to almost baseline
levels at two hours [66, 81]. In RAW264.7 cells, TIS11 mRNA
induction by LPS is biphasic with the first peak at one
hour and the second peak at five hours poststimulation
[69]. It has been shown that both phases of the biphasic
TIS11 mRNA induction after LPS treatment in RAW264.7
are regulated through the p38 pathway at the mRNA level
[69] and p38 and ERK pathway at the protein level [82].
Similarly TIS11b peaks at two hours poststimulation and is
clearly above basal levels at four hours after stimulation in
insulin treated RIE-1 cells [67] but in ACTH treated human
adrenocortical cells, peak induction of the gene occurs at
three hours poststimulation and is above the basal levels
for up to 24 hours poststimulation [80]. TPA stimulation
of CLL cells induced TIS11b more strongly and earlier than
bryostatin [76] and in the BL60-2 Burkitts lymphoma cell
line, anti-IgM induced TIS11b more strongly than antiCD20 stimulation [78]. H7 (a broad specificity inhibitor for
the PKC and PKA pathways) did not have any eﬀect on
induction of TIS11b mRNA by TPA or bryostatin in CLL
cells [76]. Similarly, induction of TIS11b in RIE-1 cell line by
insulin was unaﬀected by PKC inhibition, but inhibition of
PI3K pathway by wortmannin partially abrogated induction,
whereas the same PI3K inhibitor had no eﬀect on induction
of TIS11b by TPA [67].

6. Regulation of the TIS11 Family at
the Protein Level
The TIS11 family is also regulated at the protein level through
either phosphorylation and/or localisation in diﬀerent cellular compartments.
6.1. Phosphorylation. The TIS11 protein was suggested to be
phosphorylated since it was noticed that stimulation of the
NIH3T3 cell line with various stimuli such as serum, TPA,
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) for 2 hours, induced TIS11 protein detected as
45 kDa protein and not as the predicted 33 kDa protein [83].
In this particular study, phosphorylation of TIS11 was shown
to be partially regulated by the p42 mitogen activated protein
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kinase (MAPK) pathway, which phosphorylates Ser220 in
mouse TIS11 [83]. In another study in LPS stimulated
murine macrophages, TIS11 protein was evident at 75
minutes poststimulation as a 36 kDa protein, and increased
in size over time up to 45 kDa at 240 minutes poststimulation
[84]. TIS11 protein is a substrate for MAPK p38α and p38β
isoforms which probably control multiple phosphorylation
events [84]. TIS11 phosphorylation was also reported to
be mediated by the p38-regulated MAPK activated protein
kinase 2 (MK2) [68]. Ser52 , Ser178 , Thr249 , Thr250 , Ser264 ,
Ser80/82 were suggested to be the sites of phosphorylation by
MK2 in murine TIS11 and Ser264 and Thr250 were suggested
to be regulated by the p38a pathway [85]. Addition of a
p38 inhibitor to RAW 264.7 cells previously stimulated by
LPS for 2 hours resulted in rapid TIS11 dephosphorylation
and degradation [82]. TIS11 phosphorylation is therefore in
equilibrium with dephosphorylation probably mediated by
protein phosphatase 2A [86]. Major phosphorylation sites
responsible for murine TIS11 stabilisation were found to be
Ser52 and Ser178 which were phosphorylated by MK2 [82, 87].
The importance of Ser52 phosphorylation for the cytoplasmic localisation of murine TIS11 was demonstrated in
a study which also suggested that Ser178 is important for
this localisation [82]. Interestingly, Ser178 is also present in
murine TIS11b and phosphorylation of this site creates a
binding site for the 14-3-3 β isoform [85]. This is not the
only isoform of 14-3-3 that the TIS11 family can bind to
and it has been shown by a yeast two hybrid system that
all TIS11 family members bind equally well to 14-3-3 η
and β isoforms [88]. A study using MudPIT or MALDI/MS
methods showed that the major phosphorylation sites in
human TIS11 when purified from HEK293 cells were Ser66 ,
Ser88 , Thr92 , Ser169 , Ser186 , Ser197 , Ser218 , Ser228 , Ser276 ,
Ser296 [89]. Ser197 , Ser218 , and Ser228 were predicted to be
potential sites for protein kinase A, glycogen synthase kinase3, and extracellular-signal-regulated kinase 1 (both Ser218
and Ser228 ), respectively [89].
Phosphorylation of TIS11 may alter its function as a
destabilizing AU binding protein. One study showed that
transfection of cells with TIS11 and MKK6, which activates
p38, resulted in phosphorylation of TIS11 protein but this
did not aﬀect TIS11 ability to induce mRNA decay [69].
Another study using a series of serine or threonine mutants,
alone or in combination, showed that these phosphorylation
events did not alter the function of TIS11 in terms of TNF-α
induced destabilisation or mRNA binding and deadenylation
[47]. A further study showed that cotransfection of HEK293
cells with TIS11 and MKK6(E) dominant active MKK6
resulted in a slight increase in the half life of a TNF-α
construct in comparison with cells transfected with TIS11
alone, suggesting some deactivation or inhibition of TIS11
function following phosphorylation [84]. Furthermore, it
was reported that phosphorylation of murine TIS11 especially at Ser178 inhibited its binding ability to TNF-α ARE
and thus that the unphosphorylated TIS11 is active in
mRNA degradation [87]. It was proposed that reduced
binding activity of phosphorylated murine TIS11 could be
due to competitive binding with 14-3-3 proteins because
phosphorylation of Ser52 and Ser178 has been reported to
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induce binding to 14-3-3 proteins [87]. More recently, it
was reported that phosphorylation of human TIS11b did
not aﬀect its ability to bind to AREs and recruit RNA
degradation enzymes but did nonetheless inhibit its ability to
degrade ARE-containing mRNA [90]. Finally, another study
involving human TIS11b, showed that phosphorylation of
TIS11b by protein kinase B at Ser92 abrogated mRNA decay
of an IL-3 ARE containing probe induced by overexpression
of TIS11b [91].
6.2. Subcellular Localisation of TIS11 Family Members. In
many cell types, TIS11 is expressed at very low/undetectable
levels in the nucleus and cytoplasm of unstimulated cells and
is almost entirely expressed in the cytoplasm of stimulated
cells [82]. However, there was one early report showing
that TIS11 is nuclear and remains nuclear after stimulation
with serum [51]. Another exception appears to be human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) in which TIS11
is cytoplasmic in resting HUVEC and becomes nuclear
after stimulation with TNF-α [22]. Nuclear to cytoplasmic
shuttling of murine Tis11 has been shown to be regulated
through induction of phosphorylation at Ser52 and Ser178 ,
primarily by the p38 pathway [82]. Hypophosphorylated
forms of TIS11 were found to be nuclear and highly
susceptible to proteasomal degradation [82].
Murine TIS11 has a nuclear export signal (NES) between
amino acids 1–15 [92]. For murine TIS11b B the NES has
been mapped between amino acids 305–313 and for murine
TIS11d between amino acids 471–479 [92]. In a separate
study, the rat TIS11 nuclear localisation signal (NLS) was
mapped to the region containing the tandem repeats of the
zinc finger motif (amino acids 88–161), and Arg127 and
Arg131 , which are located in the linker region between the two
zinc finger motifs, were shown to be critical residues whereas
Leu3 , Isol16 and Leu10 were critical for nuclear export [93].
It has been shown by a yeast two hybrid system that TIS11
specifically associates with nucleoporin/Nup214 which is
part of the nuclear pore on the cytoplasmic face of the
pore complex [94] and this protein probably associates with
the linker region between the zinc finger motifs to mediate
nuclear localisation of TIS11. On the other hand nuclear
export seems to be regulated through CRM1 since inhibition
of CRM1 resulted in nuclear accumulation of TIS11 [93].
When cells are stimulated with a strong stress signal such
as heat shock, TIS11 co-localises with TIA-1 in stress granules
[95]. Localisation of TIS11 in stress granules also occurs
when cells are treated with FCCP (p-trifluoromethoxy carbonyl cyanide phenyl hydrazone, a mitochondrial inhibitor),
and oxidative stress but MK2 phosphorylation of TIS11
promotes its complex formation with 14-3-3 protein and
excludes it from stress granules [96, 97]. Both zinc fingers
of rat TIS11 are absolutely necessary for localisation in stress
granules, especially amino acids Tyr105 , Tyr113 , Phe119 , Gly109 ,
and Gly114 [95]. On the contrary it was shown that arsenite
treatment excludes TIS11 from stress granules through
MK2 mediated or p38 and c-jun N-terminal kinase (JNK)
mediated phosphorylation [47, 96]. TIS11 and TIS11b also
localise to processing bodies (P-bodies), which are cytoplasmic foci of mRNAs and enzymes that have been proposed as
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sites of mRNA decay and translational silencing [42, 97, 98].
TIS11 and TIS11b appear to deliver ARE containing mRNAs
to processing bodies for translational silencing and mRNA
decay [98]. Overexpression of TIS11 and TIS11b resulted
in stable association between stress granules and processing
bodies suggesting that the TIS11 family plays an active role
in tethering stress granules to processing bodies [97]. Stress
granules are considered sites where mRNA is sorted for
storage, reinitiation of translation or degradation [97, 99].
Interestingly, formation of processing bodies is absolutely
necessary for RNA interference activity and translation
arrest or mRNA degradation through siRNA and miRNA
[100]. Thus, TIS11 family and miRNA posttranscriptional
functions take place in the same subcellular location as
well as possibly being interdependent and sharing mRNA
degradation machinery [48].

7. TIS11 Family in Cell Functions and Disease
Overexpression of TIS11 family members induces apoptosis
in a variety of cell lines including HeLa, U20S, SAOS2,
and 3T3 [101, 102] and B-cell lymphoma cells [77] cells.
Induction of apoptosis by all three TIS11 family members
was completely abrogated in the presence of Bcl-2 or CrmA
[101]. TIS11 synergistically induced apoptosis with TNFα in 3T3 cells and the zinc fingers and the N-terminal
domain of TIS11 are absolutely critical for this eﬀect [102].
Mutant TIS11 lacking the zinc finger motifs failed to induce
apoptosis and localised in the nucleus, whereas the wild type
TIS11 localised in the cytoplasm [102]. The TIS11 family
may regulate degradation of cell survival proteins such as,
Bcl-2, directly. Bcl-2 mRNA contains a Class II ARE motif in
the 3 UTR with at least one UUAUUUAUU nonamer which
is conserved between diﬀerent species and this sequence
controls the stability of Bcl-2 [103]. RNA electrophoretic
shift assays have confirmed an interaction between TIS11b
and the Bcl-2 ARE (Murphy et al., unpublished observations). Because TIS11 also destabilises several mRNAs whose
overexpression is related to malignant change, it has been
suggested that they may form a class of tumour suppressor
genes. In support of this hypothesis, it has been reported that
injection of mast cells transformed with v-H-Ras resulted in
tumour formation in mice as early as 6 weeks after injection
due to production of autocrine IL-3 [104]. Transfection
with v-H-Ras clones overexpressing TIS11 delayed tumour
formation by at least 4 weeks [104]. Another study correlated
response to cisplatin in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma cell lines with levels of TIS11b expression. Tumour
cells expressing TIS11b underwent apoptosis following drug
exposure, while tumour cells with low/absent levels of
TIS11b were resistant to apoptosis, but became sensitive
after transfection of cells with a TIS11b expressing plasmid
[36]. Interestingly, significant downregulation of inhibitor of
apoptosis protein 2 (cIAP2) but not Bcl-2 mRNA was seen
in these cells even though both these mRNAs contain class II
AREs [36].
TIS11 (but not TIS11b) specifically interacts with the
Tax protein from either bovine leukaemia virus or human
T lymphotropic virus 1 (HTLV-1) through the C-terminal
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domain [46]. In the presence of TIS11, Tax was less
oncogenic probably due to inhibition of Tax transactivation
activity [46]. Interestingly TIS11 was able to abrogate TNFα induction by Tax in unstimulated RAW264.7 cells [46].
TIS11b expression is upregulated in human HTLV-1-infected
cells by Tax transactivator protein which binds to two TIS11b
upstream control elements [105].
TIS11b was found to be one of the genes that are over
expressed in cell lines and primary cells expressing the
AML1-ETO fusion protein, that is, found in 40% of Acute
Myeloid Leukaemia subtype M2 [62]. When ectopically
expressed TIS11b promoted myeloid progenitor L-G cell
proliferation and inhibited diﬀerentiation [62]. Intriguingly,
siRNA mediated TIS11b knockdown in murine embryonic
stem cells promoted their diﬀerentiation to cardiomyocytes
[106]. Increased expression of TIS11b was reported in
primary breast tumours [107] and hepatocellular carcinomas
[108]. In addition, TIS11, TIS11b, and TIS11d have been
reported to be over-expressed in a variety of the NCI 60 panel
of human cancer cell lines [109].
The involvement of the TIS11 family in inflammatory
disease was one of the earliest reported disease associations
of this family. TIS11 knockout mice developed a generalised
autoimmune-like disease that was largely controlled by the
addition of neutralising anti-TNF antibodies [44]. TIS11,
in particular, has been reported to mediate degradation of
inflammatory cytokine mRNAs (see Table 1 and references
therein). Recently, targeting TIS11 has been shown to have
therapeutic potential in an animal model of inflammatory
bone loss [110].

8. Conclusion
The TIS11 family of proteins mediate posttranscriptional
gene regulation, which appears to be important in a range
of physiological and pathological processes. A number of
important gaps in our knowledge still exist and require
further study. We have limited knowledge of mRNA targets of
TIS11 family members and whether individual TIS11 family
members target distinct, overlapping, or identical targets
to other family members. A few studies have suggested
inhibition of translation may also be mediated by the TIS11
family as well as mRNA degradation and this requires further
elucidation. A most interesting line of enquiry concerns the
relationship of TIS11 family mediated posttranscriptional
regulation to miRNA and siRNA mediated posttranscriptional regulation. Finally, their role in cell functions and
disease have already provided evidence that they may be
useful therapeutic targets in inflammatory diseases and
cancer. Further studies are likely to identify other important
regulatory mechanisms for this family in health and disease.
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